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Editors' Preface

This volume contains the manuscripts of research lectures

by pre-doctoral participants in the summer program. The staff guided

the selection of the students' topics with several goals in mind.

One goal was to isolate that part of a problem which might prove to

be tractable in an effort of eight weeks or so. The more important

goal was to find "open-ended" problems which would continue to

challenge the student after his return to the university.

The degree of direction by a senior participant varied a

great deal. In a vew cases, there were frequent conferences and

discussions about fruitful avenues of approach. In other cases,

there was essentially no contact except one of encouragement and

interest. The efforts cover a wide spectrum in originality also.

Some of the reports represent a more extended study of material

presented in the course of lectures others are original con-

tributions which are being prepared for publication.

Because of time limitations it was not possible for the

notes to be edited and reworked. The reports may contain errors

the responsibil ity for which must rest on the shoulders of the par-

ticipant-author. It must be emphasized that this volume in no way

represents a collection of reports of completed and polished work.

All those who took part in the summer program are grateful

to the National Science Foundation for its encouragement and

financial support of the program.

Mary C. Thayer
Willem V. R. Malkus
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Modificat.ionof Inertial Oscillations bya Magnetic Field

Patrick A. Davis

A. Introduction

An .attempt is made to understand the consequences of

imposing a magnetic field upon an inertial oscillation.

In order to simpl ify the discussion and yet maintain a

close connection with a physically meaningful situation, a par-

ticular model has been selected which it is hoped fairly closely

resembles the situation in the earth's core, namely, a toroidal

field superimposed on a contained rotating fluid. This problem

is examined from three distinct points of view:

a) As an (f3 -plane) analogue. This might be a reasonable approach

in the limit of small amplitude and more or less zonal motion.

b) When the amplitude can no longer be considered small, the full

spherical problem must be posed. As one approach to this the equa-

tions are transformed to a new variable which under certainassump-

tions satisfies an equation identical in form to the inviscid problem

already solved by Greenspan, with in addition a small perturbation

term. In this approximation the ordinary inviscid modes when properly

scaled should represent the possible inertial oscillations in the

presence of a magnetic field.

c) In order to determine within what range of parameters the pre-

vious approach is valid, the full problem for this model is solved

and the resultant eigenvalue equation is examined with a view to

resolving this question.
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B. The Equations of Motion

The fOTmoftheequations of motion and Maxwell 's equation

adopted in the rest of the work are as follows:

(d~ ~ ~dr)+ rad "f.f § /~ + f xve :: +H1. \l~1 + )) \7 ~ir

. where p:. (L + # I H ii i. _ .J. In x it I ~ v )
t 8TTf :i

(1)

~\7-i.=0
o~H 0(-+ -+1) ~ 1- ::aw 7. X J.J + ~Î \7 H
òt

(2a)

Where -- and r¡ will be considered negl igible, the dis-

placement current has been ignored and Ohm's law assumed as well

as the normal constitutive relations. The effect of rotation has

been lumped in the term (f )l 1f) and P In the next section,

gravity will drop out; in the later sections it will be neglected

since the material will be considered homogeneous and of constant

dens ity.

C. The ß -plane analogue
i

A rectangular system of coordinates is adopted with X to

the east, J to the north and ~ vertical to the earth's surface.

The following assumptions. are made about the variables and the mean

fields. ..
+ ::

A

(fo +Ø~)k

:: V e e (Kt.X +l(~~ +ÌtJ_wT)
~
V"

where K)(and K:J are specified and V is small, and any mean
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zonal motion can be el iminated by adjusting fo

~I ~ ~ (
H=H+h ìtJy¡:r)t-)

~ ( "'H = Ho-rtl~)l- is specifiedand

Linearizing equation 2~

~
~ =H'V.J- -:''lif
'at

(2b)

Then taking the local derivative with respect to time followed by

the curl of (1) and substituting (2b) the equations of motion become

o~ cw iJ +V(Jk -t: ;t vt:: uu(Ha'd:d-) (3)Ô t ~ à . õx.
'\7' "I = 0

where Ho will be assumed much greater than any value of f3 J'

These equations represent a set of four equations in three

unknowns and thus one equation is redundant. Choosing the last

three equations and invoking the solubility condition to set the

determinant equal to zero it is possible to specify one of the

eigenvalues (in this case ') ) in terms of the other.

o.K;4LCa. k~" -wIKx) - ~ k y"- iky b JÀ 0 O' À = :! - - (4):: a. (Q, k X - W ¡. ) + f~ W (J: -fo w k ¡() .

Q. ': 1-1"1-(; - w ~

:i

b :: 2 H ~ Kt

For each value of ÌI U.. and V can be obtained from
)I

(r: À ~ .; fk k~ ) U + (i trPJ Ìi" + a. kx ky ) V :: 0

(-fwk)( - (b H' 0. Ky))U + C-hw Kyt1- (CtkX -Wß)J V:: 0

(5)
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and W can be determined from the continuity condition.

Kx U + Ky V t ÌI ìJ = D (6)

It should be noticed that for the two non-zero values

of Â that U and V are the same and I¡ differs only in
sign.

The other eigenvalue LV should be determined now by the

boundary conditions which are those corresponding to a free

boundary.

w=o ~=2.,=o
'";; a~

a; ~~O

and all variables finite at ;y ': - t: .

. Case Ìi :: 0

The boundary conditions require for À:: 0 that all

derivatives vanish throughout the fluid and since W vanishes

at è zero it must vanish throughout the fluid. Since in this

case À is not functionally dependent on W the solubility con-

dition on equations (5) determine 4J Thus

k~ Lfo w I\y +- ¿ (a.k '1- W!3D-K'IKJ (ßW Kx -Cb+'l a.ky)) :: 0 (7)

The boundary cond it ions and the four th equa t ion, i. e. ,

(fDW)À U + .ÚLÀ V - (b r ¿a./.t~)W:: 0 (8)

are trivially satisfied in this case.
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. Case À:l =:t Ìi

Any solution should be expressible in terms of ~ ,

V , and VI determined for the three values of Ìi

LA

= A ¡'

u.~

-l A2 V).

w~

U"

+ A v')v-

w o

The boundary conditions give three equations for deter-

¡nining A i

determine W

A:i and 113, The solubility condition then should

However the solubility condition is trivially satisfied

and thus another condition must be used to determine /;.

The only remaining condition is the fourth equation which must

be satisfied for all acceptable W With this condition the

problem is formally complete.

In order to obtain an insight into the effect of the

magnetic field it is only useful to examine in detail the

simplest cases. When À is not zero the eigenvalue equations

are very complicated giving little physical insight. Furthermore,

the implications of the boundary conditions and the meaningfulness

of the model need further investigation in the case that there

is a ..-= - dependence in the solution.
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Case À -=.0 Hand K\o: 0
i

.It should be noti.ced thatW A :. :t KxH corresponds to un-

modified. Alfen waves ,and that W/1:: - -t corresponds to unmodified

Rosshy waves.

In the case of no i!.. dependence and no component of the wave

vector in the y-direction there are at low wave numbers both modi-

fied Rossby waves in the negative x-,direction(West)and modified

Alfen waves in the positive x-direction.

w = - g- (I t fi + 'I 1A.l(.)~ 2. k)( W~ (a)

These are represented in the figure by dotted curves to be

compared with the unmodified waves drawn in solid curves.

+

k)(

ú)

.. - -
WH

-
It is interesting to note that although the Rossby mode at

low wave numbers is altered relatively little in frequency and speed

by the presence of a magnetic field, the modified Alfen branch is

radically changed in speed dependence on Kt , from a constant
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valu.e of I '" H toap.arabol ic form which is zero at zero

k)( This is quite a different behaviour about zero to

~ither of the unmodified waves. Furthermore it should be noted,

with reference to the eat:th' score, that these slow-moving modi-

fied Alfen waves move with respect to the fluid in a direction

opposite to the Rossby wave.

Case À = Ó and K y :f 0
T

For the case of motion in the y_direction the roots become

a little more complicated:

WH = + ~ Q i: (A + B'!CO1: ia-I~ )i i(¡.1f L Slflãm-' t% ) J (10)

." '"
A= 1+ 'IN k¡(

úJ 7-ri
k:2 '2 '2:: K)Ctl(y

?

8.= ?J H ~ K 'l Kj
ú); /(..~

w -
I' -

ßk)f
k'l

It is evident that at least two of these four roots are

unstable, namely those corresponding to the negative sign of the

imaginary part.

In the case that Ky.c.. K which is the only case in which

this model is valid:

WH = ;: (i t ¡,-+ 4 (;A -. + .t
.6Jlt~ -

Thus the real

~¡. ¥~ )t( ~.. +4 f;A~
Wa.J1

part of the frequency is identical

(lOb)

to the

case where there was no component of the wave vector in the j-

direction, but the amplitude is modified exponentially in time.
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It is not possible under the present assumptions to deter-

mine when and how the unstable modes might occur, both because the

discussion has been limited to strictly local regions of the fluid,

and because it appears likely from a discussion of a similar problem

by M. Stern that the stability criteria will depend on the over-all

profile of the mean magnetic field at least to the extent of deter-

mining the second derivative. However the wave modes discussed

in this ß -plane analogue could provide a detailed mechanism for

the transfer of energy between the mean flow and the mean magnetic

field.

D,A Perturbation Approach

When the amplitude of an inertial oscillation is not small,

it is no longer possible to attempt a local solution such as the

previous one. The full geometry of the sphere must be employed.

As a first approach to this problem it is useful to find out how

far the analysis can be taken by mere scal ing of the non-magnetic

case, already solved by Greenspan. To this end the field equations

can be combined in terms of new variables:

~ -; ..
B=H-v- 1

p~ -l

satisfying the following equation (after Malkus)

assuming:

(~-1n~ß -(r¡-)))7'iV= -t7P -(iJ.'V)"t +2(if.\JYe+2.i-¡;¡

IS' /71711

)g"Jß/;'7 (~-'\)ltl~iJJ

1(6.\1)81 ;?"? i (iJ-.Q)êl

(lla)
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This becomes

(-l-nv~ê = - l ílp -ct. V)$-2;(X ~
Assuming the mean field ß:: C. '7 is the same as assuming it is

(llb)

toroidal since the mean velocity is one associated with solid

rotation. (C is approximately 700 for the earth's core,

according to Malkus) .

The perpendicular component of the velocity is related

to the mean and fluctuating part of the field by

~
ô h :: ew (i? y, ¡.r)
'ò t'

We assume that (;t.. \/) ß can be

(assuming "' negligible) .

eliminated by making it a

second-order quantity through changing JL. Furthermore it is

assumed, following Malkus, that this term accounts for approxi'-
4 -+

mately half of 1%)( /311 .

Thus:

.. ;t -? :: ~
i H +.. Ï/ ~ - - X H =.H X ~õt" e' C (12)

This equation is similar to the inviscid non-magnetic

solution with the addition of the small perturbation term

1. )( JJ.'

The magnitude of
~
\/1 H can be estimatedrelative to

-+

from equation (2a) by assuming 1: ": E ~

c.

and tha t H has

a wave form of angular velocity 6J and wave number K

E: "" c(J¿
H

Then
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Where ( )~ is the propagation speed of the wave and H can

be characterized by the speed of an Alfen wave. Since the

ratio of these two terms is normally small and is here further

decreased by C this term can safely be considered a pertur-

bation and as such will not affect the speed or period of an

inertial wave to the first order. Thus in the range for the

parameters in which the assumptions made are correct, the varia-

-f ~
ble H 0( V" satisfies an equation identical in form to the

normal inviscid equation with only a difference in scaling of

. r" -I f" -I
the frequency (i. e., C ~ ~ rather than ~ ~ ) .

In order to understand better the nature of these solu-

tions the inviscid solutions due to Greenspan will be briefly

reviewed.

A review of the non-magnetic solutions for an inviscid contained

rotating fluid.

The equations are scaled to a unit sphere and the time

by. n.-I-lL , cyl indrical polar coordinates ( 'l , W,t ) are adopted

and inertial oscillations of the form:

p cp
t (K tV +'1t )u. U

;; e
î. V

w W

are tried in the equations of motion.

An equation
~'2

\1 ""A. -!L r; l+'t )i'J 0,3'1 í
(13a)
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is ohtained which when .the 'i ~coordinate is scaled by

(J - ~) is 
Laplace' s equation in cylindrical polar coor-

dinates. The boundary condition of no normal motion at the

spherical boundary becomes:

k dcP +ß,¡ f (i - .!)~ ôt
'" èJl7 ;A 't ;il Ôë (13b)

To fit the boundary condition on a constant coordinate surface,

oblate spheriodal coordinates are introduced:

h:: (CIt~-ntA/a.(I_)4Ayt

r::~ where
Cnk. X

1

Cr¡i. :: ( :i).J
" i-X.:¡

Ìlni'X:: ,; (14)

On the surface of the sphere ~
71 -: (I-;U') :i

~::¡U=c.9
The solution for each mode k and corresponding eigen-

y:: en/f X

value Ìil'l\ is:
~ -: pI( l..) pk (,u)

;1 (ènl' I? (15a)

with an eigenvalue equation:

k. prifi (x)= () -x.'"J-i Plj" (X) (15b)

The velocities can be recovered from the following relations:

~ ::

V::

.

- :¡¿ ~~) (~ ø + 1 ;~)

I ("ò if Ìik J.)

~('-~"') èl1 + ii ~

W :. - -l Ôt/-t: Ì\ n

(16)
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The solutions are products of associated Legendre ¡\oly-

nomials. These functions are characterized by a closecorres-

pondence between functions of the same class ~ , .where the

p t i
1ft tpolynomial is written When the first few eigenvalues

are inspected, a similarity is also apparent among eigenvalues

corresponding to each class. Furthermore the values suggest

that the smallest eigenvalue corresponding to symetric func-

tions
plr

k+2.yy are an order of magnitude smaller than any corres-

ponding to odd functions.

These facts together with the supposition that the modes

in the core that might cause a perturbation of the mean field

at the surface of the earth, some 3000 km above, will be of low

order in ~ (so as to produce a low enough order magnetic pole

to be observed at this distance) enables one to pick out by in-

spection the most likely modes from the first few sets.

It is also possible to set, more or less, an upper limit

on the period of such modes. The observed period of the non-dipole

field is of the order of 60,000 JL The smallest of the first
few roots is of the order of one-tenth. When this is scaled by

C , the corresponding period is approximately 7,000 SL or wi thin

an order of magnitude of the observed value.

E. A Toriodal Magnetic Field in a Contained Rotating Fluid

In order to check the range of validity of the perturbation

approach, it is interesting to compare it to the exact solution of

-? A
a contained rotating fluid in the presence of a toroidal field.H::KIlUJ.
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The following scaling is assumed(with stars on the

unscaled variables):

~ -t . .1 ~ L -+ 71 k L H
hot =: L Ji t~ ::.. t l"':' (f n i H~ ==-+ ..

, ~ - in. L Y'l'J.;I./)+ JL + 6 L ìi p
f* - .i () ~p.

(17a)

where the characteristic length scale is the radius of the core

and k is the uniform value of ciJ ll. With this scaling

the equations of motion now become:

';
d it -¡:- "\ ~ CA -+ -+-+6ir.\7"1) +\If+~k.xV': --~_. H.r:H (17b)õt ~ Jl'JLtI

where C -IiJ' H is the Al fen speed.A - 'iíTf
~
~ +6.iJ.7H:: 6 i1.\!J (17c)òt

If the substantial derivative ~ +::. íJ) of equation

(17b) is taken, a substitution made from equation (17c), and all

terms with E as coefficients neglected (this involves neglec--- -+ -l (ting only terms in ir . \l V and V. \l V p)) then the following

equation is arrived at:

'2 "" 2. )'ò '20 ~ . "\"í~_c ~ V+\lp+:2kxV:O\. -ò t õ w (18)

where dots indicate local derivatives andc.A _,
C,:: .fl.R: .- 10 for the core of the earth.

By a method similar to the inviscid approach the following

are derived:
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Pressure Equation

'I"i¡l _(.£'J+ ~ ).£ rff' t' d. a. Ô '2 2.

a.:: (?i': c'J)(:2)

b := (?i - c2. k: )

ol = (À 'l_ c~"H)

(19a)

Boundary Condition

Jt 2. + 'i 31 - (£ + if) ? ~ + .~lf'.râ It a.¡ a. d. Ôi2 d. i- (19b)

with the same transformation of coordinates, but with

x-'l ::
l

(f * 'l~ )

IC'tk-:I_~~ (20a)

the solution becomes:

~ = Pn~ ('. ) pk (M)
C'n)' i' (20b)

with

1_142. dP~()
k +l \1) ~K. c ~ ) - 7 l\ ~.:: 0

(/ êi~
(20c)

where 2b 2(;''" c'dk)
fC~) :; a: ~ (~i_c?(~~

and ~ is substituted for in terms of ~

It follows that for the perturbation approach to be valid

the eigenvalue equation must be functionally of the same form as

the non-magnetic case and À must be related to
I :? l: ~'/ C

~ by

k 3.;: '? J .

a constant.

This is true in the range and

In the case that c,.r)i.. ') "7 C"" the equation takes a different
l'
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functional form with

."

~ ~

f(~)~

c"l

ÌI ;i

~
C '2

F. Conclusion

Examination of the modification of inertial waves due

to a magnetic fiëld indicates, in the case of simple ;J -plane

analogue, that where as one branch of the solution smoothly

approaches non-magnetic Rossby wave velocities at low wave

number, the Alfen wave at high wave number never approaches

zero. The other branch, although it approaches the Alfen wave

speeds at high wave number, has quite a distinct behaviour at

low wave number, approaching a zero speed as the wave number

approaches zero.

Although the complexity of the solution for large ampli-

tude modes is such that no easy division can be made between

the different types of waves, it is apparent that the similarity

argument of section D is only valid for modes that approach the

non-magnetic ones. The very slow modes behave in a systematically

different manner and it is in this range that the observed period

of the earth i s non-dipole field is to be found, if it is indeed at

all related to an inertial oscillation.
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Ad S.tudy o.fthe .Equatorial Undercurrent

Michael Devine

I Introduction

The equatorial undercurrent isa high-velocity subsurface

curren.t, moving eastward under .a wind-driven westward surface flow.

This eastward flow, observed to some extent in all three oceans

beginning at an average depth of about 50 m, is in the form of a

thin ribbon-shaped current, approximately centered about the

equator. It is about 200 m thick and 300 km wide in the .Pacific.

It's core speed is often in excess of 100 cml sec, considerably

higher than the speed of the surface flow. It's volume transport

has been estimated to be as much as half that of the Gulf Stream.

The governing dynamics of the current structure at and

very near the equator are extremely difficult to elucidate.

There is evidence of upwell ing and a horizontal temperature

minimum at the equator, so that thermal effects are probably

important. The theoretical breakdown of the Ekman layer assump-

tion and the observed breakdown of the thermocl ine structure at

the 'equator indicate that friction must be taken into account

through most of the oceanic troposphere, Examination of the

magnitude of the non-linear inertial term in the observedequa-

torial undercurrent forces one to the conclusion that inertial

effects may be fully as important as viscous ones.

Thermal effects are not taken expl icitly into account in
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the modeLpres8nted below, since inclusion of a re.alistic heat

equation wo.uLdmake the entire problem intractable. The simplest

"thermal "assump.tion.,.that.ofa.homo.geneous o.ce.an.,. also appears to

be unsatisfactory, requiring a sea surface sloping downward from

west to east in order to sustain the current. This condition is

not fulfilled in the Indian Ocean, where a considerable under-

current has been observed below a sea surface sloping upward from

west to east. This unfavorable situation, however, exists only

near the surface. The horizontal pressure gradient is observed

to reverse itself with depth, becoming favorable to the under-

current at a depth of about 100 m. Thus a two-layer model, allow-

ing the entire upper layer to adjust instead of only the sea sur-

face, should be considerably more realistic thana homogeneous

model. The two-layer assumption has been made in this study.

The fitting of a boundary layer in which both viscous and

inertial effects are important into an interior Sverdrup solution

is a problem which has not been generally solved, and we will there-

fore restrict our attention to the immediate vicinity of the equator.

We will impose zonal symetry on the current, with the intention of

studying the mean mid-ocean current structure, rather than zonal

changes in that strucutre. It will be seen that strict zqnal sym-

metry cannot exist due to zonal changes in layer depth, but this as-

sumption will be retained as a necessary first approximation. It will

be assumed that the sea surface is acted on by a constant east wind,

this again being regarded as a first approach to reality.
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II; The Layer Depth at the Equator

Our general model consists of a hydrostatic upper layer

t.
h+h*"

(1)

f:: ~ t (h + h") + Chst (2)

No motion in the lower layer requires that there be no

horizontal pressure gradients there, so that

h~ + CAst := - .fl( h
.t

(3)

The horizontal pressure gradients in the upper layer,

wh i ch, by the hydrostatic assumption persist throughout the

entire layer, . are then.givenby

"Pi- F" f)
~* h ¡I=

~ ( ~;¡ h X
-

(4)-
e

.: 'I

~ (~)hy
= ~* hy (5)

r¿

where

5* ~(~):.

To get the behavior of the layer depth at the equator,

we turn now to the Sverdrup transport equation, assumed to hold

within at most a degree or two of the equator. These give generally

~

'i(x) -(3yV + f -t d.e p(h) h)( := 0

~

(6)
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l(y)+(3': U + rOpy d.:c _ p(h) hy =0. . )h ~ t
Ux ., v~ == 0

p(oj#O

(7)

(8)

or, with (4) and (5) assuming

I()() -ß"j V ? ~*h h;( :: 0

l l~ ) 1- ß:J U - ,,~~ h h Y ~ 0

(9)

(10)

In our ß -plane coordinate system I is the impressed

wind stress while U and V are components of the horizontal

mass transport. We assume that the equatorial wind regime

T(x) = J constant T Cy) :: 0 holds. % ~ (9) - lá~ (10)

then gives, with (8)

ßyV::O (ll)

The meridional component of the çleep geostrophic trans-

port balances exactly that of the Ekman transport. Equation (9)

now gives the zonal slope in the layer depth as

Cl*' h ~.l
() 'l .lh

(12)

By an argument similar to that in boundary layer theory,

al though not susceptible of exact justification, we continue (12)

through the equatorial boundary layer and assume that it holds

also at the equator. Howev.er, the relation (12) still leaves

our problem in an intractably complex form. Variation in layer

depth governed by the general form of (12) will destroy the zonal
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symetry we require, In addition, the boundary condition at the

layer interface, U(-h): v(-h);.w(..h)~ 0 contains a layer depth h

which must be determined as part of the solution. To eliminate

these difficulties we select a reference depth ho ' from which

h is. assumed to undergo only small variations, and set

* h T
~ y,=:2ho (13)

This assumption loses the greatest benefits of the two-

layer model, and constrains the analysis to follow the lines

indicated by Dr. A.R.Robinson in his análysis ofa homogeneous

model.

The question remains of the accuracy of the approximation

(13). A test of the validity of (13) and a first correction to

the results obtained could be gotten by repeating the analysis

below at another longitude )( l

III. The Equatorial Flow Field

With the previous discussion in mind, the horizontal

~ -plane equations may be written

VUJ+wUp:-~ U.a-ßyV -+ ~o ~ 0

VV~ + W Vi- - V V'!;! +(3~U t ~~ hj :: 0

(1)

(2)

Vy + Wa -= 0 (3)

Restricting our attention to the immediate vicinity of the
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~quator, we expand each velocity component in a power series

about y:: 0 We regard the equator as a free boundary and

do not distinguish between flows riorth and south of the equator.

This requires that V. and W be symetric, and V antisym-

metric about j = 0 The expanded flow components are then

I) C YJ 1:) :: U La) + " C.yJ-)

v( ~Ja.) := Y LV(ë,) 
+ 0 (y;))J

WLY¡i) .. weft) of o(~;¡)

(4)

The equations of motion then become, to lowest order

in j and with (2) differentiated with respect to ~ to elim-

iuate h~

I 1/ "/
w u .- -V lJ -+ Tlh: ="

I II ,,\ Vlll I
V V 4- vJ V..'1 -+ (9 lJ -="

(5)

(6)

i
V+ LA ::" (7)

where d.F 'i
ii~F ,
The boundary conditions, letting ~. 0 be the layer

interface are

))U'(~a): 'ì y V i ( he) :: 0

V Co) ;: 0

wCho);:O

wee);:l)

(8)

.U (a) :: 0

For further study, a non-dimensional form of the equations

is required. This non-dimensional ization will be carried out
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with the goal of obtaining a tractable form containing both

viscous and inertial terms. In particular, we will seek to

exhibit inertial effects as ,a first-order correction to a

zero-order viscous flow. With this in mind, introduce the

non-dimensional quanti ties, which appear on the left-hand

side of the equations, as

)(
X ': i:

'j - Y- -
to

~ ::
:¡-
ho

v - U-~ v - V ( A O'L )
- ~ (fi L. ) h:

A y :: ..
AdY

~. V. t. (..:) d
~

r-~ it
Y:: Âevcm2/ secFor convenience, we impose

7 = -;t dyne/cm2 1; = -I dyne/cm2, the latter two

scal ings corresponding to a constant easterly wind stress,

and scale the velocity, with the surface boundary condition

L. n . d b \ J ci ho 1;min, Y "0 ,¿ _ .
AtJV

The complete set of non-dimensional equations is then

,J. 'W t) l - t) ii + I :: 0

'(.

fo: ( V ii + \. './) - II I/I.. U I :. 0

(9)

(10)

'V+W' :: 0 (ll)

with boundary conditions

1/ (I) :: I
I) ( tì) ::0

V'(I)=O
V (,0) :: "

wei) = 0

w (0) :: Q
(12)
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where t = ~
(13 L)L

¥-= Aov
( ~ t.) hii"-

The system (9) - (12) may be expanded in the perturbation

e
parameter R :: Va. Define

\J: Vel + R U i + . i ·

V:: '\0 of Rili l...

'J :: Wø + R Wi + · · I

(13)

The zero order system is

1.1 U- vo ..
'/1 "" \),1

V-, ò

': " (14)

': 0 (15)

v: +- \¡ 0'
:: 0

(16)

i
Uci(I)=1 v: (I): Lv(i) ~ uCo)-: v(l)) '! w(,,):: 0 (17)

with solution

lJe -= ¡. 'ï.:

V:: ~ -- :J~ -+ J~D , t! 0 110
,$-

vil; :: -!- of
i~()

(18)

(19)

'3 i;~~..
8' ö

'7~'l..
.:40

(20)

(18) - (20) may now be substituted into the first-order

system which is

\Ji)\ U1 - \. 1/1 ': 0VVÔ 0 I
\J VI + Vi Viti Ii 1/1+ I) I=,O"0 0 Ð b - vi I

'Ii +Wl =0\ .'
Yil!1)~V¡((I)~ Wi (1)=UI !O) -:Y; (0) = vJl (0) = 0I' - p ;' ".. . - ~ .

,..

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)
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The complete non-diemnsional velocity field to first

order which emgrges is

R (is i. ri r )l) l'l):: ~ + - - - + l! - L! .. l! èl: ~ q '0 7 ~. S 3S'
lf ~ a

V(~) :: ~ - II +1i +~.. 8'0 I~o

+ JlI ~l'lO _4!'7 +l?i:21!1.f4q!..I("d.J..~_3. +~'7e)
q'O\"lgoqO 'to ;'00 lOt) 4lO ,.0 10 :2-0

.: !l- 3.3 ? i
VJC~) = -.. -+ -l -.. -I':O 80 :£40

-Ji (41" _£..:2'7~? _ ?~I. +4~l t lIillf 'r + 17l:'J)
%0 \20'l'lO i~ 1400 ¡i' ii iã - iÕ :;0

(25)

(26)

(27)

It must be kept in mind that the scale velocity V. is
o

negative, due to the negative 1; , and that R is negative

for the same reason. When we restore dimensional velocities

in terms of non-dimensional ~ we therefore g~t

U(t~= -Iv. ):t + IR1/Vol l-~ +~' -1£+,332-) (28)ï c '- q '0 ~. 7 J¡" S" Td

.v('ê) :: - 1"0 J (~ _ 9 f... + 7e ) + (29)
Y 1~ 8'0 12.0

+ 'IRIIYiIl-.itO.i!\ ~'1~ _~.Ll~4a~~+ila~ 3~:l 27 i,)
'fbDy\ï,qc ttø :too ieo 3t "7-iÕ+:i~1

~-

'v(~): _:i h. (_.L +1. - .2 it'"). + (30)y i- 120 fO ))ø

'If/! 'i I ho ( 4 ¡.I'_.E lla? ? é r. /I ~ 3 1.)
+ %0 t T\2o'"'o /8'0 +NO(¡ -Eo'¡ ~~o +d, --T +~;
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iV. Discussion

The dependence of the velocity field upon the chosen

values of h¡; and Atiii is critical enough to make any direct

comparison of the resul ts with observation unwarrented. Ìt is

instructive, however, to examine U (~) for imposed values of

ho and A ÐV to see if the model is capable of producing

.a real istic vertical profile of the zonal velocity component.

It is not ~ priori clear that it can do so, since it is con-

ceivable that the obtaining of a real istic Vo might necessi-

tate a totally unreasonable r(. We observe that, due to the

presence of the linear term (t-o )( '3~:');; , an Eastward flow

counter to the wind-driven surface flow will appear at some

~ ~ O. For purposes of comparison with reality we observe

that R ~ 830 gives an Bastward flow throughout the entire

dep th 0 4. ~ ~ I , while R Z 500 or so gives the resul t that

the magnitude of the maximum undercurrent is considerably less

than the magnitude of the surface velocity. With this in mind we

select hI. = 2'104 cm and Aov = 1.33'102 cm2/sec which give

VI! = 300 cml sec R 588. The resul tant behavior of u(a)

is shown below, where the r -coordinate represents depth below

the surface in meters.

The result is qualitatively comparable to observation, but

is not particularly good quantitatively giving, for example, a con-

siderably smaller maximum undercurrent velocity than has been

generally observed. Perhaps better agreement could be obtained by
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t(fn) U La) ( t//~ )

0 -40
20 - 5

40 +11
60 26

80 38
100 46
120 43

140 37
160 29
180 15
200 0

a more Judic:lous choice of h.e and A OV' It should be

emphasized that this sample velocity profile ~s intended

only to illustrate the abil ity of the model to reproduce

the observed strong reversal with depth of the ~pnal velocity,

The study as .'awhole is intended only as a qualitative indi-

cation of the controll ing dynamics of the equatorial under-

curren t.

The first-order velocity field may be substituted into

the second equation of motion 111- (2) to determine the meri-

dional variation of layer depth h in the immediate vicinity

of the equator. The result of attempting this has not been

conclusive, the slope changing from very slightly negative

(downward) to very slightly positive as R increases through

the range 500 ~ ~ ~ 800.
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Microscopic Descriptlons of Long-range Correlations in a Gas

Uriel Frisch

Abstract

An attempt is made to describe situations with long-range

correlations (such as turbulence) using as a star.t:LngJpoin:t a

Gtbbsian phase-space ensemble, instead of a collection of laminar

flows. Hydrodynamic velocity correlations are expressed in

terms of particle distribution functions. This requires the

introduction of a space smoothing operator. The equations

governing the dynamics of long-range correlations on a time

scale much longer than the collision time form a hierarchy

describing a cascade process for particle correlations. It is

shown that the closure assumption made by J;rigogine, Balescu

and Krieger has an unphysical consequence.

t: '" t; ll

¡
Nayier-Stokes

¡Liouville J

~t

lB. B .G.K. Y .I.t --teA

~.. ~ t,.t"~
I P. B . K,. 1.(1Mod if ied

l ,,_ie,

CD

Liouville r
t,o t- /l L

I La~d~~.'(Bol tzmann) L

non-turbulent turbulent
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1. Direct and double average statistical description of a
, ,

turbulent gas.

Let us recall some definitions and results for the

description of a classical gas.

A set of N particles without external forces inter-

acting through two body central forces bf short range deriving

from a potential -v has the Hamil tonian

N

H :: 2:
't::!

pi.VI +¿ y;
.2m 1 ~j~n~N J\1

(1. 1)

where

VJn: v( 11J -1~\)
(1. 2)

~
X \'

is the position vector of the
-t -
ri particle and '"h its

momentum. It is convenient to introduce the phase space it

-P -: - -l .. ~'k
the coordinates of which are Xi, ~ ' X:i ) t; ; . - -; XN i ~ '

A point in phase space moves according to the equations

òH .-- :: p. (1. .3)

O~' j

òH .
(1. 4)

3~
:: X ri

J

where the dot denotes time differentiation.

If instead of a single system we consider
~

of systems described by a density IN' (X¡ ,

an. ensemble
~
7N J t) inJ

~
*I~stead of momentum we shall often use velocities U-~

f11 stands

(dxt (dP)lJ

.. ~ A i3 -+
for Xi' -, 'XN ;(P) 10t i --i Pri

volume element in phase space,
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phase space, this density varies according to Liouville's

equation.

;t + UN,HJ =0
(1. 5)

where the second term is the Piosson bracket.

Mathematically the problem of solving the Hamiltonian

equations or the Liouville equation are identical. However

the Liouville equation gives us the possibility of consider-

ing, the collection of all the systems with some initially pre-

scribed macroscopic constraints (such as local hydrodynamic

velocity) The observable value of any macroscopic quantity

A is the average value, weighted with dN ' of the corres-

ponding microscopic quantity.

Arno.fYo = )(d.X)N(d.Vf'¡N nitl , ~1) A ((x) ,(t))
(1. 6)

We now note that the information contained in !N is actually

redundant. for all quantities of macroscopic interest, such as

the density, the hydrodynamic velocity etc., the quantity

A (fx) J (if3 ) ia a function of the positions and velocities

of a very small number of particles (generally one!). We there-

fore introduce the reduced distribution functions of S particles.

They will be defined as follows:

J~ (X" -,x.; it , -, ~; t) = (:~) ijr thr" ( d 1)/.. iN (1. 7)

where iN is integrated over all the particles which are not
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in j.,ò In terms of these functions the most important macro-

scopic quantities are

Local density

-n(~ ; t) = f d. ~ ¡, (~ v, ; t) (1. 8)

Local hydrodynamic velocity

ij eX ~ t):: J d v;~ II (~¡ ~ ; t) (1.9)

Other quantities such as the hydrodynamic velocity covariance

will be given later.

It is also useful to introduce the two particles correla-

tion function.

~.z (i1l~J.l ~J V;l ; t) ~ ¡~ (x,¡ '*J, ~ J V? ~ t) -

.. 11 (X,¡~ )t)J, (~~J~ ) t)

(1. 10)

which vanishes when the two particles are uncorrelated.

We see that the macroscopic constraints are not sufficient

to determine the initial !N ' furthermore they do not determine

~A but only some of its low-order moments. We have too little
initial information: mathematically the problem is not well posed.

However we usually hope that the system will more or less rapidly

forget the detailed initial conditions and that macroscopic quan-

tities will (asymptotically) only depend upon initial macroscopic

quantities.

What are these macroscopic quantities?

For non-turbulent flow we are given initially local density,

momentum and temperature, all expressible in terms of tf It is
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then convenient to derive an equation for the evolution of i,

(Boltzmann's equation, for instance) and by taking velocity

moments, to get the hydrodynamic equa~~ons. This will be dis-

cussed in Paragraph 3.

In the turbulent incompressible?" case the hydrodynamic

~velocity is not a given function of ~ , but a ~andom function

";of l\ which is characterized by its initial moments (velocity

covariance, etc.). We shall show in Paragraph 2 that in con-

trast to the previous situation the set of these hydrodynamic

moments depends upon reduced particle distribution functions of

any order (even for moments involving only two points but many

velocities) .

Let us call this the direct statistical description.

In order to avoid the introduction of particle distribu-

tion functions one usually uses the double average description of

turbulence: the turbulent flow is replaced by a collection of

non-turbulent flows (called the realizations of the turbulent flow)

each of which obeys the Navier-Stokes equation; the expectation

value of any hydrodynamic quantity is then its mean value over

this collection. Obviously this involves two steps:

1. An average over the phase space ensemble describing the

same non-turbulent flow.

.2. An average over those hydrodynamic flows,

*
We are then mainly interested in the hydrodynamic velocity.
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Let tis stress some important differences between the

direct and double average description, restricting ourselves to

hpmogeneous turbulence.

In the direct descri,ption we have a homogeneous
fN' ' i.e.

J (~-+ .. ~.. ) . fl "' "' )
IN X¡+ hJ"'/~N+hJ tp)J t =JNiiiJ ;(pJ; t:

(1. 11)

-t
for arbitrary h and long range correlations , i. e. particle

correlation functions have a range which is much longer than in

the equil ibrium case, being of the order of the hydrodynamic

correlation range.

In the double average description we have a non-homogeneous

t for each realization but without long range particle correla-
J,v

tions.

Nevertheless if we assume small hydrodynamic velocities

compared with r,m. s. particle velocities the non-turbulent flow

and the turbulent flow are hardly to be distinguished from a gas in

equilibrium, on any microscopic time or space scale (Maxwell's demon

could not distinguish between them!). We shall therefore approxi-

mate sometimes purely microscopic quantities (such as particle

correlations in non-turbulent flow) by their equil ibrium value.

A possible link between the two statistical descriptions.

Instead of a collection of realizations let us introduce a

collection of one-particle distribution functions each of which
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obeys the Boltzmann equation*, The hydrodynamic velocity moments**

are then expressed in terms of II moments assuming unit particle

density, as for instance

~ ~ ~(~\ 5-+ .~, J (-+ -? (~-l j( V (x) . () xi) = V. If ( 1 X. iV) Ji X ~ vi') d. 1/ ct 1J i (1.12)

This is seen to beanóther doùble average description and will

be called the B01 tzmann double average. We shall now e'xpend the

S -particle distribution function of a non-turbulent flow in

terms of one particle distribution functions and 1, 2, ... S

particle correlation functions.

We have already introduced the two particle correlation

function G~

J:i (c.)f5):. !I (rx) l (13) + ct:4 (eX) (l )
(1.13)

The Greek letters. are shorthand notations of position and velocity

vector of particles. When particles ex and ¡B are not correlated

I.. factorizes.

Let us introduce a third particle '( ,which we shall

first aasume uncorrelated to Q( and f9 ' the three particle

distribution function is then

*To the first order Chapman-Enskog approximation there is a one-

to-one correspondence with ,rea,.lizations because ~ ~ J
l- -+ -+ f-?')1: r 'M (i1- u 00)
d,(t)V~tJ"'h('¡)\:?Tí~T(~ .ep L- ~~TÖC)

**See al so Paragraph 2b.
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-l,:/ø(l;3j 'l) :: !~ ( 0(¡(3)~ (y)

=; I, (~)¡~ ((3)1, (0) + G:i (olifJ)J (r)

(1. 14)

Two other terms similar to 6.:. (Q(l~)ii('t) have to be added

( () and'( correlated, ¡J and '( correlated) and finally a

term where all the particles are correlated 63 (rXl ¡J) :r).

This correlation function G; is then defined by

J'J (OliA '()=llQl)J,C¡)l('I)+ ¿ (;~(~¡/3)f (r)+~fi~ -d) (1.15)

Higher order correlation functions are defined similarly, The

correlation functions are here of purely microscopic origin

(collisions) and will be .approximated by their equilibrium

value i.e., will be taken the same for all the realizations

of a turbulent flow. This approximation gives very simple

expressions for S -particles distribution functions which become

functionals of one particle distribution functions only. * Aver-

aging now over the ensemble of one particle distribution functions

we get

~i:i (QlJl3)) :I (Ji (001 ~)ì + G.- (~JA)

¿lJ(r:¡A Y)):: (l (i:)J/~)Il(¥))-t'iG.'J(o(/p)rl1 (6")+ GJ(~~J y)

(1. 1 6 )

(1. 17)

1~The correct approach would be to express even the correlation

functions as functionals of one particle distribution functions (see

Andrews (1960)) but these are seen to differ only slightly from the

equilibrium values.
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where

CP,(J');: ~ Ji (i)) (1. 18)

The only contributions to long range correlations are averages

) P(."'-l; -+-).of products of di such as l.dt ;(,) \f¡) dl (;cia; Vj. ))

2. Hydrodynamic velocity moments in terms of particle distri-

bu tion functions.

a) Direct statistical descritition.

Assuming an incompressible homogeneous turbulent gas

without mean flow, we want to derive the macroscopic ~hydro-

dynamic) information from the microscopic one, i. e. from the

particle distribution functions.

What are the generalizations to ~urbulence velocity

momènts'i( of the well-known formula giving the mean velocity?

-l -+ S~ J ....)
V (x. ) ': V'. i (X J V cJ \J (2.1)

Batchelor's (1956) notations for moments will be used,writing

capital for hydrodynamic velocities. We shall make the assump-

tion of continuity of hydrodynamic moments with respect to the

space variables (Batchelor 1956, Chap. 2, Parag. 4). This implies

that moments involving several times the same point are limits of

the corresponding moments, where all the points are distinct; for

*
We shall be interested in simultaneous moments only.
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ins tance

-l~ (1J(~) lh(~)/=(ìh(~) 1h (~)))(~~ X, fJ "
-l

This means that when. point X~ is approaching point

(2.2)

t thei

random velocítiesbecome totally correlated (or identical in

every realization). It is a typical hydrodynamic situation

and is not true for the corresponding microscopic velocity

moments,

Actually the hydrodynamic velocity moments do not refer

to velocities .at well-defined points (in the mathematical sense)

but to mean velocities in a small volume (we can not make infin-

itèsimal hot wires). We shall therefore introduce a chàniicter-

istic length & (called the smoothing length) which will be

large compared to the mean free path but small compared to any

characteristic length of the turbulence, We could then divide

the space occupied by the gas into cells of dimension á and

define the hydrodynamic moments as mean values over cells of

microscopic velocity moments. As this would, however, give rise

to discrete hydrodynamic moments (functions of cell indices) we

replace the averaging process by a smoothing process.

The funct ion

( ) I 'X iJ i!S XJ ~ /4: :: ¡¡J t ~¡. ~j'r).eŠ ~ t Wt '7 (2,3)

is the Fourier transform of the function which is equal to 1

ins ide the cube
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- -+ ~ ~t " 7-

- t ~ kd ~ ?
_..'/ k.. ~ ir ~ c' l-

(2.4)

and 0 outside. -l .. ..
For any function ! (~) its smoothed function J (X) is

1(;)=5*/- rS(~)!(~-¡)d.~
(2.5)t ~-+~If d depends upon several arguments x., i ~;i ) X. J

-- .. ~ .. -? ~ ~ p" -l ..)
f (~')(2.)~J) = S(X1)S(X...)S (x)* d (X.ii"'-j 'X;

(2.6)

The smoothing operation is linear and commutes with differentiation.

It does not affect any function having a characteristic scale

of variation much larger than Ó ("macrofunction"); it "kills"

any function which goes to zero within a distance much smaller

than t (microscopic correlation functions, for instance),

The hydrodynamic velocity moments are then derived from the

smoothed particle distribution functions

(If, (~) 1J. CX)-v¡p(~)) 1JlJ ..dli ~ "iI~t~.i~-~) (2.7)

~ )
What happens when two (or more) of the X $ coincide? Let us

consider the velocity covariance for instance. By the continuity

assumption f
.. .. t1 i I.. ~.. ~~

(Vi (t,i) 1J tx-f)) :: ¡ -lì dir eLl! "i: ~' l:t ( ¡(I J -x i J V, \I ')
:i i (2.8)
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The smoothing must be performed

..
with respect to both t.i and

before taking the limit and

-1
¡(". This would not matterJ ~ ~if i. were not a very rapidly varying function of ¡c~'" "I

when this vector has a length less than the mean free path.

We shall therefore write

-1 -? si I 'p i" ~.. ') 7'''
¿1f(?!I) ~ ()S,)): cLirdv'tL~U¡ U¡' d~ ~ IJ'täiV1 V ¿ (':¡- ')~)

(2.9)

.where 6 (i. -;.i is the Dirac distribution not to pe confused

wi th the smoothing length.

We conclude that hydrodynamic velocity moments of order

f are expressible in terms of smoothed l -particle dis-

tribution functions, even when they involve less than p points.

Observation: It would of course be incorrect to write

t .( )Jet,) ì " Sir.), (1,))cLv
(2.10)

the 1. h. s. being twice the turbulent kinetic energy density

and the r.h.s. twice the molecular kinetic energy density.

Boltzmann double average description

Using the fact that for each realization we have

~ ~ (-, f. (-? -+ J
V (x.):: /1' di X l V)avlr (2.11)

we get immediately

.. ;" (J ¡ ,.t '1 -4 ;,. -+ '
(lhj(XI)-lJp(irJ):l,""'-CLVfVLI-'I~t ( I(X,I~) .1'ÔI (?Cf)Vp)) (2.12)
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This remains true even when some points coincide.

This result is consistent with the double average

result (eqn. 2.7) and eqn. (1.16; 1.17) relating I"-parti-

cle: distribution functions to one particle distribution

functions, because the smoothing operation makes all short

range molecular correlations vanish.

In the Bol tzmanri double average description we can do

more than relate hydrodynamic velocity moments to particle

distribution functions. We shall show that to the first order

J ~~ .. -l -1Chapman-Enskogapproximation~\- .l i (X1l1) - lI (x.PJ Vp)) is expres,-

sible in terms of the hydrodynamic random velocity and pressure.

To the first order Chapman-Enskog approximation we have

for a given realization
:)

ti ct¡V) z= ri ~;:fØl L-~m¡3(~ - 11/ J
(2.13)

-l
where 11

I
and I:: kT

is related to the temperature by

-+are functions of X The pressure

l :: Y' \a-r
(2.14)

where the particle densi ty ~ is constant.

We thus write Ji as a local functional of t

C~ -+ ..ii 'l¡ V ; f~ V )

-,
and V

(2.15)

Introducing the joint probability distribution

~ -l -+-l
-r(~I -;G:. ~ r'i-t~) i' - V;) (2. 1 6)

~\-See for instance Chapman and Cowling (1939)
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~ ~ ..
of l and V at XJ -X,s we get

-l :- -ø (~ +..~ ~~ _~rt.. l!)r7d . cl d if J. U
¿j, ~'Jv,)-i~sY.r))=!lC'/I,vIJPl;I;;) QI\(S)"s:'Pi s pi'" Ps i". S'

(2.17)

In a more explicit manner we shall express velocity moments

of the Ll . I i J) in terms of hydrodynamic velocity and pressure

moments. Let us take 5V"VI':JI(~lV)JI(X~VI)/~vtLv)

for ins tance,

For each realization we split the velocity into a mean

part and a thermal part

-) -1 ~
V"=-V+c. vI.-= U\ :2 t. t .. C2. (2.18)

We know that when the velocity distribution is locally Maxwellian

5tJ (~ê) clc=Q ~ rC~J(ŽJt)t:C:3 p#
(2.19)

obtaining thus

. S V 'V,' .:l, (~;~) Ji;; ~')).Lv d.V'. (11 V J;~ 3 ( Vf' ì+ J(l l.r' + q ~ 1'0 (2.20)

Observation

Second-order Chapman-Enskog corrections (viscosi ty cor~

rections) would introduce moments involving space derivatives

of velocities.

3. bynamics of long range correlations.

Let us first recall sòme results of non-equilibrium

*assuming unit density.
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statistical mechanics (see for instance PrigQgine 1962 or

Balescu 1963).

From the mathematical point of view the time evolution

of a classical /Vbody system is determined by the first order

partial differential equation of Liouville

~ r (! HJ
ôt + L TN) : 0 (1. 5)

and given initial conditions.

This is a reversible equation, but we know that a ~any-

body system actually has an irreversible behaviour. One possible

solution of this paradox is that the equations governing the

dynamics depend dramatically upon the time scale we are inter-

ested in. In a dilute gas there are essentially three character~

istic times:

( _i:i -13the duration of a single collision tcJ ". 10 -/0 SR)

the relaxation time tn. (time it takes the local velocity

( -8 -ll )distribution to become Maxwellian l" ID - 10 .s

the hydrodynamic time tH (ratio of characteristic length of

macroscopic inhomogeneities to mean hydrodynamic velocity

(iv 1- IO-:2SR)

We expect reversible behaviour for t' -l t c. and irreversible for

r.. tnJ or t - t' H

Integrating Liouville' sequation over àll velocities and

positions except those belonging to the S first particle.. and

recalling the definition (eqn. 1.7) of S particle: distribution
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functions we get the so-called BBGKY equations (Born, Bogo-

lioubov, Green, Kirkwood, Yvon) first introduced by Yvon

(1'935)

~tS -\ t V~. · ~ts:t h f (~;.lcL~+1 ~:- ~. i$+ ~.. ~ tii I (3.1)"Jill ~ rl )' ~ d ï J
where V S+t is the interaction potential between particles

J l

â
and ,14- I Each of these equations describes the change

in the S particle distribution function due to collisions of

these particles with an arbitrary particle of the gas. It is

obvious that the characteristic time for these equations is
..

and, as expected they are reversible (change I.t~
t into

and.
-+-li and -t ). This set of equations is not closed.

3

each t.; being related to rrS+i They form a hierarchy equi-

valent to Liouville's equation. Some attempts have been made

to solve them by making a closure assumption relating higher

order distribution functions to lower ones, The justification

of such assumptions is always very difficult and generally not

very convincing.

It can be shown (Prigogine, Balescu) that if the BBGKY

equations are modified to get equations for the .s particle.

correlation functions (or rather their Fourier transforms) each

equation then relates the time derivative of an .s particle

correlation function to $-1, Sand 5 +1 particle correlation

functions, corresponding respectively to creation, propagation and

destruction of correlations (see Prigogine (1962) for correct
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definitions) . If we represent an 5 particles correlation by

liries connecting the correlated particles* we have the following

diagram representation of the dynamics of correlation for t-,,tc:

i

~L ~o 0(
~ . ,. I ., ~... (3.2)ii ~ .. t(~ :3 :s

o is the space average of the one particle distribution

function, which is actually the zeroth order correlation function.

Let us go a step fu,rther. If one wants to find the beha-

viour of the ~ for times much longer than t' iw , one has to

get the resultant effect of a large number of collisions or rather

of a large number of creations, propagations and destructions, in

a language of correlation dynamics. It can be shown that after

a time of the order of t c.

functions become functionals of the one particle distribution

the S particle distribution

functi.on and that the latter obeys a closed equation (Bogo;Ùoubov,

1946; Andrews, 1960; Prigogine, 1962).

O~ . ) /
.2

;\,. ~
.i 3

t :;:"/red is shown to be

~~
-+ J

)

The dynamics of correlation for

In order to get these results one has to make an assumption about 

the order of magnitude and the .range of initial correlations which

is not true when long range correlations are present, (SeeÄpp end ix

A for the evaluation of a destruction diagram.)

*In equilibrium situations this is a Mayer diagram.
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Let us first discuss the short range case. In a dilute

gas (density sufficiently low t.o neglect simul Ui¡:eous three

bodies collisions) the resultant equation for .~ is Boltz-

mann's equation. We shall only write it for "weak interactions"

when the deflections of particles due to a single collision are

small (Landau or Fokker-Planck approxiffatidn).~4 ~ (
Of ~t ;1:) ~ V. ai, f, = s./v,&.,div; nirl gi~' 1"f, ~ ,v" t )f,(lv~t)ør;/x.)

.t~
vt l (ei -;..¿.x.

:: (J ii) -l V(X-) e

(3.4)

(3.5)

is the Fourier transform of the interaction potential

-? d.-j '0 Ò -4 -: -?
~ --- ~I =- -~. Q V-V-0,- ":'"' :i ê)v ()V~ J¡ d",= i 2-0'1 I"

~ is the Dirac distribution.

(3.6)

It is a non-linear, closed, irreversible equation. This

irreversibility is expressed by the H -theorem. Bol tzmann' s

equat;ion has two characteristic times: "tJU and t'H . The

relaxation time is characteristic for the r,h. s. collision term

which tends to Maxwellianize the local velocity distribution

function, but there is the flow term ~.. õf
Ô:t

characteristic time tH which prevents the local velocity

hav ing the

dis-

tribution from being exactly Maxwellian before a time much longer

than ~~ (in the non-homogeneous case only).

If we take the mass, velocity and energy moments of Boltz-

mann i S equation we get the usual hydrodynamic equations having the
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characteristic time t¡. because the collision term gives

local character of the

(due to the conservation laws and the

( .. -'
interaction, expressed by CJ (.z,-X", )).

vanishing contribution

After this somewhat lengthy introduction let us study

the dynamics of long range correlations in the frame of the

direct statistical description. We shall use Prigogine' sand

Balescu i S notations, particularly the concept of pseudo-cycléS

(see for instance chapter 7 of Balescu' s book). The reader not

familiar with this theory should assume equation (3.11).

We assume a homogeneous system with initial long range

Ìl is the perturbation 
parameter in the Hamil-correlations.

tonian.

H - Ho + À V (3.7)

The usual factorization conditions for correlations having

all their wave vectors in the macroscopic (hydrodynamic) range does

not hold. In. contrast to short-range correlations the initial long""

range correlations are independent of À , being of external origin.

We want to derive equations for the long-range correlations

val id for times t .;;,. tc.. In the non-turbulent ease the

equation for the velocity distribution function is simply

"òço (ol) Ö l(J Ir:) (' b CI )
at ~ :: 't í ~ T ~

(3.8)

Where the cycle operator is the velocity-dependent part of the

operator on the r.h.s. of eqn. (3.4), there is no contribution
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from higher correlations which would give rise to uncompensated

powers of l. In the turbulent case we find that the most

general contribution to ~ is a succession of semi-connected

homogeneous cycles and of connected pseudo-cycles, the whole

diagram having no external line to the left. We recall that

a pseudo-cycle may have external lines but these are confined

to the macro-range.

Taking into account this new class of diagrams we obtain

the following equation for

t-rp (0()
':

ôt
ex l

Or.(Q() CP (J) -+
S

NJ~ t""cO(i/)k -Po
i

(3,9)

where k has to be in the macro-range or , in other words,

t has to be the Fourier transform of a .smoothed function

i '

(if we define the macro-range by / k I ~ 7)'

The diagram ~ acting on a non-factorized

correlation involves a destruction of long-range correlations.

In Appendix A it is shown that destructions of long-range

correlations have a much longer "life" than destructions of

short-range correlations (see also Prigogine, 1962, chapter 8,

paragraph 7).

A straightforward general ization to higher order correla-

tions gives for two-particle correlations
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",.,. (l) jfi)
~tKI-ic ::

'õt'

~""
l- (':1(.) .
f "i-I( qì~) +

~
ex

ß
14J:~)cp(t:) +l\,-l( .

ß
l :.+.~
~

-(~l~lj) 0( .. (~~)
fK~-~ k-K/+ ~ tk/~r. ~(J) + (3.10)

+ 0(. ¡(otJ) cp C ) 4 .. oL-- \ k,-K (J ~P Y J. ¡j d J f- (oJ,l3; 3 )i, t i
f\i-~( 1\- K

It should be mentioned that because of the external

origin of long-range correlations there are no creation contri-

butions to these, Writing the higher order equations and trans-

forming them back to ordinary space we obtain the following

hierarchy of equations for the smoothed distribution functions

o. ¿. ~ i 'C)'¡s - ttJ i d. A f"' (' l--7 i ~ )

-t +t! VJ. ~l. - L. citS+/ ~+, l.¡''¡/ 1+1 Cnji J - XS'¡Iê) j-I l; j=1

where 60'ß is the coIl ision operator

(3.11)

R1T~~:( .. ~ /~ ~
60(/ -m'/lv. g. "à,,! å\ l.. 3c(ß ) l. õ",t (3.12)

where the notations are the same as for eqn. (3.4). These equa-

tions have been introduced by Prigogine, Balescu and Krieger

(1960) (see also Krieger, 1961).*

These equations describe the evolution of the smoothed

distribution functions which are the only ones contributing to

hydrodynamic velocity moments. They do not relate them to micro-

*We shall call them the P.B.K. hierarchy.
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scopic func:tionsand could therefore bean interesting starting

point for the study of long-range correlations in the direct

statistiçal approach. This hierarchy is similar to the B13GlZY

but has very different properties: it is irreversible and it

describes correlation dynamics involving no creations

o 0(

i

1.

~ l\~ ~(.:.3 .2 ': (3.13)

We shall now show that this hierarchy is consistent with the

Boltzmann double average description and the identification of

smoothed distribution functions with averages of products of

one particle nOh-homogeneous distribution Junctions. Starting

from Landau! s equation for a given realizatiop.which can be

written

. ~ + ~ dt = (cLv ~ cb~a q,- f, t d 6t, -- :2:1 )Òt ~i) '-
~ ~ (-¿ -1..We form the time derivative of f, C-xi\~)- -fi XS)~)

(3, 14)

õ (; ~ -l. r"; -; \ÌJ t. . dl¡. rl ~ r ~ -l \)
'i \t; ('X/)V/) '''r/rthv:s1. f; ~ 9~J ~fl ()!1 J~ ) -¡¡ (1.5; Vs ~=s ( .
= f. L ~+I~~S/ °J,'t,ti ~i~) -t, (;isv, ) %~.,Y. ) d (~ - t.t! )

(3.15)

Taking the average over-:all realization we obtain a hierarchy

which is identical with the former (eqn. 3.11).

An attempt to close the hierarchy has been made by Prigogine,

Balescu and Krieger, This is discussed in Appendix B.
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Additional observations

1) A modified Liouville equation

Let us indicate that the P.B.K. like the B.B.G.K.Y.

hierarchy is derivable from a Liouville equation of a modified

type,

This can be written

"df ~ -l Ò f ~.- ~
ôl -+"T VJ · W. = ~, cS (~~ "~J) (j id+tJJ i.JJ

where eJ0 is defined by equation (3.12).

The "force term" of this equation is local and velocity

(3.16)

dependent. It does not correspond to particle interactions bOt

rather to the interaction of two small fluid elements.

2) A modified diagram technique

We have seen that the fundamental diagram is the cycle in

Prigogine's and Balescu's formalism. A modified diagram is then

obtained, replacing the cycle by a single interaction vertex. ' If

we represent zero wave vectors by dashed lines we obtain the fol-

lowing fundamental vertices:

y~ ~"
o

0/
./

./-,
'~

- _0 / (3.17)~I(, 0..

Equations (3,9) and (3.10) are rewritten
/

~~.. (~¡j)- - - f
_I( K,-I\

(3.18)ârp(ol) _

êJi: -
./

- - ~,~ cp ( ol) Cf (d) +"
..
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Ô ~(rxJ~)e~i_'"

õt

.

. h. ~(oIj,è) ~-;(øl,.)
~,~ ~Ki-K (t(.)t 0( '~,fKI-~ 'f((;t.) 

+p f'
.

~ r;(O()~lj~ -t
,. .~ ki-k¡ 1(-1( (3.19)

(3
:

+- 0( . 0(
--f(rflfJ)rp~) +- ~/ ~Õ(ciJß)P(P)+(3 . k-k, (I . ~ ¡, i.J " i J "1-"

ot

~. t(~dji/)ø . K-k ~_'"J ;;
J

In terms of these diagrams the resolvent of the modi""

fÍE~d Liouville equation can be expanded, using horizontal

1 ines for free propagation. This gives for instance the

following "cascade" for cp (0(: /---/r- r~/ ',--- /
J t ---, +it. (3.20)
~- --- -

r
cp (o()~ - - -(_== - ~t " ,

It is possible that a restriction of diagram

Vcl rib~V,e (3.21)

to velocities satisfying the "phase conservation" condition

I I V
1\ .. VO( : K" (d (3.22)

might givesome"leading contribution" because they give mul-

tiple poles in the resolvent formal ism. Is it possible to

derive from the B.P.K. hierarchy having the characteristic

time ~~ ' a set of equations having the characteristic time

-t H ?
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Appendix. A.

Time dependence of a destruction diagram

Let us study the time dependence of the simplest diagram

corresponding to a destruction of correlations.

iX~ pbit):;.. J cl -~7.t-i feLk ~ ~:~

\ k -I( tl1Ï' re 'Z K Oc¡.ß J .. t.
c:

~ f.(~I())¡t - ~o(¡Z. K¡ -/\
(A,l)

Carrying out the Z integration we obtain

t'

t¡i J dt, Jd.x Pc;) G", (~-1"' t-, ,"~, ~ ~ t,) (A.2)

-l
where ¡= C~) is the interaction force and 6=,2 the two particle

correlation function and

Let us assume that

-? ~ ..
X = X-Q( - 'Xp

;1/;.) has the range

(A.3)

~ and the correlation

function the r angeA .

If 0, and A are of the same order of magnitude we see

immediately that the destruction vanishes after a time of the

order of tco ;:
a-

'WI
If, on the contrary, A is of

the hydrodynamic order of magnitude the destruction vanishes

only after a time of the order of tH and becomes proportional

to -t for

t~ .c.( t' ~ c( "t H- (A.4)
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Appendix B.

A closure assumption byPriitogine, 'Balescu and Krieger

expressed
..
f3 (clß 'I )

..
clòsed eql1~iOn for.f2 (o/Jß) they

in terms of f.: making the following

In order to obtain a

assumption
.- - - ~

t/c(;A Y)å(~o(-1l,) = ~I(¡;) f:2(~1) t LA y)$ (i0(- t',d)( ,/'
This should be true after a time of the order of the relaxation

(B. l)

time. We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. Con-

sider an initial situation where there are long-range correla-

tions but extending only over a distance small compared to the

dimension of the system. We could for instance imagine a great

number of stirring devices acting independently upon the gas and

remove them suddenly, Initially two points of the fluid are

correlated only when they are acted upon by the same stirring

device (let us say, if their distance is less than ai). We know

that such a situation will not last forever, correlations of range

longer than a- being buil t up in hydrodynamic times. However,

after a time of the order of i: ri the initial situation remains

practically unchanged.

Let us choose
-.X and1)

-+
X. y such tha t

-l --
I x.~ - ?C Y \ ~ '7 0..

(B.2)
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t: and '( being not correlated:

-.
t?. (0(.. 't) factorizes into c. CO() Cf(¥)-
+:i(¡6;Y) factorizes intocpC~)Cf(ìt) --- (" -1 -: . f ('(~ ~

t (~ ;6; ~) Ò (Xt) - X-ß) factorizes into f(è") 'i(~ß) Çj Xç; -'lß)
Prigogine's closure assumption implies then

.- ~..
f:2 ( 0( i (3) ~ (~o( -"",c) = cp (0() ê. (ß) (B.3)

We have shown in Paragraph 2 eqi:' (2.9) that

~ 4 (-" .. -l.... r I
(Vet".)' 11 (tod): ) ~. ~ -r ~ .P',eX" ,V", ) ~ (t", - ~ IX V" ~ V,d

bu t as

(B.4)

J~ ~ j -+Vci ~ (VI)) a V'=.: 0 (No mean flow) (B.5)

This would lead to
~ ~

(V.V)=O (B.6)

The turbulent kinetic energy density would thus be zero.
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Upper Bound on Heat Transport by Turbulent Convection

Benjamin Halpern

Abstract

Upper bounds for the heat flux through a horizontally

infinite layer of fluid heated from below are obtained by max-

imizing the heat flux subject to an integraL constraint derived

from the heat equation and differential constraint derived from

the momentum equation. This variational problem is solved only

for infinite Prandtl number r: , and large Rayleigh number R

Under these conditions the Nussel t number AI is found to be

J.
bounded by C R3 where C. is some constant.

Introduction

Consider a horizontally infinite layer of fluid heated from

below. In order to set an upper bound on the heat flux Howard

(1963) found the maximum heat flux among a larger class of fields

than those which satisfy the Boussinesq equations. He sought a

maximum among those fields which satisfy the continuity equation,

the boundary conditions, the requirements of homogeneity and the

"powerintegrals". This paper approaches a very similar problem.

A maximum heat flux is sought among all fields which satisfy one of

the power integrals, a differential equation derived from the momentum

equation, the boundary conditions, and the requirements of homo-

geneity. The problem is simplified by considering only the case of

infinite Prandtl number and large Rayleigh number,
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Mathematical formulation

The Boussinesq equations may be written as follows:

i A
(117 + U -'\ U' +f - \7 P - 0( ~ e 'k = -, V?-U (1)

'V. U:: 0 (2)

-i* + u.- \7T.l:: k \j'" ï* (3)

where U.:(txì~Mr) is the velocity vector, T* the temperature

field, e the deviation of T~ from its horizontal average,

f the mean density, c. the coefficient of thermal expansion

of the acceleration of gravity, ') and Ie the coefficients of

kinematic viscosity and thermometric conductivity, -p the

deviation of the pre.ssure from the hydrostatic pressure field

corresponding to the horizontally averaged temperature, and

t. the vertical unit vector. The layer of fluid is taken to

be 0'5 J ~ cL¡ and the boundary conditions are that

T*(o) &To) T*( d.):. To - ~ T~

() Ô~uJ~ ô~u./WIO):W d =- .'=- d.::0l Ô ~~ 0 'õ t
\.) (slippery boundary)

Besides these boundary conditions the fluid is assumed to be

statistically steady in time and statistically homogeneous in

the horizontal planes
J =

constant. In particular we require

the existence and constancy in time of horizontal averages of

the various functions describing the flow, and of the vanishing
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of the horizontal averages of the horizontal velocity components;

the horizontal average of the vertical component is then zero also

as a consequence of the continuity equation. We shall use a hori-

z.ontal bar to denote the horizontal average, and brackets ";; to

denote the average over the layer.

We will now derive the equations which will be the con-

straints in the variational problem which follows.

If (3) is averaged horizontally one obtains

Since
-w=a

d.wT~ == K

d.~

wï"'-:we so

d'" r
cLâ~

;; - k.f_ d. J.
so Wi:: 0 and also

cons t.

At the boundaries w~o
d. T*~k -a :: l( .4* -= Hd.l

H == the heat flux

Setting j3 ::
d. T~-- we
cL~

have

H = X(J + We (4)

Averaging over the layer we get

H = X,ßV' of ~ VI e ')
jd. ~

:: - 1 9! cL t =- ,. ~d.~ ~ d.
O

Now if (3) is mul tipl ied by ê and averaged we obtain

(5)

and ¡SYf æ (ß ') (6)

- ((3 W9)
-- ')

l((ê7 &) (7)

Next take the ~ - component of the double curl of (1) and use

(2) to arrive at
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(?t - vvj 7&W" - ~OI I7I"e + L
2, ò'á Sa.

~ :: 'a.x'" -+ â ~~
where

and

L ;: ~ (~ (Ll 'V U) t ~ ( ¡, ," Ir)- '1..( ¡, · V Li )

We now introducedirnensionless (primed) parameters:

rt =- d ill

~ _(*)u./
e :: (~T)e'

13 = (¥ )~'

H :: (fi-~i)N

and define the Rayleigh and Prandtl nufubers by

R. ::
~,~ ~T ct

Ie V

V-
/(

(8)

Now equations (4) - (8) in non-dimentional form (dropping primes)

cr ::

N r: (3 + \f

N':/ + (Wê)

ßm=J

(S\ll.e ì :: .. l,ß Wé)

(1- l -n")V~W = - ~~~e +l \.

Now in the limit where d- ~ oø (13) becomes

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
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\7 'lw -= rr \/te (14)

The boundary conditions are now

e = W = W'j : 0 at J= OJ I (15)

From (9) and (10) we have

ß -:1 + (, W~) - we (16)

Statement of the Problem--
Find the maximum of N=I + (we) among all fields () ,

e and Ii which satisfy

V/fW = R'V,?-e

(e \7I.S) = - (13 we)

(3 = I+-LW8)-We
e :: W :: W ~ =. 0 CL ~ = OJ I

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

We will discuss only the case where f?;;)o I Intro-

ducing Lagrange mul tipliers p-: pet) , À1:' ÌI ¡ C¿), ì\ = const.

we form the functional

I: /+(Wfi)+ (p(\//W-R\)~e)) 1-Ìt (~e'l"'e)+((3WG)) +

+\À, (ß-I- ~weì+we))

and we will require J Jr ~ 0 under independent variations of

¡3 , So and W . P is assumed to satisfy the boundary
'3conditions p:: \l f:: 0 at J :: 0) 1 .

We thus obtain
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Âwe-tÀ,==O

e + n 'lp + À~ e - ( À I) e-.¡ À ie:: 0

w- F¿~~praÀ \J~e + ÀßW-(A1)W,¡ t-1W.Jo

(21)

(22)

(23)

Regrouping terms we have

ilf+ (À(3 + l-c(À¡) + ~i)e sO (24)
lÀ 'V"e.l(iß+ i ~ (À1) -+ ),,) W -R \!'ap $: 0 (25)

Averaging (21) we find

(ÌI,) ~ - À (we) (26)

Therefore

À¡8+I- ~Ì\ì+ÀI =. À(lt~weì"'OJ )+/ +À (We) -À Vl

= À(i + ¡((weì-Wë)) + ¡ (27)

So (24) and ~25) become

,:llp r (À ( I+~ (\W8)-Wë)) + iJ e :: 0 (28)

2Ì\ \J~& + (! (I+d-((WB) -We))+ IJW-R\7¡""p =0 (29)

Now in order to express ~ in terms ot integrals, mul tiply

(28) by Wand (29) by & and average each. Then note that

(W\lp)::((~flW)p);: (R\),'lÐt)= R(e\7'lp) (30)

Therefore by adding equations we get
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1).~e\l~éì+c(¡0(1+'-(¿'W9)-üJ))-r IJwe) = 0 (31)

Using (18) and (19) we have

a --.,
t.ê\l'l)=-l.¡JW&ì;-(l)eì-~wf;ì +.(W& ~ (32)

Therefore

.2À L(W B)+(W Pit -(W9~)J = :L Ã ~vJe)+ 4)~Wl)"Y~(W9i),.:i~9ì

Ì\ (l- Wê~ - (we/') = ~w e)

. (w sÃ
À.:: (iwe -(wB))) (33)

Formula (33) allows us to estimate the magnitude of

À for large R . It is assumed that ~ is nearly equal to

,N in a boundary layer of thickness A and equal to zero

in the interior. Since

.(13):: /

~ /V.lf,;' :: I

I

R, :. ;?IV
.,

because there is a boundary
1 ayer a t ~.." and I..

¡ '.

Equation (19) implies

N :: l3 + we and N-I,: (Wi )

we = ro /o ;_~~ :~,

(; h~~¿I-~

,-. ~(we-(We))) = (N-I)~~lRJ + I. (¡-lR)

., ,

Since we assume N ~;:I we have approximately
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(we)
À ~ ((we-(iÄ))) -

N-I -
(/1-1)" ;¿R -- --_ ::

- ;¿IV f?- ')1(

i

(/i-I)J.R

I

That is Ì\ -- J for large ff (34)

\"'2
Separation into Eigenfunctions of ~

Since equations (17), (21), (22) and (23) do not have

any coefficients depending on X or ~ ' we may" separate"

..
them by eigenfunctions of \7, . We will make the assumption

that the maximum of ~ will be found among solutions of (17) -

(19), (21) - (23) which have a single 0(. More precisely

we assume that the solutions which maximize .N have the form

w= Wt~)4Ì íTex¡"X.a iTCl,. if

e- : ér (~) Mm iT ~I 'i Mm iT ~~~. '
./' :. p (3) 4V 11 Ot ix. iQ 11 ~~ ~

and 0/":: cL ~ + 0(:

(For a fuller discussion of this step, see the paper by Howard listed

a t the end.)

Note that W ë- -=t W~) 8 L~)

From now on W, é , and P will denote W(~), e (~) and fC.~) i

respectively.
'" t¿_2-

Also note that \/1 -, - l: II

(.. ).i (' to )'2
,,"':: l. + \l 'i _)Õ" _0(2. íI231/ I õ~
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Assumption about .Y!. and l~ q,)
We now make some assumptions as to the behaviour of

Wand F near the boundary which can only be justified

.. posteriori.

These assumptions are

W(3)=A~

P (3) :: 0

(35)

(The assumption Ptj)= const :/ 0 and ?Çp = 13~) leß,d to

strong inconsistancies in the heat equation, N'= 1+ (W G).)

Integration .of the e equation

Equa tion (29) now yields
~

~â~ ,. (ii'o('+ -! 

A '3' ) e - ,,i (Ì\+ I +1:À~W e,))A

This equation has the solution

J(

() C¥ (fì ... . VA\ rl~~e . J. :. O/' (e) j-Ur¡ (-¿P Mh... T ~ ~ -(j

o

(36)

where

-(A+ l+tÀ¿We~)
q-= ìJA' =

i1--¡-:iN
VA (37)

_'2 ~

YI-= - 1. _ II eX~ A (38)

and Dn (~) is the parabolic cylinder function satisfying

'2

d,cL ¡ Dn l~) + (Y + -! - t ~ ,,) D Yi C~ ) :: Q
if
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The requitement of the heat equation

We mus t have

f-tfC1 (lIÝ = 1+-irM$? = 1+1 ~1o) . ¡, D, (~)~w. : â(J ~ ~
(39)

The asymptotic behaviour of the integrals can be found

through an integration by parts and switching the order of

integration ahd assuming that A _.~ t' as R.. 00. The

resul t is

i( G¡ G D~ (0 YTI
N: J - ,- ~ ~- -+ -1)rl(O)-- (40)

Using (37) we have
i

N=JtN+l. -..- 21i DtI~CV ll +:i l" :2 0 l' (~) fA
:L ii D~ CO) (I ~t)

Dt'(O) (Ä

Thus

where

A "" c. N:a for large R

C ,,( ~jlJ~è;~t)r

(4i)

Next we consider the II W equation"

,/"w,: - Rol? 7i'"e
(42)

Using (36) it is readily found that one solution of (42) is

foø VA,. ).ÅW( ):z K . an (~) l; ~ ~~ "(3 (~.. i. \l)lL
(j -¡. + 7T Q(

k. 1J:i "1/-.i - i. IIwhere ': - 1\ 0( 7T ). .
IÃ D.. (0)

(43)

This solution satisfies the boundary conditionsii /II W" 0 ifW :: W :: W:: =.. ....: at 3:: tJ and also the order
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of magnitude of WL.l) is A

lf we require that the initial slope of w~J as given

by (43) is the saIle as the slope assumed through (35) we obta:Ln

~

A =: ~J. (~t~~ r
o +iTcX'"

Ll

0. L. -=1-
,¡ d

(44)

Let

Then QØ (~'¡)" _L-

A "" -d f O"(ï' ~ :..0I~..

o

A -) Cl as R -o iQ we get for large RNow if

Final results

So for large R , H and A we have

l.A ~2.I':N (45)

Using (41) we have

C "ìNIf ~ .i R/i

,N ~ (t1-)t 81 (46)

~ _.J ~
A ~ 2,-s C 'j If '" (47)
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It should be noted that equation (46) does not involve

0( , so that maximizing IV with respect to 0( is not possible

through (46). The one~third power in equation (46) is the

essential result of this paper.
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Non-linear Ene.rgyTransfer in a Rossby-wave Spectrum

Kern Kenyon

Abstract: .A perturbation method is used to evaluate the energy

flux in a Rossby-wave spectrum due to a weak non-linear coupling

between the spectral components. It is found that at the second

order in the perturbation scheme resonance occurs which repre-

sents a continuous energy transfer between groups of three waves

satisfying certain selection rules. It is found that the energy

flux vanishes for an initially white, isotropic spectrum.

Introduction: Non-linear energy transfer in a gravity-wave

spectrum has been studied in some detail by Hasselmann (1961,

1962a, 1962b). Phillips (1960) discovered the existence of

unsteady third order perturbations representing a continuous

energy transfer between discrete wave components, and Longuet-

Higgins (1962) explicitly evaluated the rate of growth of the

tertiary wave for two intersecting wave trains. Pedlosky (1962)

has studied some aspects of non- 1 inear Rossby-waves.

What follows is the application of the general theory

developed by Hasselmann (1961) to a much simpler physical system

than the gravity wave model he considered but one which is still

geophysically interesting. We will discuss the non-linear energy

transfer between different wave components in a two-dimensional,

incompressible ocean on a ~-pla~e. Interest will be focussed
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entirely on the non-linear process; the important generating and

dissipating mechanisms will be left out.

Simply stated the problem is an initial-value one: given

the energy spectrum of Rossby-waves at some initial time, calcu-

late it at a later time, or equivalently calculate its time rate

of change. In general we expect a time change in the initial

spectrum due to the non-linearities alone. It turns out that

for an initially white spectrum there is no non-linear energy

redistribution, and the spectrum remains white.

The analysis proceeds as follows: First an amplitude

expansion of the dependent variable is made in the governing

equation. Next a separation of variables in the form of a Fourier

expansion in wave number fL is introduced, the interaction coef-

ficients are calculated, and resonance is investigated. Since

resonance occurs already at the second order, the perturbation

expansion needs to be carried out to only the third order (instead

of to the fifth order as in Hasselmann (1961)) in order to completely

describe the energy transfer process. The kinetic energy is expanded

in a perturbation series, and certain statistical assumptions are

made which greatly simplify the calculations. The expression for

the energy transfer is then obtained.

Basic Equations: We approximate the real ocean by a model ocean which

is unbounded, two-dimensional, incompressible, and rotating with an

angular velocity which is a linear function of the north-south
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coordinate. The .equationsappro,priate to describe the motion

of such an ocean. are

f d/, + p Lu. - f .n V + ~ "" 0òt ~t
pÊ. .¡ f Lv ~ pn. u.+ £. ::0¡t ~j9~ +- 'dv :: 0 .3)
Õ)' Õ:j

where L = u.;'l + v~) SL= .n(~)=to+ßy) f) fo) ß are

constants, j is positive to the north, and X is positive

:1)

Z)

to the east. By using the stream function defined as u. = "ty J

V:: -ìJ,x we satisfy 3) exactly, and 1) and 2) can be com-

bined by el iminating the pressure to give the governing equa-

tion for 1l .
. D 'i'1lr
JJt'V ..+ß'\X::O 4)

where d ~ ô~ õ~L ::-.LL 'i - +- /. 'an.
1)1; ôt T ~ = ;,~:i Õ y'2 j /"" ::-Ò 'j

Perturbation Equations: We assume a zero order state

u.:: V:: 0 , "p = constant. Then we expand V in a per-o 0
turbation series.

"2 J
1¡:: ¿V+ €: i-V t IË ~ +é: 3'l +...

5)

where o~ = constant, and E is assumed to be small and can

be considered a wave slope. If 5) is inserted in 4) and dif-

ferent powers of € are equated to zero, we get the following

three perturba tion equa tions :

o :4 = 0, 6)
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'2
O.,lJ ~ L \ Q .lf

o ~ :: - L\ V.i ir - L1. \7'l,Llf

Ò I"'" -- r. ~ L - i I 1. + V _'C -: "'\1/ g_ _ "\\1 "'
where 0 -: "ã v"'-r ,-~'l.) l - 1\, õy.i ôy i'f~ ~ ¡'l''l ~ ?

L~ ~ ~k - ¡v~t:¡

7)

8)

Separation of Variables: For an arbitrary perturbation order

l' we assume the formal expansion

:= ~ JV~ (1:) e¡1'!vill ~.: -00 - 9)

*
If JV is to be real, we must have ~ :: ~-1! , where the

star denotes complex conjugate. The components of ~ , and

l. . /' " '" "\ A C (0)X are ~ = A)£ i-\" Y i ~:: XX + y y ,where "f is a unit

vector along the X (y) axis. We assume a 1 inear solution of

the form

1V ,'I ~ ~ e ¿(~.~ ~ wt)i k=-oo i ß
10)

which is a sum of waves travel ingwestward. If we put 10)

into 6) we find the dispersion relation

¡S J.W=-T= IE ;...
t'À+ 'WG.

ll)

Interaction Coefficient: If 9) and 10) are put into 7) we get

an equation for the second order Fourier amp 1 itude

p ~:: :2 .D~ ~ ~
R tR. -I)-~ _\-I -:i

:: ~

i(WI +W2,)t

~~1. e
12)
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where po; 1: -Lw¡ Wi 0:

~ i and &,2subject to

Æ.ei_ , etc., and the sum is over all
k~

the selection rule written below the

summation sign. The interaction coefficient .D!3 I) !: 2. can be

written as

.J/r 'k. .:_1)_2.

i- . (13,'1 !!2-Xkl2.-1t~)

.. A'"
13)

~
where i: is a unit vector perperißicular to the Xl-plane

and is only used to make the expression a scalar. As discussed

by Pedlosky (1962) the coefficient has the properties of being

symetric in the indices 6, , 62. and vanishing if "I ~ ~2. or

k¡ and A 2. are parallel. Wë can say at this point that there
will be no non-linear energy transfer in a unidirectional spectrum.

Quadratic Resonance: What we mean by quadratic resonance is the

the existence of a solution for J,'lÆ in equation 12) which grows

linearly with time. Quadratic resonance is possible if the fol-

lowing two selection rules are satisfied simultaneously

k, + ~". ': k 14)

Wi + W., 0; l) 15)

To show that 14) and 15) can be satisfied together we con-

sider the special case tV i': W,2 ': WI:; For fixed W 11) is

the equation for a circle in the .l1'" plane

(t - :4) )~+ rn a-:: (-!)'-
16)

The circle corresponding to Wi and W:a has twice the radius of
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the one corresponding to W (see figure 1). Figllre I. shows an

obvious example which satisfies 14) and 15) for the special case

Wi ': W~, ILhappensthat for this example the interaction

coefficient v.anishes because k, :. k", , but it is true ttia t for

any ~ on. the smaller circle one can find a 6 ¡ and a ~;¡

on the larger circle which satisfy 14). In this special case

all possible k¡ and -62. satisfying 14) lie on the portion of

the large circle defined by its intersection with the line

.t :: 0/3 if the radius of the large circle is taken as unity.

~.e

Figure 1

In the general case for fixed Wi t W:i:f W one can satisfy the

two selection rules for a continuous but limited range of~i

and ~:i'
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Asymptotic Response: In order to solve 12) for 1V
2.'1 t:

and the

corresponding equation for ~ and to evaluate the energy trans-

fer we need to know. the asymptotic response of the P operator

to stationary. and non-:stat.ionary forcing functions,

The solution of the equation

PlY= C-£ -LWJV ~
¿w't

e i 7)

for the initial value 1l= 0 at -t =() is Ii (wJ u/ ;t) where

, r ¿ w't i. wtJI, (w,; w'; t") :: IJ./".Wl L e - e

I i (w¡ W i J t- ) :: 1: e Lwr lCt w:: W I

i

lP w '* w
l8a)

l8b)

,

By contour integration in the complex ~ plane we can

compute the quantity

d. r"'IW w"t)T*CWlu./;i)(ALWI)clwl~ .:Üq(i,¡)

ël ..i~ ¡ J )-, ' (j 0
where -~(U)) is an arbitrary continuous real function.

words we have

19)

In other

4: T r* = ') iT J (w -w i)
a.'t -, i

The solution I!2 (W~ Wi J W12.l UJ-w,, '/) of the equation

20)

p'\ -:1,(W!2JW~W, ;t)e¿w1t 21)

for Y -: 0 at t = () is

ite.Lwt i G UW1+Win)t Lwt)"I ~ - " e -e.J,. - Wi"" w~ - W (wi+ W,,-cv) 22)

for wit W:; '* W . Another quantity which we will use later is
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1t R e r ~ e - l:w t J :: iI J ( Wi + w:... W )

23)

which is comp.uted in the same way as 20). Equations 17) through

23)are.directanalog.ies to the equations for a forced, undamped

harmonic oscillator in section 3 of Hasselmann (1961).

Perturbation Amplitudes: We can write down the second order

perturbation amplitude 1V from 9), 12), and 18) in the form:l

, L(1~.is+wt)1I1Y -: L- e :i't'h~ ~ - 24)

where

. I_L. D W
j.~ -I',.¡l!& 'Bi¡~:i l!:i- ..~

Now by using 8), 9), and 24) we can write down the equation for

~ Iill.¡W1+W:;;t)e.-iwt...
25)

the third order Fourier amplitude ~ analogous to 12).

~ D (ì// I .~ 'l/) ¿(wi + wa)tP 3'ì :: /1, f~J. ~i;~,. ir~i~:i + i ~'2 ~ ~ I e
m =k

.. - s: JJ ï. w:i e L (wi 
t GJQ)t

~ ~!:.i ~'I)~l i /:1 £:ßi.

_.. "ì ~ " 1J "\if 'ìlJ I (. .. i wll.t,),e¿wit
.. L ~ 111)~ 10 -Ð~,) ~11 it i'f!,ii'l~i i W.:.. W t J

~il!lll ~+~ .1).1. -1-
10ß .=!s~

first step uses the symetry of the interaction coefficients

26)

The

and the second step uses 25). The solution of 26) is written

symbolically as

:l:: ~ ~ L DA b 1);"'111 WI ~_"II ~I I (w)Wl.w:i; I.)~(,J/lrt:) 27):5?i /rtk. 'i.'flll -i).~ _¡~ '13 " - 3-
-I .2. . _
"'~ "~'2
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Statistical Assumptions: Before discussing the energy we will

. introduce two .simplifying statisticaL a ss.ump tions . The first

statistical assumption which will be used is that in the linear

approximation the sea state is described by Fourier amplitudes

¡¥k which are initially statistically independent for dif--
ferent wave numbers k Because of the Central Limit Theorem

this amounts to assuming that the sea is initially homogeneous,

and Gaussian. (The second assumption is that the sea is sta-

tionary to the first order.) What we mean by statistical inde-

pendence is that the ensemble. average of the product of two or

more Fourier amp 1 itudes 1U ')if ì. 11 , for example, can
i 13, iTt!:i i ~, ~b'l

be written as the product of the individual ensemble averages if

the 113 i J

~'l ': .. 6 J ' then we have l;t 11. I,~ 12. for I k 31 "* I ~ ii .-' ~
The assumption of the statistical independence of the

are all different (i. = 1,2,3,4). However if ko:::_'!,

and

Fourier amplitudes is a critical point because we know that the

non-linear resonant interactions will build up correlations. The

correlation which is developed between three interacting wave

groups will be lost in a sense because after interacting the three.
wave groups will propagate in different directions with different

speeds due to the dispersive nature of the medium. Each of the

three wave groups then interacts with other wave groups, and at

each successive interaction it is hoped that the assumption of

statistical independence will hold. This is analogous to the

assumption made by Boltzmann in deriving his collision formula that
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each binary colli&ion is independent of all. the others. Hassel-

mann (1962) has pointed out the usefulness of the wave particle

analogy in the case of weak non-linearities.

Mean Energy: In this model the total energy is kinetic energy.

The kinetic energy density E is

E' . ~ ~ F ( i U L ""l 1 V I ~ J =: t t L I viI ~.¡ )"t) I ~ J

28)

If the perturbation series 5) is inserted in 28) we get

E "".:QS -\ ,8 -+ '-E + . , . 29)

The odd orders give rise to odd statistical moments which vanish

on account of the Gaussian assumption. The mean second order

energy is
_..:a:¿Ë -= -- f t Jè" ¡ ,),~\ 30)

where the bar denotes ensemble average. The next non-vanishing

term in 29) is ~5. .

¡,1E' -=~tLIl'('''livl\ iVJU\ IU:U +;v3vi+ivjVJ
31)

= l t L \ ~ ,~ + I ~ ) \:¡ ~ f. (~# ~ 1- Wy~ ;K) J

By using 24) and 25) we compute the first two terms of loS: as

I '¿:)' ~ ~~ Ii D !U
'"f k n ~ ,.~¥ !I.)~L ~iJà.¡ I ßi

- ~i€" ~E

)( 'Ii (w"wi+ w;i\t)I~(wJ ws,.wot~t)

~~ X~ I~; X
32i¡)

i:o~ L ~~.D; k lit i ~ I~Tll~ ~ '11:.1, (W¡VJ1 +w~ í t)\ Ii ~¡+~i v.:i.1 -~
=-~
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due to the assumpt,ion of statistical independence of the '\If
1'1 &.

We compute the second two terms of ifE in a similar manner

from 10) and 27)

4f f fk~I~~.q~li~l.D!J¡_~11 ~J~II~,1Ì?e (l;Le.~wt)__I..~
32b)

where T,. ~ 1::i (WJ Wpi.~) w-wi ,; t) We now compute the time

rate of change of the mean fourth order energy from 20), 23),

32a), 32b)

~ _ ~ 1i 0 $" Z ~:i D f 1) I i ii :21 wi:i .
'at - r ~ ~~~.i ~IJl3t. i !jJ~2. 11.~) 11sa. t

+ 2 D~J-~' )~( I~/ 1.1 J (lo1 +W'.-W)

33)

Energy Spectrum: We introduce the instantaneous space spectrum

of the sea as follows: (l

E :: ))F(~)cLt!
- .,

where F(~ )=,.F (&. )+# F (~)+ . ., because of 29) and the Gaussian

34)

assumption. Equation 33) becomes in terms of the spectrum

(;
')Af'(~) _ !J r¡ .f~" ii f ~!-IJ~i. F(;.) F(R ) t 35)
n t . - f "' I)~#. ,¿ :i A ri ~ - I ~ _ .i_ QO 1"/ A.

+, ~~ "Fi~)r(~i) J J ~i+~ ,,-~) Ö~UltW2-W)l11 J.~ii

To the order of approximation considered we can drop the perturba-

tion indices on the spectra, and by using a slightly more condensed

notation we rewrite 35) as
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'C

ÕG II r..f ~ fD, ~~ fT t; - D.. k~f~ - 36)-~ 0 ~fj.i.. .. I'ôt. í i l' ')_0&

-D1 ft~R. Gj Ó(WI,.WiL-W3)J(~I+~r~3)d.~/d.bL

where J)).. D~i.l~a.) Dii =D~i¡~' l D,= J)~"1~3 ) F; :: F't.~,) , etc.

Equation 36) is valid for all time provided the assumption

of the initial statistical independence of the first order

Fourier amplitudes is not violated.

Energy Conservation: Energy is conserved at each perturbation

order in this model because we have included no generating or

dissipating mechanisms. We see from 30) and the assumption of

first order stationarity that energy is conserved to the second

order. The mean third order energy vanishes. Conservation of

energy at the fourth order is expressed as

0"

)) ~~ l~:J:: 0 37)-Ci
For arbitrary r~(~) this imposes the following relationship

among the three coefficients

D1 ~ ~ + DraA~ :: D:; ft; 38)

subject to the two selection rules for quadratic resonance

14) and 15). Written in detail 38) is

~.;xt3(A~-k~)+~I)(~J(~I~A~)= &jX~,,(Â~-~~) 39)

By using 14) (51 + ~,.:. ~..) we see that 39) is identically

satisfied.
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Momentum Conservation: If we use the form of conservation of

momentum in Hasselmann (1962), then the fourth order momentum

conservation cC

Sr-00

'ò f§ ßJ J. ~ :; 0
ot ~ - 3 40)

imposes the following condition on the interaction coefficients

~
D,.f., !:i +

Wi

Dl~~~'a_..". A --_
W-¿

P3 k~ h.3-
wJ 41)

subject to the two selection rules 14) and 15).

Now 38) and 41) are three homogeneous equations for the

three interaction coefficients, and for a non-trivial solution

a certain determinant must vanish, where

:i W.. W,)
( lei A~ ~,)

wi

rk :: W1 W" W"
:: 0 42)

~I
i4~

~3_'¡

The determinant vanishes because of the selection rules. Thus

the interaction coefficients are consistent with conservation

of energy and momentum to the fourth order.

Square Vorticity Conservation: Another quantity which is con---~
served to the fourth order is mean square vorticity l'i'ti.) .

The expression for this analogous to 40) is

cI

((~~~tii =0)) ât .) ..3
- c:

43)

which is identical with the east-west component of the momentum

conservation equation 40).
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N~mber Density: First we write the energy equation 36) in a

simple fo.rmby notiçing tliat if we define a new set of coeffi-

cients Ai, A"i A 3 by .D1 e WI A~ k~ Ai, D~ :w.h ~1ï;An'I:: ~kJ~'t A,.l

then we can show from the selection rules 14) and 15) that

A i -= A". "; A 'J == ci.

'è~:: b ('1(~~'~lo.k:i)"'w3rWJf;fi -w,.r;r=-~ LJO r
_ Wi F; F; ì J(4JI+W~ "W:i )J(~¡t~ii - ~,) d.61 d.~:i

44)

where h ~ 8í(/f' We now define the number density n(~) (see

Hasselmann 1962) as i?(13) =F(fs)lw' where ex is an arbitrary

constant. In terms of the number density equation 44) is

Oo ,
~~ ~ b Jjrr r()IYi'a-Yi¡Yi)-Y¡~Y¡~J£LWI+WP,~W\))¡~I..h,.h.J)~lJ d!l.

'Qt _

,where rr -: (A/h.i f.~.,) '(t: W¡ Wr¡ W1 ) .

45)

The number density is not a conser-

vative quantity as Hasselmann found it was for gravity waves.

Concluding Remarks: As pointed out by Hasselmailn equation 45)

has a formal similarity with the Boltzmann equation for the rate

of change of the number density in phase space of a spatially

homogeneous distribution of mass particles. The basic collision

process here is the collision and annihilation of two particles

to produce a third particleJ and corresponding to this there are

two inverse coil isions.

Some interesting properties of the energy transfer process

can be inferred from equation 44). (1) If all three values of
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thespec.tr.um..areequal foran.i.n.teracting .group then the net

energy transfer for that group vanishes ' In the special case

of a white spectrum, l=(!ù = constant, the total energy trans-

fer vanishes.

(2) If the spectral values are equal at two points, then the

spectral value at the third point changes in the direction of

the 0 ther two; i. e. if ¡:::;; then ~~ ex (If -;=) .

(3) If ~1\~11~:i are colinear for an interacting group, then

the interaction vanishes irrespective of the spectral values.

This follows from the form of the interaction coefficient 13).

Thus there is no non-linear energy transfer within a unidirec~

tional spectrum.
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Finite Ampli.tude Instability in Quasi-steady Convection

Ruby Krishnamurti

INTRODUCTION

S,tippose a collimated beam of light is passed horizontally

through a layer of fluid in steady cellular convection. This

originally uniform beam, after emerging from the fluid, displays

uniformly spaced bright vertical lines. These lines are pro-

duced by columns of cold descending fluid acting as cylindrical

lenses. By rotating the beam about a vertical axis, thus obser-

ving the fluid from different directions, the horizontal plan fo~m

is determined from the number of angul'ar positions (two for rec-

tangles, three for hexagons) at which bright lines are observed,

and from the spacing of these lines.

Linear stability theory does not allow us to predict the

plan form that will be realized in an experiment. In an.attempt

to remove this degeneracy some work (Palm 1960; Segel and Stuart

1961) has been directed towards the non-Boussinesq effect of

variation of kinematic viscosity with temperature. "Although it

is stated in the literature as an experimental result that con-

vective motion tends towards a regular hexagonal pattern, this

is not always the case. Hexagonal cells, the only form whose sign

of the vertical motion is a relevant quantity, are observed with

-asymetric Ðoundary condit.ions(rigid bottom, free top) ,but.with

symetric boundary conditions squares are observed. However, even

with symetric boundaries, hexagons can be obtained by another
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asymetry: suppose the layer is only heated from beL.ow or only

co.oled from above. In the first c.ase, the meantemperature of the

fluid is rising (~J :: ~ ~ 0) and the conduction temperature pro-

file is curved as in figure. 1 (a) . In the second case '( ¿ 0 and the

profile is as in figure 1 (b).

7 ~o
~~O

Fig. 1 (a) Fig. l(b)

This type of asymetry has been observed to give rise to hexagons

even with symetric boundary conditions. Furthermore, by reversing

the asymetry ('( L. 0 to 1) 0) the motion at the center of the

hexagon has been observed (by the optical method described above)

to change its sign. However, since squares are in fact observed

under laboratory conditions, it would appear that there must be a

finite amount of asymetry before hexagons can be realized.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND THE METHOD OF SOLUTION

The governing equations in the Boussinesq approximation

are written as follows:

(l,- k \7'2'\ T:: - V " ç¡ 'ldt ) ~
(l - 7) íJ i) V = - \J % .- "Lr. \7 11 -r Y (" -1'~) ~õt - h:i.... -

(1)

(2)

\7~V'=O"' (3 )
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. where
~ = thermometric conductivity

'l = ~ 0(, ~ = coefficient of thermal expansion

p= l-â?

The horizontal average (denoted by a bar) of equa tion (1)

gives us the mean field equation:- 'i
U. -"k 2- '- =
õt Õ æ-~ l; (WT)

(4)

where T: 'l - T.

Equations. (1) and (4) give the equation governing the

fluctuating temperature:

(3- -"k \11.)T ~ _1. w - fi~t ~eJ ~ -1î -: 1(. \7 T - ~ WT

(5)

where

By cross differentiating and eliminating other variables the

following equation is obtained, for the vertical velocity (see

Malkus and Veronis, 1958):

(.i -xv2ì/l -7.piJ'J'\j"W-+ ",!1 'V" W ::òt j\Çt ) d~'
- - '( i7,~ h + (l£ - ~ \J') L

(6)

where L is the ¡i-component of the curl curl of the velocity

advection.

The equations are non-dimensionalized by setting
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t -; £ tl
'K

X :: cl t--

V :r ~ VI- d.

T~:J(Y.-T'Yd'

'l z: D. TTi i

where L: T is the difference in temperature between bottom and

top boundary. The resulting equations (where primes are omitted)

are

(-f -IJ"Xcfft -çi~n"w+ /?~ ",'W' -'Vi"' tl-~ -'V.) L (7)

(i- i -\1'-) \l~W :. V~T +.1 L (8)() àt l tr
Cd õ~ )- ó-R - - - ¡i :: - ~ WT (9)èt Õ ia 2. c; -!

.r: ~ -t~ Â. T -i3where '\~. IL v ~ ~ , the Rayleigh number

ai ~ Jl , the Prandtl number
X

In the absence of convection, equation (9) is the heat conduc~

tion equation to be solved for the following boundary conditions.

Suppose the temperature difference between top and bottom remains

constantly at tJ T , but that both boundaries are uniformly

changing temperature by an amount ~ t . In dimensionless form

these conditions are
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d. ?.

r¡ -= 'YT k ~ T

- t d.'Åf=-i-+n -( 1\4T

a. i?:: a

cd i! =1

Defining the dimensionless parameter

i d a.

~ :~m
and making the transformation

J ;: r-r¡'t
the equation governing 'J is

J'I -.2 'J _ ;:~ J :: - n /d t o;¿ l.
Steady state solutions are parabol ic functions of ? , giving us

r = U (a li..;¡ ) - ~ + r¿ t (10)

(where the prime has been omitted from ~

to mean the dimensionless quantity). If

arid will be understood

P is a small quantity

the parabolic part of ~ can be regarded as a small perturbation

on the linear part. However, since we wish to apply the ampli-

tude expansion method of Malkus and Veronis, we require exact

solutions of the linear stabil ity problem. Therefore we order

the solutions not only in G but also in r , as follows:
oø Y\'¡I rr

W .: L. E ~. ~~
hi '(l1O

T - ¿ e 'I.ll ~'M T; 'm-
n/ff :0 (ll)

- t e 'r ~Yr T'f~'r ..-
l','M:ri

en'1'm R I"WlR
oø

;. 'f~:'6
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Substituting these expansions into the governing non-linear equa-

tions produces the following infinite set of linear inhomogeneous

equatiorls:
2. 13

To order e i ~;

'To -: - ž!

J Wøo:: 0
,j . i J. .. fJ).) (.. È. _ 1;'2) Ç7 'J_ R \7 2-

t.::t IT at 00 I

(12a)

whère

.i 1
To order e ¡ ~ ~

t~i = Röi \7~~o - Rt)o Glq~l. \'¡'¿WdtJ

rrcit = .l (=:2..2)
(1 2b)

1 2-To order e i 12 I _ -
..rJ "ø¡IAI -R êirc1,\?"\A/ -R ~L '\?-\AI

.; WÐ'2 - I~e¡ 2 v I VVo I) co '" i vv., I l¡ I~ I VVt'O

rfe ~.: ci

iiiHY\ :: 0 l wi,) I

(12c)

.. Il
To order e¡ ?

J. Wi ~ = Rio 'i "Woo - 'if ~X,) + t (l - 'i ') L(~)(~)

i- .: 0 oJ 'Yl~ ) (12d)

To order e ~~1

LWII
o ~1\1 M2.W': .. ¡'co ~ V ¡IO

- Ko i 'Ø;~,. \lliA Wi 0

R ~ 7;0 '" a W.. tl, ~ V l 00

R ~ I'iie l" ~ l A)- ii -i v i VVøt:

r. 1'I1ft'JW-"le~VI øc

- Rio "'~SS V' 2. W
Ò' i- / ~,

(12e)
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:i 0

To order€ i 1 )

'pIAl - - R ô~o ,~'lW 't d1:c \1..1,1 ,. ã1i,ab t"'lw.
c. VV,¡o - Itl~ Vi ie - 1\20 ~ i VVoo - 1\00 ~ V I . "0-

- V ~ f \)(i) + ACh)( i) ì ~Nlr - Ç7~t 1iXb)'¡ L(l(~il

( -ø'" 5 ) _ l -Roo . õ!' ~o - ~ Weo Too

, 1
To order G) ~ ¡

!W - -R d~ll"~ w..11 - dO~ vi ~o

R -iPfe n'" Ilr-c /I~ Vi vVIO

o ~ \7'1- 11',0 'è ¡. I Wi1

- 7t Ô~, 'V"w~o 'õ: ' u

R '('j~ 'li. J- òl"' '11 vv"

~
~ "ò~~ ~ 1M

- I\U 'ëi. \)1 ~V'tll

(12f)

R õ710 'i wo r"" \11 .2 0

i=
R ô lc / n ¡ WIe ~ Vi 10

¡:
R ~ \J1- W.2 i Ô'r i ~o

_ R "0.. \7:i W2.~ n~ i CL

"q 'r
Roo ?t~ Ç7 -; WeD

- 'i,'A 1)(1 + ~(hX?/ ~ (')(~ t ~ (t)c: J t

+ ~ (l- -'V~)r Lc:X:/ Lib)(\) + L(\)(~ + L(IXI))

'i- - '" t
R ê :J.ii òfìJ â. --. -00 'ò..-i -+ RSjo ô~~ :: fi WOiloo -+ WOb Toi J

The R.YliY are to be evaluated from the solubility condition..
(Woo t. Wn'n) = 0

and E is to be interpreted as the amplitude of the ~o part

of W :
(,Woo W,? = €:
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1 c
To order € -) ~ i we have Røø = 657 for free boundaries and

for hexagonal cells,

vv :: Lr~ ~ '2iT x. ~.! ~ ~ cq If iT ''' ì s1 iT ii(!l' f3 r J!L 3l J L J
:: .. 4 stl'"i ~- ff i

where L:: ~ is the length of one side of the hexagon.

'I ,:2 ii),. . __Joo -. (f' Vd 't¡ SA'/1 a

l' :: -1- ~ ~1T'X ~ J1i~ ~iri!Veò eM rri- .: i.

-Vcö :: - :.rÓh ~ sJ ~ +sJ If iT': L~. i).¡vJr: Vi i. .) i- :: i. J
~ :: rr"; (l+ciiy.

Q( '2

To order i 1
~ ¡ ? l

/ ':) R de¡:l)Rò j "\ Wo ii 'il W" ~ -. 00 \ Wd ~ -! 'Vi Wc Ð
, 'n.

:: 0

. Wi: ~ (~J:J) t: a. Y) ~ ïl if :¡
Ì':: 2-_.:~ Il'

where a. Yi : ~ iT 1/ r/...... ~ .'2)) ." o.~J
L (, Y\ ~.o( ,- I\nø rr If

IJ.J "i I ('T :::2. Çt ~ r s. 1( z SA "f rr of -"1 Q Yi I~ri

:: 0 unless n is even

The other fields r I ' U:1 ' Vø I are similarly expressed.
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.i i.
To order t ¡ 'l

ffoa (Wct/\J~WtJCj) :i 1\00 (Wu Øô;1 \71" ~I)

.. IFor cl .. "I ~

Rc~= 1.97
£. '., ,.1 thatThus we have, to order ~ ., ROt = 0 , expressing

the fact that 7? is a minimum.

£1 . l? a.To order I; . 'f

R. :: Roo + 1. 97 '7 to

For a mean temperature change of one degree per hour in fluid

of depth d:: 101 , To "' .,/: =1 C, l\= /0 c,~.s. units, 7/ ': 0.1 stokes,
'2

'( = 0.78 and the" "
To order ~ i '1 ~

change in Rayleigh number is negligible.

R ,:0Ib qf3
Wic =- - ¡¡i (C) ~)., C 2. ~'.)Wr :i TT r

1-+ 3A- I-+ 1j,d-
Cl:: ? '2 Vu - ~ .) C;.:: 1 

33Vll - 3 1\00 ¿, ~-, iT Iii
as computed by Malkus and Veronis (1958).

.i I
To order e J r¡ )

Rii \W"ø \),'tw,oJ = Reo (~o ~:;! 'i,'" Vvö)

Note that for rolls, vlo:' O. For rectangles, ~c has a

horizontal plan form with horizontal wave number twice that in

VVÐ$ Thus for rolls and rectangles the horizontal integration

gives "Rii :: 0 . Only in case of hexagons does vve have a
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horizontal form which overlaps with that of ~6 . For hexagons,

with cl~ t i

Rii +1.4

and
;,t' I'

WI1 :: 1(,1 r a.." s. Y1 17 i t() II' -+ ,l ¿ a,,.. W' 'n Iii!Ifj.L 'I
/ i" C

where Q,\":' 8 i ,a.y¡

1/ .1 'A".~ 0 ( l Ie)
a. n =" - lf 0( 'i. I\ct ii 2.

II'
Jførcy¡"+ 30(")'- ~~20 Rl)()l

'I

Then 1r, is determined from

\J/~ 1i :: - ~14 vv - t CLi~)(g) + LCi)(1)J

10 1
We have, so far, to order € j ~ J

IE - (1- .R~~
.. '1 R11

For R ') Rø41 ' we see that the motion in the center of the hex-

agon is upward or downward according as 1 / 0 or ïz""0 , since

R1¡ ) 0 Note that we can have finite amp 1 itude instability

for R l: Roo and that in this case the hexagonal plan form is

the only possible solution and is therefore the stable solution.
i G

To order € ~ 'l ~

R.~Cl = +30.6

for 0( 'a= i and for infinite Prandtl number.~r ~
To order e ~ '" ' we find for r: 1 ~ and for infinite Prandtl
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'"J I =
-2

-4.05 x 10

- "1 ~i¡ !. j 7~ R¡ ~ - 4 (R:io + ~ 'R~.i( Ro fJ - R.)

2(R;Jb +r¡ l?;¡i)

Th~ heat flux curve will appear as in figure 2.

t
'R

Ri

R(¡o

Rvi1n

Fig. 2
H~

Heat transport vs. Rayleigh number.

The minimum of the hexagon curve (figure 2) occurs at

11"- re 2.( II
4 L R 1. r 1 "R?i )

"" OIO/b~'"

1to - 'F Yr In :

Square

The heat flux curve for hexagons intersects that for squares at
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R! '=

a. 2-
~ 'R11 'Ru ~ ~

(R.u + 1 ~., - R .i.s )

where YR-is i.s the slope of the straight line representing

the hea t fl ux for square s.

= R$QiJA ~6'.5 -+ 7t J~VA~E"SRis -- ~c ?::I

Had there been no asymmetry in heating, the heat flux curve for

hexagons would be a straight Line with slope (on R -H plot)

greater than the slope for squares. With the asymetric heating,

there is a range of A( for which hexagons transport more heat

than do squares. The area of the loop between the two heat flux

curves is a measure of the asymetry required in order that hex-

agons be realized. This area is

A - 1 ~~~,;"Rs, _ _ 7f~O+'1'R2) r r'¿T?I'l _. '- ~"R¡I'J J

- ~ (R'JÐÌ"~1t3.I-'Rt.~~ :i t(l(~t~R,.I-7?,.Si (ti:;D+? ~~/)a J +

.. l)) R, i ((.. '1 W.i i'J~ r ~ R iiJ 'iÁiJ
3 ( (i R2/1+1'R2¡-'R2,S -:2 L T?2.0+~ irii

Experimental data of quasi-steady heat flux shows scatter

near the critical Rayleigh number, This is probably related to

the hysteresis effect in which the heat flux is different depending

upon whether the Rayleigh number is being increased or decreased.
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SUMRY

The calculations are summarized in table 1.

TABLE 1

I'" E'l E""Z 63

10 .~ = 657 "R,o = 0 7t = 30.62.
c: = OC

'1'
Roi = 0 1?11 = 1.40 1(1\ = -4.05 x 10-2

a- :: 00

7'J R.,. =: 1. 97

For 'R;: R~i: ' the motion in the center of the hexagon is

upwards or downwards according as the mean temperature is increasing

or decreasing.

For R.l "Roo' finite amplitude instability is possible in

which case hexagons are the only possible solution and is there-

~ore the stable solution. This is an example of finite amplitude

instabil ity which is easily accessible to observation.
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An Ana:lytic Approach to Some Problems in Turbulence Theory

Steven A. Orszag

I. Introduction

Recently it has been found that many of the properties

of thermal turbulence in a thin layer of fluid heated from

below (Bénard problem) are retained when certain selected

"fluctuating self-interaction" terms. are omitted from the

Boussinesq approximation to the Navier-Stokes equation. It

was found by numerical calculationl of these "mean field equa-

tions" that few physically unrealistic features are introduced.

From the results of these calculations, Herring observed that

the vertical velocity was largely composed of a single Fourier

component. Then making theapproxima tion of considering only

a single Fourier component, he was able to derivé2 analytic

resul ts which agreed with the numerical results to within one

per cent, provided the horizontal wave number is close to that

which maximizes the total heat transport.

The success ,of this analytic approximation to the mean

field equations encourages .one to apply the same technique to

other problems. In particular , there is the problem of penetra-

tive convection in a 40C water layer. Water, as is well known,

is densest at 3. 980C and hence if we have a parallel layer of

water, whose bottom temperature is say, OOC and whose top temper-

ature is greater than 4°C, the layer from OOC to 3.98QC is con-
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vectively unstable while the upper layer is stable. The prçiblem,

then, is to investigate the nature of this situation.

¡ However, before one can apply the technique to other

problems, particularly problems which lack the symetry of the

/
Benard problem, lt is necessary to understand exactly how the

technique."works. .Unfortunately, Herring i S originalproceclure

makes it difficult to do this, because his results and method

of approximation are intimately wound up in each qther in the

space of the ¡ Fourier coefficients of the functions . Therefore ,

an alterpative approach to the analytic calculation is suggested

which clearly presents the hypotheses, the approximations, and

the techniques used in the problem. The results obtained differ

from Herring's in some essential aspects, but, again, for horizon-

tal wave numbers close to that which maximizes the total heat

transport the results agree within a few per cent.

II. Mean Field EquaUons

We consider a plane parallel layer of fluid between two

plates at temperatures To ,Ti (Fig. 1). We use the Boussinesq

"II
i~

f~ d

L
ío

Fig. 1
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set3 of equations which approximates the Navier-Stokes set by

assuming the density to obey the law

f = t Q C I - ex (T - To) )
(1)

in the buoyancy term of the momentum equation and to be con-

stant in the other terms. Thus the other equations of the

Boussinesq set are the momentum equationdV ()"""
to it + te Ct.n)t= -lo~ /-o((T-7;) K-VP..tcYI7 'i (2)

the hea t equa t ion

E. + (V 'V)í:: d( 'V'irôt -- (3)

and the continuity equation,

\7- V:: ",. (4)

1\
where k is a unit vector in the positive !-. -direction and

ìf , ') , 3 are thermometric conductivity, viscosity, and

gravity, respectively.

Using (4) we may take horizontal average of equation

(3) obtaining - ,,-
ã T + ã l-w e ì :: ì( õ. T
ôt öi Ò22. (5)

where ( ') denotes horizontal average, T:=T 1" e where

\ e) ': 0 and W is the vertical component of
v .- Equation

(5) does presuppose some sortofboundedness or homogeneity
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condition at infinity. Subtracting (5) from (3) we obtain

~ - -d v~e -= - w ~ i _ ~at ~~ / n (6)

where

It =: X .\Ja --l (we) (7)

By taking the a -component of the curl of the curl of (2), we

obtain

( Ô \\~).i \'~'nt - JI íl \l VI:. ~ 0( v, ~ + L
(8)

where
.i a 

'3 õ,.
\II ::~:a + ~-i (9)

is the horizontal Laplacian and

where

L ;: ;~ Cf ~~.v)u) +~((~'7)V)J -'7"((~.17) w)

V = (u; ~ w).
"V

(10)

In the case of a statistically steady temperature field,

!I ~O
õt'

, and we may obtain a first integral of (5),

where

)((3 + (Wê):. H

d. T
constant and (3 = - -

cLio

(11)

H =

We now introduce dimensionless (primed) parameters:

Y'= d.y'.. ,.
X iV=:-rV- 0. ".

(12)

(13)

é=(6T)9' (14)
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T~(6T)TI

t; -: .: t i
Y(

(15)

(16)

where d. is the total depth of the fluid - layer, and ilT::t -"l

is the temperature excess of the bottom plate over the top.

We further define a R.ayleigh number

'R =: E eiT d.3
d( ì1

a Prandtl number Do: l-
X

(17)

(18)

and in the case of a statistically steady flow a Ni.sselt number

H
,. N = ì(Ài

-i
(19)

In the following all our variables will be non-dimen-

sional and we shall drop the primes. Our equations (5), (6),

(8), (ll) in dimensionless form become- . ~-
ii+i(we):r õ T
ôt. Òi- õ ~~
a.9 M ~ö = - 'I II _ y- - V 1; '2 ¡. -ri~'t

(;. So .. 'V..ì t¡?"vI:: R \7 ~ê +.l Lu at I i Õ

(20)

(21)

(22)

and for statistically steady flows

ß+ (we)=- N (23)

The terms Pl of (21) and .. L of (22) have the form of
fJ
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a deviation of a bilinear fluctuating quantity from its hori-

zontal mean (fluctuating self-interaction). By dropping these

terms we obtain the system of "mean field equations" which con-

sists of (20) and two additional equations:

where

~ -\l""e = /3Wat

(? le - \) ?o) r¡ 'A W == R \l ~ é

~TA l¡.) :: - -(.. L ~ 'e

(24)

(25)

As noted by Herring, the procedure of deleting fluctua-

ting. self-interactions gives equations which obey the same con-

servation laws associated with the complete set of convection

equations (conservation of kinetic energy and entropy). Further-

more, the significance of discarding the fluctuating self-inter-

actions may be seen as corresponding to a closure scheme for

closing the hierarchy of moment equations obtained from (2),

(3), and (4), The mean field equations then correspond to dis-

carding the third order cumulants in the second order moment

equa t ion.

Next, we may note that the horizontal dependence of VV

e may be separated out of the mean field equations, there

being coupl ing between different hori~ontal wave numbers only

through the mean temperature field. In this case, the simplest

situation is to have a single horizontal wave number. Making this

assumption the equations must be interpreted for suitably chosen
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eX as giving the r.m. s. properties of the field. Herring's

numerical calculations show that the single 0( calculation

is not a limitation, in that it is sufficient to study asingie

0( , in particular, the eX which stlPports the convection.

We shall assume that the mean field is statistically

steady, and hence according to a theorem of Spiege14 Wand

e are independent of time. Instead of the assumptions of

a steady state and neglect of h and -i L in (21) in (22) we
d"

could equally well study the case of infinite Prandtl number

d- neglect 1i , and assume a steady state and again arrive

at the mean field equations.

Finally we shall use free boundary conditions:

.: W(O)t)='; W(I~t).O 1Y:=Ol~l4¡...òt"f Q ¡;
T (OJ t ) ~ i f ( I; t) = 0

S(O;t)iiO 6ll)t):lO

(26)

(27)

(28)

III Anålytic Approximation

.We remarked above that we shall consider a single hori-

zontal wave number. Therefore the fields W , and e depend

on 'X , (j thrç¡ugh a function f~ where

~.. fó( ': - 0( 'J 02. ~ (29)

and
'2

( t 0()": I (30)
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vV :. W (~) rtX (¿(J~)

e = &C~)t~Cx-)~)

Then set (31)

(32)

Then equations (23), (24), (25) take the form

N == ¡3(r) + wC~) e Lr)

( ci ~ _ ex '27f '2) See).. - f3()) W C~)cLi!2.

'2 ~
(c: _ix".T'l) W (;;) :. If D('iíf i. e(a)cLr'2

(33)

(34)

(35)

We now make the additional assumption that to zeroth

order (Fig. 2)

A . "'
W (~.),= -i Mf i, t

Ar 1\I \I \\
\A

1f

Fig. 2

(36)

- Assumption
(36)

- - - - Assumption
(37)

:t
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It can be shown that this assumption is equivalent in

the limit fè-7001 0(:: Oei) to the assumption that (Fig. 2)

~A:a
W (r) =

-A (=t-I)

o~ ~ ~ ~

b~ž!~ i
(37)

Equivalence here means that, using the method described below,

both fields for fixed 1(, 0( give the same amplitude A and

Nussel t number IV. This equivalence may be proved using the

remark below that the amp 1 itude A is determined in boundary

layers at ~: 0) I and that Mathieu functions and parabolic

cylinder functions are asymptotically identical as i: -; 0

in their definition (see below).

Assumption (37) introduces considerable simplicity into

the approach, in that it allows solutions to the equations to

be obtained in terms of Fourier transforms of known functions

rather than as integrals over Green's functions.

Using (33) in (34) and assumption (37) for W(:¿)

(there is syretry about Z! =t ) we obtain:

-i 'Ã (o: .. 20 )
~ e = 0( íT'a+A ¡i'1 ê -NA 7;
a.:r'.

If, in (38), we make the change of variable ¡a = 1£ ~ we

obtain the differential equation

(38)

r1 "e (ol ~ jj 20 I '2 \ N
cL~" = \"" + 'V ~ )B - ~ La

with the boundary condition e(o) = o.

(39)
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The homogeneous part of equation (39)

')
d If =- (.Lt. \é)LJ 6:::
cL ~'1 4 d )

defines the parabolic cylinder function D -1. _ e(1) which,
.2

for e a negative half-integer is the Harmitefunction

ol 'líT ~~)O (40)

which arises in the quantum mechanics oLharmonic oscillators.

(If we had made assumption (36) instead of (37) we would

arrive at functions of the elliptic cylinder which have as

eigenfunctions the Mathieu functions),

The function .D -J. -e:(i) is that non-trivial solution of
~

(40) which vanishes exponentially at ~:= -+ 00. Obviously for

o If the other.D ;.~~e(~))O for ~ ~

1 inearly independent solution of (40) is assumed to be of the

E/O J

form CPE- -=x D_~_e it is easily seen that

'1

ri", (~p .. D -f -IE (~j (? I q ~J ç
o -.J-e:¡

i
has the properties: ~(o)= D) o/(O)::

(41)

cp G C.~)

and (,e increases exponentially to nO

I

1) -J,- é La)

nO It isat

well known that an integral representation for D _.. _ ê
:L

.. u~ r - ~t -f t '2e ..~cL. - â't/ ) e ~.D i ~(~)= I .. e 0
"'1 - i: (J r (-l +6)

exists5 :

(42)

From this, it easily follows that

D~~-~ (0) .. _ nr r (~+~). - ,,1 ritE )D_J. - e Co) (~ + '" (43)
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This integral representation has the immediate consequence that

.D-.L_£ (~) is a continuous function of
:i

that it tends to zero uniformly as j ~ 00

wlth - t + Ó ~ e ~ M

whered'; 0, M '" 00 .

f for E ') -.1 and~

We now use the properties of the parabolic cylinder

functions to study equation (39). If we take the Fourier

,

transfdrm of .D -I _ é we obtain the function s
ã. oC

¥~(~ì- S.D--k-€(~)-Wt~~d.i
o

'Q

¥ £ C'á)= J D-ke: (~) ad H ~ d. ~

(44)

(45)

These functions satisfy the e~uations

l~(~) ..(.!~"+é)16 -~ J¿l_~(O)~

1~ C~) = (~~"t 6)Ie -t 'D:-l _ 6 CO)

(46)

.(47)

Since ~G (0) = ,OJ

S(;i) .. ßÃ -r.e: (0) ?-:L -E rr)~ W ç ¡J.lŠt C~l~ Ji) (48)
,. ø

is the general solution of (39) which satisfies the condition

e(O):: O. It can easily be seen that C~ 0 as A-, oD expo-

nentially, and, in this case, we make the further assumption

that the term C Cf6 can be completely neglected. This is

true because when (33) is integrated from r: 0 to ë= I ,
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as we shall see below, the term
..

:2 f'"A C ~ qi/t Ji) '*ë

o
must be oD) or smaller. This implies since CPt: in-

creases exponentially as * J-~A ~ ~ that C must vanish

exponentially, at least, as A ~ GO. This suggests taking

C æ 0, This assumption is actually too strong. The

assumption needed is that

.2 fls,A C 'l ~ (em) Ji ' oÚ) 01 A -+ oø
Q

In fact, the assumption that A is determined in the

boundary layers relieves us from making anyassumptp at all

a bou t C

We now considér how well (33) is fuifilled by (48).

We shall see that the requirement that (33) is satisfied to

o (I) determines A as a function of N, ~. Integra-

ting (33) ,from ? c. 0 to ë:.1 and using the boundary condition

on
-T: J.

N:: J + 2. r.i VI C-e) e (r-) cli:
c

(49)

Using (48) arid integrating by parts we see that. N. fJ .
e (à) "fa + A D-i-loì il S P' t jV~ Jf. te t (50)

q

Using this expression in (49) we obtain

IV: 1+ ~.i(N"~ -e~)r~.~ U)eoJf ~ 5 d.~ )i:'i (51)

a
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Interchanging the order of integration in (51) we obtain

2-6 N JQ) l c- 4i (lq rl d. 't
N =-\ +N -t fÃ D_l_eCO) 'Dc..' (s) ~. ')

(52)

Now as A -l 00 the integral on the right-hand side

of (52) may be evaluated by the Dirichlet integral formula

to give

l D~l (0) + o(ii) (52a)

since é' ~ 0 as fl-l CO .

We have, in applying the Dirichlet integral formula,

used the prOperty of continuity of .:-.i_é L~) as a function
,.

of e mentioned above. We may also note that the value of

the integral on the right is determined in the boundary layer

as A-tOC. (We shall presently identify the limit A.. t:

as IV -- ~ ). This is so because all that is needed in the

Dirichlet integral on the right side of (52) to assure (52a).

is the argument r f d r in the sine function where ¡ ') 0

Therefore (52) becomes

N :: 1 + N + íT Vî N 'J~.l r. ö)
IÃ D..l L 0 )

'a

Therefore to 0 (i) if we assume

+ 0(*) (53)

A ~ (X as N-i() we obtain

and thus

I

V.i (0)
"i

'D..i (0 )

" () 1-~.. i.(D-J. () ) i)A-.:2íi N -a,,~ + 0iN
:it-t (0)

_ I :: îf ß. I'... (54)

(55)
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Using (43) this becomes

A:: 'i.5J N'"+O(N) (56)

Thus we see that we can obtain an amplitude ,Â if we

satisfy the heat equation (33) to 0(1) as N -') 00. The

degree to which this relation seems to be satisfied by the

numerical calculations will be discussed .below.

We now use equation (48) in the momentum equation (35).

If we rewrite (35) using the identity

(~+A)r¡ =: e -A_-i (eAëli)
(57)

in the form

...o(jTi' d%. .l.o('ië d.~ -~i'i' r.)c ((0lt.¡¡1-&r.i-)

-t d; e tiè"'.e w\i (58)

we may solve for W (a) using (48).

Doing this we obtain a particular solution to (58) which

also satisfies the boundary conditions (26):
Of

(: )_ ¡?N~~íi"- r D-1-e (If X):i X~ d.W d - AD-l_e (0) 0 eXt O(~ ii'1):i 'X (59)

We now have several choices as to what course to follow.

We can assume, for example, that the first derivative of vV (~)

given by (59) must be given by A and thus get a relationship

function of

IV) Yl 0(
i

7tj oL ,

which with (56) determines IV as abetween . A j

A word of caution is appropriate at this

point. The following paradox seems to arise, Setting
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VI(¡.) -= tA. 1í:a
equation (35) we obtain

A (~?-11\ rr")~ 7T ~ :: R. 0( ll¡r ~&(f-)
7f

and going through with our plan to evaluàte derivatives at Ö

.i/

'We obtain

'" rt 0( 'I r19 J.

A(~+i) =- - -
íI z. d.e ¡.:O

(59a)

But as is seen from (48)

L ê I r: fA
b l-.cO

so that (59a) implies

R 0( fA r: tV
NQ( R1. The diffi-This is clearly in contradiction with

cuI ty arises in an incorrect passage to the 1 imi t r ~ 0 in

the derivation of (59a) from (35).

The solution to the differential equation is given by

an integral over a Green's function in which the inhomogeneous

term enters from 0 J 00 not just from " to á

We see from (59) and the remark concerning the continuity

of :QJ. ..e: (X) tha ta sA -? ~

-- l RNrXt.rr1.f~..)C ~ o 

(Nt )W(o)= - A - loi'1\':x.)'+Ai-..
so

I . RN (RN )
W (0) = -: t 0 ~t. (60)

Setting W (o):.A we obtain

A'l:. t: +0 (R.) (61)
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and therefore using (56)

or

¡,o.$-'l '= ~ + oCR 'l)

N:: 0 i :t 9 R ~ + 0 (i) (62)

Another assumption that can be made to get from (59) to

a relationship between I?; N; 0( is that the fir.st sine Fourier

component, A! , of vi given by (59) should equal.. asi .. 11
expressed in (36). Tais gives

i..~

Ai" 't ~ w(~)iv 'I~ 4.~ (63)

Thus i
_ t¡ R N 01 · iF" ( ~ íf r 14- e (Vf X).l )!~ nl¡i

/11 - AD..l-G (D)) ~)(X:i"¡ei&. Ti2-)~ (64)~ t) (l
Interchanging order of integration we find

~

A :; _ ~"RN~"Í\'2 (D ((T X \ X ~i ctx. 10 ~
i ,A!t...., Co)) "'t-d A I (''t.. ¡(J) 

(ci 

l.rrt.-fy.'lt

¡¡ C
(65)

and, as before, this becomes

where

A ~ RN~ i.i\2. r (- X ~4t ,be .,- 1- 01..)~'. i:: - - A ,-. t) (J~~\\i)(ot~ir~)t't ~~ J

"ISetting :i: d we obtain

A .. _ RNcx).!?' rF(~)+ o (.l)Î1- 4A t ~ J
'fC~):. r ~

) (~~- ç

(66)

(67)

(68)
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We may rewrite F( 01) in the form

F ( O() = G (rx) 4- H (CI) (69)

where '0
~ _ íI r CP "d d.~

r; r ) - '" ( f) L ~ '1 Tt2.)'i
o ~ - _ ~ +0( -q

¡. ("') = r ""~~
o l~+\)(~~+oI~~r.

G (Q()may be evaluated by residues to give

(70)

. (71)

G.(~) :
-Ii"

ir$( Itot:i)" (72)

l-t(o)may be estimated for 0( ~ , as follows:

H(~) is a convergent al ternating series:

j~ f(l'+iJ" i'l,() ~ ~J.~ ~ a.~~H. cl:: ' rr~'4 + -; ~
. (~4 )(V't""-; ) ¡. ( ~t ~)((+O/' -i)

'l'1Tt!:a

(73)

and so '7 11- 10
rf(ti)~ (2.ci~~ ?.( ~r ~ ~

J l~1 ~)(f'+rX~ i) " 11 0 (~?+O(1 ~tt)

:. 1" r1. ~'" L + r/
ol..7T~ L ~ C) ~(ltolL)

: ~(l 101) 01 ~ I

In general, 'we may expect H (0() -= 0

assume ~ eel) -= 0,

(74)

In (78) below, we will
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Therefore for c( ": I from (72) and (74) we have

P(o()6 - :ll(Tf--2.)
'ii

(75)

A'1

IV=-

setting ,Ai =. A. we obtain
iT

Ro("-r: ':(0() + 0 (1i)11 VA (76)

From (67)

so tha t

IV:: .12 Q( ~ FCo(r' R~ + 0(1) (77)

Therefore

(72) taking H Co() :: 0 so F(d):= G(~we obtain

..MJ .. 1. R. 0( ?.~ei.J,'( == ( ,,\i.1+0( J

~ ot'S
N t: . S"e R - (if Q(") V, (78)

Using (56) and

For oL:. I this becomes N ~ II 3 t. ~~

Finally, it follows from (50) and the Riemann-Lebesgue

lemma that since D~J. _ é' Cr) is integrable
~

e(~):t Clot o (g)) A~ ø (79)

Furthermore, from (59) it follows that in the limit ~ ~~

RHO(). iT'" r sJ ~J. (~N )W(j)o A~'-) t''jf'~"i.:¡( + 0 A~' (790). 0
This integral may be evaluated by Fourier techniques. It further

follows that N ~
ß('i:)= -i5+eb) /~1'éWCo (14 i.Od.! (79b)
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Typicai~ejT fields are shown in Figs. 2,3; 4.

()

7;

-r (2- ì

"

D i!

Fig. 4

-
Fig..3

"T
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iV. Discussion of the Method

We shall first restate the approach. Assume an explicit

form for the vertical velocity field (single horizontal 0( )W.

Use this in the mean. field equations to get an ordinary dif-

ferential equation for e (r:), which can be solved. Using

e(r) and the 
assumed W(-c) in the integrated conservation

of heat flux equation, determine the amplitude of VVl~) so

as to satisfy this equation to 0(1) as the Nussel t number IV

tends to ,00 Then use e lë) in the momentum equation of

the mean field set to recalculate YV (~). Determine the rela-

tion between the Rayleigh number R and IV by assuming either

that the derivative of the iterated W field at the origin is

the Same as that initially assumed or that the first Fourier

component of iterated VV field is the same as that initially

(if the initial VV field is a sine function).

We shall now compare (56) with the numerical and analytic

resul ts obtained by Herring. For f? =: IOd'IO") 0( ::;.5'" (56) com-

pares very favorably with Herring's numerical resul ts. (These are

the only published results of Herring which are applicable.) Her-

ring's analytic resul t, suitably normal ized is

A = If. S3 X (ol) N i. (80)

where X (cX)iS a function some typical values of which are:
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X(i)
X(I. 5)

X(2.0)
X(3.0)
X(4.0)
x (5.0)

0.9
0.82
0.73
0.55
0.45
0.37

(81)

Thus we see that (80) and (56) are within. 20% of each other

for C( ~ 1 but that for larger values of 0( the two expres-

sionsdiverge. Since the amplitude A is determined in the

boundåry layers at t=-0JI (N.. ()) by the condition of max-

imum dissipation, there does not seem to be any reason why

there should be such a strong 0( dep~ndence of A as that
\

given by (80).

However, there does not seem to be any ~ prio~i reason

for excluding an C) dependence of the (fl N relation. In any

case the R.j IV reJ,ation fpund numerically by Herring for max-

imum heat flux is

JØ J3

11= O,J I f\ (82)

and analytically

N = 0.27- R 14 eX ~ I (83)

with a definite 0' dependence on both these quantities.

In this expression, ~ is the scale of the hori40ntal

field that supports the convection. These expressions are to

be compared to (78) and (62). The comparison is seen to be

reasonable.
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V. Penetrative Convection

In the case of the penetrative convection of a layer of

water with 4°C region, equation (1) is replaced by

t :: f 0 (i - 0( (T - Tc)~)

where -- :: JfIO C, and equa t ion (2) byd. . "')" . :i
~o ~~ +eø(:¿''l)X= -fo~(/-O((T--ç) 1(-\jf-tto~íJ t

Proceeding as in Section II we obtain the equations

'd'"rÈÎ+2-/we)= '1_~t ô;a" (tÔ:e'"

(1£- 't vjl1"W:: 2~~Cr -"T)~~e -r ~~\71'l9"t" L

~~ -)(\7'$.: ~W ~: - h

where -Æ is given by (7), and L is given by (10).

We now introduce dimensionless (primed) parameters.

Let lj T be the temperature difference (positive) between 4°C

~
H

cl

T6 4t.
Fig. 5 Penetrative Convection

(84)

(85)

(5)

(86)

(6)
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and the bottom plate. Let ~ = height of the 4°C layer (Fig. 5).

Set -r=O.

Let:
(',.
:¿
e

T

t
R.

d-

d. r' (87)-
.)t V'

(88)(J -
(tn)el (89)

(Dr) T I (89a)
do" ,
1ft (90)

i~ (A T1~ d.:J (91)~v ,.
:L (92)
X

The non-dimensionalized equations (dropping primes)

-aT â a2f
~ +~ \,W9)'lÌ( ~ i!~

Cf ~ -,t)r¡P-w = .2R 1\7,1.e t R~i.e1o+t L

(ô M~) -aTãt- V 9:: -w â\a -h

are:

(93)

(94)

(95)

In this case, we take the mean field equations to be

N= (.Ci)t (w S)
d. 'fwhere (3('1) ':; - cLò) Nis the Nussel t number,

(96)

N ~~ ì(~

íJ '7W:: - i. R f \J ~ S, (97)

oa

\I è= -(3W (98)

Note, however, that in this case the conservation laws are no longer
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fulfilled since we have also ..droppeda term which is not a

b. :i '2
fluctuating self-interaction, ix 'Vi e . The set still has the

property that different horizontal wave numbers interact only

through the heat flux equation (96). Again it is convenient

to consider only a single horizontal 0( in which case the

equations become:

IV::l) (1)+ W li:) e l=-)

(oJ l. .. Ql -L¡¡i.ì~ -::2 RíX ~rri feCi-)cL~"ì )

(~ -o(~íi.)e -: - (3 Wcd ~ i.

(99)

(100)

(101)

The only difference between equations (99) -(101) and-
. (33) - (35) is the appearance of the factor 2. T in the momentum

equation (100). The procedure described in III above disregards

the character of the momentum equation until the last step of

determining N as a function of r? Of course, the momentum

equation entered into our choice of initial function (36) or (37)

but only through the characteristic of having a high order dif-

ferential operator on the left-hand side of (35), not through

the na ture 0 f the r igh t - hand side.

The difficulty then arises as to how we can hope to get

information about penetrative convection when our technique dis-

regards the differences between it and ordinary Bénard convection

until the final steps. The only avenue of approach that seems to

be open in such a case is tq use the momentum equation implicitly

in our choic.e of initial velocity fieldW Cia) and to emph~size the
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similarities between the two types of convection. Such ..~ pro-

ced~re was tried without success. It was found that a well-

ordered scheme was not generated and that the corrections from

iteration could not be made small in the region of interest.

It is at this point that numerical computations would be very

useful in order to provide some basis for guessing an initial

approximation. The difficulty is of a similar nature to the

paradox pointed out in III above. With an assumed initial

velocity field as shown in Fig. 6, the difficulty arises in

Fig. 6

the part of the field where vV~ O. It arises because the only

scale available for the field in this region is determined by

0( and does not boundary layer. What is needed is a more care-

ful passage to the limit VV ~ 0 in this region. This has not

been done succe ss fully, however.
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A Pr.oblem in Mountain Wave Theory

John G. Pierce

A. Introduction

Observationsl of the basic airstream velocity over the

Sierras show that in summer the basic structure consists of

lower altitude westerlies and higher altitude easterlies.

Such a situation in which the basic veloci ty changes direction

provides a very difficul t problem in mountain wave theory.

This is because of a singularity which appears in the govern-

ing differential equations when the basic velocity rLl (r )~O .

To date this problem has not been solved analytically. Numer-

ical studies2 have been carried out by arranging the integra-

tion grid so that -LT changes sign between grid points. The

resul ts of these studies suggest that energy from the mountain

perturbation can be propagated through the zero point of the

basic velocity, and can, in some cases, excite strong "lee"

waves on the upstream side of the mountain at high al titudes.

The present report deals witK some of the difficulties

which are inherent in any model containing a reversing wind.

The specific model under consideration here is shown in Fig. I.

It consists of two layers, each having uniform wind shear. It

is also assumed that each layer is isothermal, although both

layers need not be at the same temperature. This assumption

guarantees that the Väisäiä-Brunt frequency is a constant in each
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Î~

H

.0 o
c;

Easterly

Fig. 1,

~
Westerly

-IJ (2-)

layer, and that the only variation in the coefficients of the

differential equations is due to the variable wind velocity.

The problem will be formulated as an initial value problem,

so that certain aspects of the stability of such an arrangement can

be investigated in the course of solving the general problem.
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Specifically we consider that the .flowis exactly that shown in

Fig.. I for .f L 0 At f:: 0 some perturbation is introduced,

and the solution is required to satisfy the condition that the

total velocity be tangential to the surface of the mountain. The

situation as 7-7 00 is examined by looking at the asymptotic

behavior of the inverse Laplace transform.

B. Formulation of the Differential Equation

The physical problem is governed by the following basic

equations:

Conservation of momentum in two dimensions:

J) LA 2 ,f I) =

~ '"
)

f
Dw : ~ IÎ- t~ J
:D+ '(Hi

(1)

(2)

Continuity:

~ ~ -dt~ +%iJ; (3)

The equation of adiabatic motion:

1) ( - Y)
1ft ff ::0 (4)

where

y.", epIc.;. (5)

In addition to these differential equations, we need an equation

of state, for which we use the perfect gas law:

Pie :. R T '. const. in each layer (6)
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A more convenient form of the adiabatic equation is

;1.1: - ~ tJh + ~ J .
1)+ L,?x- ô? (7)

In each layer the basic flow can be represented by an ex-

pression of the form

l):. -ü = 0( ('= + ?:/)) (8)

where c: anq :c are different for the two layers.

From Eq. (2), this implies, for the basic state,

3L
'ai

which, combined with Eq. (6),

:: -
~d )

(9)

can be integrated to give the pressure

and density distributions of the basic state.

-ß~
10 ': Fs e ;

-(3e
fl) :: t.s e ==

/.1'.. _~er. e ~
~

(10)

where

f3 ~ lRT (11)

The next step is to linearize the equations of motion for

the perturbation quantities, which are introduced by assuming

variables of the form

t iæ ~o (;¡)
.J

t (x: ¡ '=. + )
,

(12)J

pi:
po (it) .. l (-l¡ i:) t) .

(13),)

U. ':' V (i\) + /.l-t¡ aJ t ) ,

(14),J

W:: 0 +W(y.¡il.t), (15)

With these assumptions, the basic equations become
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(~.+t)L~+(i.+u)~ +W~ (v+u.)J= - * J (16)

(to+f) (W+(VlW)~ + W~ J: -* -,t~ 'j (17)

~+tlf+Ll)~+W~(fo+P)= -(fo+f)r~ +~J ~ (18)

~'¡(ì).+ù.)~ +Wf¡ (r~+l)~- ¥(p~+t)ff *~ J ' (19)

When these equations are linearized, we obtain

(J rÒ~ of lJ~ ,.W £.J. = - ~V:l Lât ò)t ôc Ò,,
R 0 (~ + -Lf f; J = .. * - f ~ ~

~ -+ V~ +W ~ :: _ to r~ + ôwj
õ-t ò;t t"z. L nt. ¡ ¡. ~

~+V~+W~~-Yf.L~~ +f;J'

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

We now recall from the properties of the basic state that

õ .UP d'
h:CX ~ ~ -.-f3fo ¡~=_A~ ~'ãë /''' (ll

(24)

and that o. and p may be different in the two layers. In

addition we perform integral transforms over X. (Fouríer)

and f (Laplace), so that only the ?-dependence remains

in the differential equations. The results of these opera-

tions are

~ 0- :: u.(O)- ik A ;-- p - 0( W l
(25)f. J

61
.. W - WiO) -.L - if . (26)

tt! tò
~
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Á (). r.J_.. l' i "' J
.. t ~ ~ C - fb LL ~ lÁ 4- W - ~ w

.ljL- r(o) - Fò L'ti ~û-+?/(i'- (J w J

(27)

(28)

The notation used here is

5 = iñ n iA, d~ ~ - ~ t ('t J '1, t ) d. ;
_ób ~ c

t (oh fi ie' ~~cl,. f ( -i, l¡.) ¡
-oa

J. .,. (~) = t.¡ t./t1l(i¡).

(29)

(30)

(31)

The prime dentoes differentiation with respect to ~ .

Next there follow some lengthy manipulations to obtain

an ordinary differential equation for the vertical velocity

'"component VV, The result of this is

r 11. J . (. '.d i. .1oe) ~? J
WU II + "èt. - (J WI 1+ t ,( L ¡. ¡t-i + ~ l.c-~ .,.

.. ¡d'w g~ f. + ~;J ~ ~l~) +t. (- ~'.. ¿;f - g-ø ~ (32)

(-2.~ - 'Lo(k~ ~) i (lII ."")J ii

ß~ llJ"" + '¿73" 4- C'l -¡$~1 +~ :: iS

Here ~ i is a source term depending on the initial values.

We shall return to consider this term later. We have also intrø-

duced the velocity of sound Co , by the relation

, o:

C :: ll,
~

(33)

Since Eq. (32) is far too difficult to attack analytically, we
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seek to reduce it to tractable form by throwing away terms which

may be very small for the real atmosphere. To accomplish this

we first introduce scaling factors as follows:

1) a horizontal length scale determined by the width of

the moun ta in:

L "".. Yk ; (34)

2) a vertical scale height for density:

\H -. ~\ f'"
.
II

(35)

3) a characteristic velocity and a scale height for shear:

v
~ -- 1-1.2'

(36)

Dimensionless combinations of these which turn out to be impor-

tant are the Mach number

IV - V- C (37)

and the inverse Froude number

.L
~

': ~y :s (38)

In terms of these parameters, the ordering of the terms in

Eq. (32) is as follows:

w" rl+O(/n')J-,ßW' LI+O(-'.IY') + O(W)J+

of fl 'Wt(r ( ~ ) + 0 (ltJ + 0 ( * ) J +

+ O(M~)X (o(~)+o (ltJ + 0 (~) + 0 (% ) +

of O(~'+ )+O(t)J+O (M~)X (~1P + 0 (+,.) J)

(39)
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We. must now ask what values these .p.arameters assume for

a reasonable atmospheric model. The following set3 seems appro-

priate to the summer observations near the Sierras

. ~ ~ I 0 Î'/~ ~ ~

y _ ,,~.. "' /SJ i

Hi - H~ - la¥Yr

e. - 3$'0 ~ lsu

"l to"L~/l) -10m (40)

Actually it will be ~ore useful to ignore the horizontal scaling,

and solve for ~ as an eigenvalue in terms of the other para-

meters or the problem. For the set (40) we find

.i
M

I;v- ~.l
JIJO

~

I
- ..100f

i

, Hi!j-
H~

-- I ' (41)

This sort of scaling shows that most of the terms in Eq. (32)

~ O(IO-~). Throwing these away and keeping only thoseare

0(1) or greater, we have

W /I.. Æ Wi l' f. '4W r - !L. ~ _ l. + ~ lj -+roo ,- L (J'" ~e'l ¡6~"
+ t~J!~ - ~a,ft.l- i:..~ (ß - ~~ J ::
~ \' ï tO~i" V

This equation can be reduced to canonical form by the substitution

of

i1
iS

(42)

f ~
.. IS 'Xe w (43)

We then find

~ .. . 0 ~.1ia to) AJ:rll f r 1." .I IV t.l:. k N\l ~'l "R tL -I" ll ,I
j' + L- "f' - ~ - ? + 7 - t) - -y ~ e S. (44)

Here we have introduced the V~rs~iä-Brunt frequency

N ')~ - ~(-¡S t ~/c,,)~
(45)
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Also

In its raw form this term is

t L.L'3 1 o~ J (;'KA J (io,hi¡Si)W 10) :! + ~ +... +- LA (0) - ~ + -¡ .J,..ic, -.. .¡i. i. c'l c'lp,-- .. c.. "k

+ .. (~~l). J -t u.1 (0) (Q 4- i! l + ~ (.1 (~.. d:oJk) (47)C'¡ k .. i. c."k J ~Cl c.'2.J".l-i +,

"I 7~~lif)Jl l::J (- ~. -~,J+ l; f-t -~ -~.J.

We~introduce the scal ings of Eqs. (34) - (36). In addition

we assume

w(o)~ ~ U(o).. fiiiL t (4.8)

We then use the same criterion for retention of terms as in

the operator' part of the equation. As a result the terms we

keep are
~!~ -.f ~+-rUiO)(-~ + ~)+UI(ø,).~J~6! (2g¡..) (49)

tJ ta 1.'4. L .. ~ ;t fill l- C
Two features deserve comment here. In the actUal sCàling the

term involving t(O) is app~oximately an order of magnitude

larger than the öther terms. In addition, it appears as the

coefficient of ä:z . We shall see subseql1entlythat I~ ~

is the strongest singularity appearing in the evaluation of

the Í:nverse Laplace transform, so its coefficient is the major

term in' the asymptotic behavior. of the solution. Thus, for two
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separate reasons, we see that initial density perturbationß

c.anbe.expe.cted todominate over initial perturbatiöns in

velocity and pressure.

Before the formulation of the differential equation is

complete, it is convenient to introduce some further transforma-

tions to achieve a more compact form. Let

JJ N 1,
\.. .. '3 '71\ ". (3+ 1. k, + ~

and

Z ='Ì\¡i.

(50)

(51)

"L\hecEquation (44) and the source term (49)ean then be written

g1 +f r_l- + N:.£2 i ,~ + ,/'t. "~J-
dl'~ Li\~ 2.+4;t6" e(~(~:+ïQ-co-)i. -

- So(~)+ $i~~)- -+ S~(e).,_~
'rtZö'~ (~+~tl-c.O")

where

S ei C ~i) =

$ i (~, -) :=

Sf ~ (~ ) ~

and

_ ~ "i~ ~

~ teii,.) ;
e-l ~ r~. L,(ÐJ- ft') lJ(o)l ;
~. CeLl' ~ À j
-,e'r,. .

..~ ~. =~ f C~J c) )
~ " ~o

~-:~.~~

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)
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C. The Boundary Condi t ions

The basic boundary condition to be sattsfied is that

the velocity be tangential to the surface of t~e mountain.

If th.is is rigorously applied it results in the introduction

of unpleasant non-l ineari ties which we have tried to el imina te

in the formulation of the differential equations. For reasons

of simplicity and tradition we will also linearize the boundary

conditions. Previous analytical and numerical work4 indicates

that this is not a severe approximation when the mountain slope

is not steep and when there are no large shears near the surface.

Formally, let the contour of the mountain be represented

by a func t ion

The slope is then

r= ') (X)

.rlf
?;

(57)

and the rigorous boundary condition is

W (xJ1 ('1))

V ( ! (X )) + I. (X J r (~ ) )
': i! (58)

The 1 inearization consists .of setting

d. f
W(XJO)= i¡ V.Co). (59)

When we look at this condition in the Fourier transform repre-

sentation, we have

WK(O) ': i k )l( V(a) æ b~ (60)
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This will suffice as the lower boundary cond\ition.

In addition we need a condition at ittfinity. We will

simply take this to be that the solution is 'bounded at infinity.

This insures that the amount of energy radiated away to infinity

is also bounded. A more detailed discussion of this condition

and its physical consequences is fbund in reference 4,

We finally have a well-posed problem. The differential

equation is Eq,(52) with the boundary conditions

f (~~O)~ b/t

f (?;Ql)~ 0 J (61)

D. The Formal Solution

We can obtain a formal solution to this system by the

application of well-known Green's function techniques.

We have an equation of the form

J~ (f) ~ SC~) (62)

The solution is then

f(p) r G(~/~I)$ Ci'¿ ~~'
(63)

where &(~ i 21) satisfies

;j~ (G(lt i~i)) = t(Z -t) (64)

and the boundary conditions on f as well.

To cons truc t the Green's func t ion it is ne ce s sary to know

the basic solutions to the equation
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i~ (t)=O (65)

With a slight change of notation, the homogeneous equation

for the present operator is

dt j..f l-.. + A . + (~I'* - mil j:iJ :: 0

fLZ1. T 'l 'i+io- i;iS .'t '2 - (a-
(66)

where

A - IV 2._ ãJ.
À3

(67)

and

I -"W'" ~

17
N'1-
c: l:

(68)

The basic solutions of Eq. (66) are the confluent hypergeometric

functions discussed by Whittaker and Watson5, and frequently

referred to simply as Whittaker functions. The two independent

solutions are

fJ~) :#

f 2. (~) ;:

WA1'M (~)

W_;d m (.- ~ )
I

(69)

(70)

These functions are analytic functions of the complex variable

~ ,possessing a branch point at the origin. They are

rendered unique by making a branch cut along the negative real

axis. In our applications we shall need to use these functions

for negative real argument. In such cases we shall consistently

use

t ( -~) == ~ t ( t e c(iT-e) ) .6~a
(71)
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Useful properties of the Whittaker functions are their asymptotic

expansions.,

fi (~) ~ gAe-~/.2 , (72)

f-i C~) -- (-? fA e /i/:; .,)
(73)

and their expansions about the origin

f,
"" r ( -2m)

~ i tl'
r- (Q'() ~ l -M

r C Yo¿ -yY "'4)

+
r (IJ-:+m-.4)

f'J~
r(-~m) (_ittfr .. r(2.\') (_~)~-n-

r(~-W\+A) 1 r (~tV' +4)

(74)

(75)

In all real istic atmospheric model s N~7Ci~ ~ J.
if

, so

examination of Eq. (68) shows that ~ is pure imaginary. Under

these circumstances, we may wonder about the behavior of the

Whittaker functions near the origin, That is, does the following

limit exist?

t;
t
2 -- U

~.L 1-ir

To investigate this question, we write

. ~L~ 11" /1 b.f~ ~:: e . "' ~ r t.11'~ l L ,4A.mr V) '4 (76)

and then look separately at

/). '2~ b. . ~ . _. .I /I- ~ ., . /J ~~ ~ z; c. fA 't ~ ) wr ~o &;.l,4.l lj .£
(77)

The sine and cosine functions can be expanded in their Taylor

series, e.g.,
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~~ tn e ~ 2' 0; -n (¡. 8v '2) "ii (78)

¡J - ¡J ):¡.,..1..,a lJ 'W a :. 2. . a. ~ (,P 'W ~i
(79)

The limit of a typical term of one of these series is

,iV ~l.(~.~))1-. ~
.~-+o ~-;o

(tv~)n (80)
,-1~,

lrithe latter form, the limit appears as oa~oø , and we

may use L'Hospital 's rule to evaluate it.

~ (~~rl:: ~
~-l 0 . ~~ ~..o

A(4~)~ ~. :: -:2ri .d. i ~..oli ~
(L- ~l-Ii

'I
(81)

An 'l-fold application of this rule will finally give

~ .l'
?~ 0 (-2) y¡ 1 Vi -- 0

(82)

Since this is true for any n ,the limits in Eqs. (77) exist

and are equal to zero. Hence both solutions t, and fo¡

are zero at the origin for,i pure imaginary.

We now use the basic solutions to construct the Green's

function by noting the following: For ~ ~ ~~ G C~ J"f') satisfies

the homogeneous equation. In addition, the derivative of cr

must satisfy a jump condition at ~ ': t: i. That is

~
G~(.

ctG(~/"" GJZ)
d.~

d. G (~I_Ë (~')

cL~
:: I (83)

, I II
This condition is obtained by integrating Eq. (64) from ~ - ~

i

to ~ -tG.
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We shall be interested in cases for which tihe source

function is confined to the lower layer ((~ i.. H X With this

understandjng we can write down the Green's function in the form

G ;: A ~ ('2 + 'i i - t 0-) -b 7. t2. C~ ., i i'" LeT) (84)

for 'i! ,,~I, H

G,=c.1IC~+~I-\.O-) +'Dfo¿(~+~i-¿a-) (85)
i

for ~ ,,~ ~ H

G :; Er (?i-?- Lu) + 'Ff:i C~L-~ -iu)

for ~ ') l- ;: 'i i.

(86)

The values of the constants A - F are determined by the boundary

conditions Eq. (61), the jump condition Eq. (83), and the additional

requirements that G and ~ be continuous at .i =- H, After

some lengthy eliminations we find

" AD" b~W rf.~(~I+ H - lIS )f; ('i L.~H-¿a-) -.t: (~+ H - L cr )f~ (~a -1- - La-) or

l f~ (~i-¿o-) (fl.' (~9.'" H_L(j)~ C~ ,.¡H- ~(j) l~ L~i+ï,~ Lo- )-f, (~,+~I- ¿rr)

f~ ~l+H - L(f))'¡ f" (~\.øH - Lr:) ffi- (if, +'¡I-itT) f~ (~I + H .. L~)-

"~f2.i~I+~l_i.(j)fi'(~I'¡H-'ia-)) J (87)
73 D ~ bIiWCfil(~1 + H -iajf: (i:l -/4 .. L~) -f~C~I+H -Ler) f~ (~,,-H -¿ (j)4-

-l.t\(~'" Lo-4j;~~-H-¡,~rfi C"li+ti-tt:r)fl~,+). -(,0-)1; (~/+~/- LC')

fi (~l'¡/~-t'T )) +f:¿ (i?, -H -I cr) t t.(~,+ ~l_ia' )f,' C~\-H" t cr) ..

-fl(tl+~I..Lcr)t~(ll+H -~Cj)1J (88)
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CD:: ff'1 (~I t H..LO")fca (~:i- H ~ L:T)-1i'(~I+~..La-)fia (~~~H - l(j)j x

Xf- b~W4 ff(~-LO")f~l~lt~l- Le-) -fl~i-io-)fi CÎfI"~'-+ l:(j) J)

D 1):: ff,(~¡t ~..t~)f~ (~;-¡'.Lcr)..t,i(~I+ ~ ~lQ")f(~~-H -¿cr) J x

. x f-b.W+(f,(f,..a')f.(~+~ '-ia)-f.?,W)f, (k,+~ ~ la') J J

E'1) = 0

(89)

(90)

(91)

F D~ bl(w~W(fiC~l-id)f:1(ill+~~¿d-)-f.l(.f..cer)f, C~ /~I- La-)) (92)

where

n:: w (fiC~l-tO")ff~ (~I+H -l~) fo. (~'1-t. .. Lcr)-.

-~~(~~"14",t~ì~clltH"¡ir)J.¡ f~(.I- L(j) (93)

it,(~l+ H-Î.(j)f~ (~'i-H -ld")..t' (~I tH-,a-)f:. C~a..H -ta-)) J

and\; is the Wronskian of the two solutions +, and ~i.~

W ~ ti t~ .. t~ fi ¡ (94)
To evaluate the Wronskian we note that a simple manipulation

of the differential equations shows that

clw
ë(= O.

(95)

Hence ~ can be evaluated for any value of ~ ' It proves

simplest to use the asymptotic expansions (72) and (73) and

evaluate W as a -- r:. The resul t is
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.A

W-=(-I) (96)

This completes the specification of the Green's function.

E. The inverse transform.

We now ask what information can be obtained åbout the

behavior of the solutions for large t by an asymptotic

evaluation of the inverse Laplace transform. Formally we have

f" (a, t) = Î¡ J e jot .Lpj .i~' G (il I ~ ') s ~ '). (97)
C

To discuss the asymptotic behavior it is necessary to have a

knowledge of the singularities of the integrand in the l (dt)

plane. We have already seen that the ~ term has poles of

orders one and two. In addition we must worry about the zeros

of 1) defined by Eq. (93) .

Let us consider only the term which provides the strongest

singularity in the l;- plane. This is the $'-: term. For utmost

simplicity, let us consider a point sour~e of density perturba-

tion at some height ~s ~ H , and write

S.\(i) =Sk t(å ..~S) (98)

The ~l integration can be performed immediately, with the result

fkp(~)= ~ f~(~~-Z"¿d")rbKW=VJ(f C~I..La")l 1) Oir) L i (99)
f.~t~s-'ll)-f.(~i-l~)f. (j, +~'-'ll)U+ ~$ - t,,) ~

For the purposes of the l - integration, the singulari ties of
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(99) are at I.:(J.. ~I +'~.s and at the zeros of .D (t'cr). If
we can assume, with Case6 that,l has only simple zeros, then

t.:cr ": ~¡ .¡ ~.s is a pole of second order for the term mul ti-

plying b VV~, but it is a branch point for the terms mul tiply-
~

ing W, since the t functions of the argument ~I +~s-Ui-

have branch points there themselves. Generally

-b 4 (a)eP~ = s. b, ~. ( f.i?- ",,-/e!) e pt d. . -,;)( L) 7 Pi K f :i iT i. )c (~i" ~s" i o-tD f'
c

~ S~W/ (f/,~I-L())t(~I~'ES-¿cr)-f,,~I-~d")f,(~\~~s"~~ e p~
:111 ¿ ) ( ~I + a ~ - L (j ) ~ .De .

(100)

The first integral can be evaluated by the residue theorem,

giving

b :i( f2 c~ ).-~." ~I -!s) J. 4- ~ i C~I* ~s)clktSk ¡.W ~I ie
¿cr:~\"l.S

+ ¿ oscillatory terms.

(101)

The behavior of the second integral of (100) can be estimated

by replacing the integrand by one which has the same behavior

near the singularity, i.e.

"" _ 5W--
2.ïri.

to (-l,) (.p, (2, 

+Zs.illl epT 

+
Dlùr::i:1+2J)C: (~14~!+(a-)-¿

(102)

-t ~ .f~ (-~s). .n! t D/ .
L(\; 1.ìt~.s

( t, ('Mi i - i " 1 e pt

). (2'I+~S-Úi-):¿,

Near the singularity we use the expansions (74) and (75) for
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f¡ and f~
cients, two integrals of the form

This yields, disregarding the various coeffi-

I, = S (~, + 2.,' crt" +'m e I't tip

c'

- i ( _')/i.-'( 1"+ J11.:' !,'¡ ~s - Ì-er) e a.p
cl

where Cl is a contour around the branch point, starting and

(103)

(104)

ending at infinity in the left-half plane. A bit of manipula-

tion puts these integrals in a form such that they corres-

pond to Hankel's contour integral as function of the reciprocal

I' function (Whittaker and Watson, chap. 12). One can then

wr i te

_ _ (t. *o()!i -WI e -L(~it~$ )*Clt1Y'l -I'11- À r(%.-m) (105)

and

:: (/.k~)-\+W\ e'" L ~i+~s)~~t t ~+ll1~) l' ('!J/ø. + 't) (106 )

In addition there will be oscillatory terms due to the zeros

of 1) in the second term of (100). The time dependence of the

Fourier components is clearly exhibited by Eqs. (101), (105),

and (106).

The analysis from page on has all been based on

the presumption used by Case, that J) has only simple zeros.

JD has a branch point whereThis is, however, not true.

~I -Ú:r is zero, since both factors F. and to¿ have branch
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points there. A close analysis of the behavior of.. near

the branch point has led the author to the vLew that it is not

even possible to treat this point by the usual method of exclu-

ding it from the Bromwich contour by a branch cut. This is be-

cause in any finite distance from the branch point along some ray,

there is a denumerable infinity of poles. Hence any branch cut

which we might wish to put around the branch point cannot be

deformed without crossing some poles and thus changing the value

of the integral.

The truth of this statement can be seen by looking at the

behavior of j) for T _ ~ ,-Lo- - Î). Use of the expansions (74)

and (75) leads us to

r~ -ý. ~T: r 2¿¡ftA1: JD.. l e Le .. c ~ (107)

where C is a complex constant depending on the expansion

coefficients and on the other functions in the full expression

for IJ , evaluated at r:: 0 Writing ~ V"e ¿e. and C;. pe ~~

we see the J) has zero s for

-;.,t ee. :: t ~ ~ky= cP.¡ "'(¡"iT (108)

where h is any positive or negative integer. From this we see

that as \".. 0 along the ray defined by the first equation

(108), J) has an infinity of zeros. No method of treating such

a situation is known to the author at present.
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Ocean Circulation Models for Regions of High Latitude

Stephen Pond

Introduction

In considering regions of high latitude, the region of

particular interest is that of the Antarctic. This region is

a very complicated one. There are both wind and thermal driving

effects, There are undoubtedly important topographic effects, at

least in some parts of the region. In addition, the Antarctic

current is unique, in that part of it is not blocked by meri-

dional barriers at all. While this region is small, we shaii see

from considering models both with and without this break in the

m~ridional barrier (the Drake Passage), that this feature appears

to playa major role in determining the gross features of the

circulation.

Because the region is so complicated, very simplified models

are considered in the hope that they will illustrate some of the

major features of the flow and that they will lead to a better

understanding of the Antarctic region so that a more complete

solution ~ay eventually be found.

Because of the relatively high latitudes (40o-700S), the

usual beta-plane approximation is not valid. The first step is to

find equations appropriate to the interior region of Bn ocean at

high latitudes (but still somewhat removed from the pole).
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The Interior Equations

As in .obtaining the equations for the beta-plane, the

starting point is the complete equations of motion in spherical

coordinates (Landau and Lifshitz, p. 52). e in the equations is

the co-latitude rather than the latitude (e:. 0 at the North

Pole and increases to 1í at the South Pole).

Eventually, a transformation to a Cartesian system will

be made, using the transformation:

X -: R ~ eo cp

j :: R (ee - e)

?=r-R

\I :: 11.
If

Ve ':-v

V =11ý

where X is positive to the east, :J to the north and if up-

wards. e~ is a reference value of 9 and R is the radial
distance to the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system (which

can be taken at any convenient point between the bottom and sur-

face of the ocean), VfP' ~ ' Vy are the velocities in the

cP , Gì , '( directions, respectively; u. , V, Ware the velocities
in the X. , ~, ¡. directions , respectively. Since y decreases

when e increases, the sign of e -components of vectors will

have to be changed. In the equations, geometric factors will be

retained without approximation so that we could simply use the

transformation? := y - R and the approximation r ~ R but we shall

make the transformation to the more famil iar Cartesian form which

is exactly equivalent. Before making the transformation we shall
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obta.in.the vortic.ity .equation for the interior in spherical

form. When the transformation is made, we shall then have the

equivalent of the Sverdrup relation. In obtaining the spherical

coordinate form we shall make the one approximation HlR ...( 1

( H is the total depth of the ocean) since this is always a

very good approximation and simplifies the equations considerably.

The continuity equation (assuming the fluid to be incom-

pres sible) is
õ\L +.. ÔVt!

ÒY 'f 'õe
where the term ~ V(

Ô V.. rof the term d 'f

I

+ )"sI~
"ò Vrp 4-

õ f(
V$~e

'(
0: 0

has been neglected since it will be O(~R)

Next we must check to see of the viscous and inertial terms

are small compared to the linear terms. The same notation as

that of Robinson i s lectures is used. A typical velocity is

10 cm/s; the Coriolis parameter, f~ io-q S-I ; a minimum length

scale is 108 cm

£ -

(1000 km).

Vd?' / L

~ Vo

The coefficient of the inertial terms,

~ ~-
fCl L

-,
lt 10-.

The coefficient of horizontal 'viscous i terms,
Aok. -'-

r l- f~L2. ~ 10

These values should be regarded as upper bounds. '(, the

coefficient for the vertical 'viscous' terms is usually about the

same order as r
-~

(for ¥:. 10 , the Ekman depth would be 300 m

which is larger than is usually found in the oceans) .
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The interior flow should be geostrophic provided that

none of the viscous or inertial t.erms contaii;s a geometric

factor which makes it 0(100) of the spherical terms which have

the same form as the Cartesian ones, (Our non-dimensional para-

meters are based on the spherical terms which have the same form

as the Cartesian ones.) We find on examining these terms that

all the terms which differ from the ones of Cartesian form are

of the same order or sma 1 ler.
-" ~

The Coriolis force is given by ~ Jl X V which in spherical

coordinates is

251 (- v. s. e - v. Cb ell ~ e + V'tslrrJ ê)If ) 0/ ) G
where the order of components is 'r;¡ e, cp. Consider the term

VQ~e + VY's.l" e

where Wo/Vo

(i)A \) 14

is O(H/i-) from

\l" ta e "' Ji Ta e .( ~ ÎVa L
the continuity equation. Therefore

we neglect this second term. We also neglect the Coriolis term in

the vertical equation and assume the fluid to be hydrostatic.

Therefore the Coriolis terms are

-f Vep for the Vè equa tion

f V¡; for the Yep equation') f -: :iSl ~ e

We want to put the driving force of the wind into the equa-

tions, Consideration of the stresses acting on an infinitesimal
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spherical element shows that the stresses have the form

Ô Lê-Y" :¿ r 8Y'-+ô.. r
where r~'( is the stress in the e direction across a plane

~t;\'perpendicular to the '( -direction, However, the term -r
is 0 (H/~ ) and therefore can be neglected.

The equa t ions 0 f mo t ion for the inter ior are:

-i 1" "'... e \h &" - i, l1 -= -l ò -r...¿H..'--l \; tcl"s,e n~ fo Õr

-i.St ~ ~ V'P = -.i "(.p + -i ~ rS r.Pø \' Õe PCl Õ ..
i ~po = -if ~ -?~

(1)

(2)

(3)

where the Boussinesq approximation has been made (r :: fø

except when multiplied by ~ ).

The continuity equation may be rewritten as

ôVqi i A Ô Vç; _.. t!Jl/V e ~ _l~ ~ e (4)- + $. ~ -i :: r -l' I ~ v"~ f a $ oY
We take ":9 s. S ~ (i) --l (2) to obtain

. 2.Sl~ 2e V~t ;2SlCl e~~'òV~ tWnê ;v; 1 = (5)

=.. i ( Wr 9 ~'t~i: t eb El T'fl" - 'è\,¡I' L~ ~~ t ~ê ~~ r
Substituting from the continuity equation for

ôV~+~e ãV& and dividing byrw-6 gives:
ôfl ô e
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- ~~~ v. '-f. 'õv~.... ~ f & +ces r/j -L ~!ei-'i (6)
r e i;" flei"( 'ã L ô 8 'ri" Si & a ~ r

,Equation (6) is the vo.rticityequation. .As a check, we note

\ · e
that near the equatorSJ~;: s. cì and Llrr c. ~ ~4' 1 so tha t

the equation reduces to the beta-plane form,

If the transformation to Cartesian coordinates is now

applied to equation (6), we obtain

\ ~ r t'lì sú eo (:I)

¡G V - f w.:: fø ii C Lj + Wn (: r ~

~n~e
where ß -: R

+ ~ e ! ,~) J
(7)

., ()t) .,~)
i. and "1: are stress components in

the ?G and 'j- directions, and subscripts now denote partial

differentiation. Next we integrate over ~ to obtain the inte-

grated vorticity equation. The stresses at the bottom are

neglected but we do not assume a lower stationary layer. The

condition that there is no flow through the bottom implies that

W;¡:OJ) == (J1)' \/)1) (XJJ) where V.D is the velocity near the bottom

and 1)('/.11) is the depth. The surface vertical velocity is

neglected since surface slopes are always very small.

The vertically integrated equation is then

Y f (~ ~ \J) :: -l J sJ ee _C.~) _ ! Cr.) + ci. ~ L (¡t-) \. (8)(3 + VD D fa 1. ~ S Lx j It 5
\-

where V:: r V d:~ and the stresses are those at the surface.
-1)

We note that this equation is very similar to the one which

leads to the Sverdrup relation. The beta-term is unchanged except

that beta is no longer a constant and the wind-stress terms are
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somewha t more comp 1 ica ted.

If we consider an ocean for which r:. i rC~) as is

usually done (east-west winds only) the stress term becomes

~e r(x.) _ ~ (:)

If the assumption of a lower stationary layer or an ocean of

constant depth is made then the second term of equation (8)

vanishes and we can integrate the equation immediately since

the stress term is a function of j only.

Often in considering oceanic regions at lower latitudes

the form of T(::p is taken to be r1l~ -r~ ( r'f is the ampli-
~i.

tude of the wind stress). If we choose a somewhat skewed form

for reii) = r'* ~1f then we ge t a very simp 1 e form for therJ Wn~
Wn "M~driving term, ~.! _ '¡ which is very similar to the beta-, .2£. l ¡) G . ~C)

plane term r ~L s. ~ In general, if we put 7("1) ;: ~ ·" . ::U.. 0 s. lõ
the driving term in the vorticity equation becomes -t/C~)/sÂ 8.

To be consistent in our approximation we must evaluate

..
(VJ).Ç1).D in spherical coordinates and then transform to

the X ~ plane.

(~.'7D):
sU 8ò D 'D
$\ -¡ u.D X 1- V':n ~

The vorticity equation then has the form

( sA e, J) 1) ) i,IV+.t wte'''.D Ît + V1) j = T (~) (9)

i CAs (l (Yo)
where T (~) -= - t - ! ~ and we have one simple example of a formR l
which might be used for T
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We can consider two simple models:

1. A ba.rotropic. flow with bottom topography. In this case

we can consider the wind driving to be a body force and that

the flow is two-dimensional or we can integrate to the bottom

of the Ekman layer and drive the flow by the divergence of the

Ekman flow instead of í' . The first case wiii be considered

for simplicity. ¡hen l.J) ::l~.D,; 'ID:: ~ and equation (9) becomes

~
/3Y+~ f ol(ê)VDi( + VDy 1 ~ r'C~) (10)

h.

where Qi(S):: Wn Bei/sJ è and V ~ r 'U d. i ,
-,p

2. An ocean with a constant depth or a lower stationary layer.

Then (9) becomes

i/3Y-: T Cj) (11)
and the interior solution is of a Sverdrup form. The boundary

conditions must then be satisfied by fitting boundary layers

where necessary.

BAROTROPIC FLOW WITH BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHY

In general equation (10) has the form:

wh~re

o.(~J ~)"iVx + b(x.J~)vrj :: C (x.,~)

ex C (1 ) '\ :: V"'" I ! :: .. 1J ; Q.:' t; C e ) ( ~ + 1. .Dv ) ;X ? ~~ ~ ~ ~
b := ex Ce)-l Dx ~ C:: T:

~ is defined in this way so that the stream function in both
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the X. , ~ and e , cp - planes will be the same.

This equation can be solved by the method of character-

istics. Consider lines which are given by

¥= ¥:k~~.
Then on these lines t" k also since d.1l: i¡lit + ìj~ ¿~ ·

We solve the equation å.~ ;: l to obtain the family character-
'; GL

istic lines. Along these lines ~ ::;i C11'''J ¥) where tr is a

parameter (the arbitrary constant of integration). Then we

solve the equation

.à:: C(X;~(Xl't))
~ 0. (~~ ('Xi 't))

'¡

which has the solution ... '" A L~) + r -t d."t

Xo

from the specified values of Y along theA~)is determined

line X ='Xo ' that is, from the boundary cond i t ions. Finally,

we solve the equation ~':~()tJ¥) for 't to obtain )"=- )"(;x)~)

ánd substitute for r in the equation for î. . If the boundary

conditîons give 'i along a line lj = laØ then we use 'j instead

of ~ as our independent variable. Formally, this procedure

gives the solution al though it may be very difficult to find

analytical solutions, When this is the case the solution can be

obtained numerically.

The method can be illustrated by a very simple case. Take

.D to be of the form D:: Do (1 +d sÀ W)) d." lj M is the width
of the ocean, h is an integer. Consider a region for which beta

is constant; then ol(Q):: 1 also:
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The equation for the characteristics is

~: ~ J)",
-¡; JJ

cL~= -cLlriD/8
fa + lJ;j

d lh (to-t3~) =- -cL I Y) D

and the solution is t + (3 'j -: l
'j ?'/.' i-'2

"r (y.) t1\. -For the wind stress we take the form ~ ~ -sU e
r'lh. hId l' d ' , T' i;w ic ea s to a inear riving term = - ~

L $M1'l ÇI

boundary condition which we shall use is that tp = 0 on

The

x == t; . x= 0 will be the eastern boundary of our ocean.

The model will not describe the flow over the whole ocean but

will show the effects of bottom topography on the interior of

the flow. For this model, ~t has the form

Sx r*'1¡= - ß2.L~~e (l _.t) d.x.o t;
~ _~ r i;D:2!r- ÎÕ_1 rg1:(~ _~ \l_~x\)X

('" () L M I) ~ \ ..~a. Lv~ :l(t JJ 0 'J ~
Suppose cl" 1 , then '

..\. ::
r*-~

IS i. L '"¡. é'o Ht-f.Xl
Substituting for t:c D (fo +pj) gives

r:r!¡ ,'n iT~
\l :: - ilël.c'~9() L(I + d ~ M ) (rc of ß j ) - £ j X

As a check, we note that for oL:. 0 Y has the form given
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by the Sverdrup equation. The model without bottom topography

is similar to the one used for the interior by Morgan ànd Charney

in their studies of inertial boundary layers.

Next non-dimensional coordinates are introduced to make

it simpler to plot the stream function; As a particular ex-

ample, t. and
~

are normalized using a length scale Lwhich

makes the non-dimensional geta equal to 1. The range of ~ is

taken to be 0 to -2; the range of ~ to be 0 to 1; "h is

taken to be 4.

jI=-j'L X =- x.1 L , ß~ :. ~ ~ :. 1
t-ø

(10)

Then
LV -= r* ph, 't iß 2 LsL-eø

C'J l ~ ' + ol -xJ ( 1-1 ~ J) sm :¡ 11 X" J
I

ìt ~

The equations for the stream lines are given by

,\/ -.J -
-ds& ~iT)I'_"WJ

X' (i + cl sU l1T)i)
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Figure 1 shows the bottom profile, the wind stress curl

and the stream function over part of this region. The dashed

lines show the stream function for the case D:. 'Do for compari-

dL was taken to be 0.1 although this value is somewhatson.

larger than should be used if our approximation for 10 is to be

valid.

AN OCEAN WITH CONSTANT DEPTH

The equation which will govern the interior flow for this

region is

(3V:ï/(j)
or in troduc ing LV by 0( ( B) i- = VJ 1K:: - V we have

0( (S)¡3lj~:. rl (~ )

(11)

(11' )

A region similar to the Antarctic will be considered: at

first we shall assume that there is a complete meridional barrier

and no Drake Passage. The region considered extends from 5005

to approximately 700S. Actually the latitude of the Antarctic

continent varies from 700S to slightly less than 650S but such

a variable southern boundary would make the model too complicated.

As we shall see later in our discussion of the boundary layers,

the southern boundary can be put at any latitude so we could move

it northward to correspond to the mean value of the latitude of

the Antarctic continent if we wished to do so. The wind stress is

assumed to be a function of ij only and to have only an east-west

component, with westerlies over most of the basin but easterlies
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o -'L ('I ( \1 Jsouth of 65. The mathematical form for J is taken to be

r 6)(j) :: r~
CC 1\ ".

.2 i-

Wv (9

where L is the length corresponding to 500 to 650 latitude

T* is the amplitude of the wind stress,range and The driving

term T' then has the

T' -

form
r: * iT

:i L

, íi't
5V ;:

sV e
Both these forms look very much like the cosine and sine forms

used in discussing the circulation in a mid- lati tude gyre but

are slightly skew.

The equation for the interior of this region then has the

lJ =

t' ¥t if_-i-
.2L,~ e(J

R st!í
.2 52 ti Gi ,2 /.

form

:¿,S ~ ewhere ß:: R. has been written out explicitly.

Sverdrup equa tion, this equation can be integrated immediately

Like the

to give:
,.liT 'R

-i;: 4 n. L.. e (J

. 2!~ ~i-
WY Q LX - Xii C:1) J

where ~o lj) is an arbitrary function of j which must be deter-

mined from the boundary conditions. The stream function can be

,
written in non-dimensional form so that it can be easily sketched

'\ -: ~o "4 I

"' 7T R M
1.o ": 4SlL~ G~ -i' =

rr~I~ '; r
-- ~9 0/ - 'tel J

Lj '= j J M 'l' "" 'l ~ /1/0 ='/1; (/V is the length of the rectangular
basin which we obtain when we transform coordinates; the eastern
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and western boundaries of the rectangular model correspond to

the western and eastern coasts of South America and the penin-

sula of the Antarctic continent which extends towards South

America, respectively).

For the complete meridional barrier the boundary condi-

,

tion: that "' : 0 on the eastern boundary is satistied if

"\ ' is made equal to zero on the wes tern andXø :: 1

southern boundaries by fitting boundary layers to the interior

solution. In a later section we shall see that such boundary

layers can be constructed and are of limited extent. For the

moment we shall examine the gross features of the interior flow

and simply use the boundary layers to close the flow wi thout

considering the details of these boundary layer regions. The

stream lines for the interior can be found from the equation

I'j -: 1-
s1e i
-. iT\j'il~-::
for fixed intervals of ~I (say 0.1sl8

. Et$ù i.
steps) for

is tabulatedI "" /)1~ from 0 to -1. 3 . A value for T is chosen and

o, ithe value for ~ corresponding to each ~ is found for that

stream 1 ine.

~~~
The sketch shows the form of the interior solution. This

solution looks very similar to the uppe.r half of a mid-latitude
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gyre (see fox .exampleStommel,. 1960 ,.page.9.2) . It does not look

ve.ry,mu.ch. .1ikethe..Antarctic.cír.cump.ol.ar current (.even when we note

that ..ther.e .is".app,roxima.t.e.Lya..10 ..tü 1..veLticai.,~gg.eration) , This

r.e.s.uLt.is. n.oLv,ery..surpr.ízingsinc.ew:eknowthatthere is, in the

re,a1..ca.se.,.,a..ho,Le.ín..theharriercorr.espondíng to~the. Drake Pas-

.s.ge....bet:w.een,So.u.th"Amer.i.ca .and.Ant.arct Lea. Me ,know. also . that
IThus ..'V .....willbe .zero on thether .i.a,f.lo:w.,thraugh. this...,g.p,

lo.w.e.patofthe..meridionalhoundaryand - C. on the upper

part.. . The .Dr,akeP.as.sageistakento be centered on 600S and to

he SO .o£.latitud.ewide. This new boundary condition can be

satisfied by picking a special form for x.~ Cy) ,

,
XoCy) = ':/ ~

S"- -¡

~ 1 -1.3 c ;n: y i (~'-+ :t) - ~- ~::t ~ - ..tm_
:i_ .wê

- 1 + c . 1! --h L ~ i " 0
o$ 2.

The streamlines .are obta,ined..in the..same,.way.as before. The

equation is now
,

'() S"G ,'Xo'j - si !t tV

.2
This specific..ti.o.n af.a. more xe.alistic.boun:ry condition

I

X -:
liY c:= 1

changes the. flow.p.at.tern.consíd.e,rably.. The streamline . pattern is

shown.. in. F.igure.. 2. The..windst.ress.andLts. ..cur,l......:ie, "a1so.' shown.

The interior solutionfo.rtheeas.e..of.acomple,te'oo~.r,i-er.(dashed.

lines) is shown forcompar.ísan.. The bo.undaryla-y.er regions..are used
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toJointhestr.e.amlines ,withou.t .cons.ideringtli&cdetailsof these

regions. Ther.e.is. now. a s.trongcir.cump.olar flow in the. upper part

oL.the.hasin ,and ,a gy.re southof.the, .Dr;.ake..,.P.as.s.ge. The model

. Looks som.wha.t.Likethe r,eal circulation (no.te . that there is

.appr..oximatel.y: .a, 10.to. 1 vertical exag.geration because of the dif-

ferences.in. the nor.th",sou.thandeast-west .scales) . In a sense,

.this,..x,e.sul.t, .is..no.L.s.ur,p.riz.ing; either since.,..by.r,e..uiring a flow

th:ioii,.,the,nrakePass.age, we have forced the solution to look

more.like the. reaL one.

There.,ar,e,..how.ever, , some v.ery.,marked differences between

this model flow and the real Antarctic circumpolar current. The

southern gyre is stronger and larger than the real case but this

is probably an artifact of our modeling of the southern boundary.

A more realistic southern boundary would probably split the south-

i
ern gyre into two weaker gyres because near X = 0.5 the southern

b d t d h d b " I -- - 5/ 6.oun ary ex en snort war to a out ~ However, the

boundary conditions would be very difficult to satisfy in such a

more real istic model. The differences in the circumpolar current in

the model and in the real world are more difficult to rationalize,

In the real current the western boundary region is not so well defined

and on the west coast of South America (the eastern side of our model)

the stream lines are quite crowded and have strong curvature. These

effects might be topographic and it might be possible to use the

equation including bottom topography to. get a more realistic model.

If the stream lines were forced northward near the eastern boundary
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hy,.,aridgethen they would nec.ess.arilyhe.comemore crowded near

the.,.eas.tern..ho.undary (such.aneffe.ct ap.pears to be present in

the real. ocean) . However, in such a region of strong flow. and

high.curvature of s.tream .lines our simple linear interior equa-

tionmay noLinclude some essential part of the .physics of the

problem.

THE BOUNDARY LAYERS

The solutions for the western boundary layer are very

similar to those obtained for a beta-plane ocean at mid-latitude

SÀ êo
differentiation a factor .si e occurs

(so that our equations are consistent with a transformation from

except that with each X.-

spherical coordinates). For a model controlled by bottom friction

(discussed in Robinson i s lectures) the equation is (in non-dimen-

sional form)

t:~) 1fšt -l. v¡ # 0

sJ 9 A-C,+C:i ~p (- ~o fl~ S )
The solution for the beta-plane does

+ sU e.o
sU ê-

and the solution is

· --t
where Š :. (f ~ not con-

, etain the factor ~ ~ The non-dimensional boundary layer

I .t ~ ~ 9øthickness "(7 $C Q~ varies with latitude. The boundary

layer becomes narrower as one goes northward.

If lateral friction controls the boundary layer, then a

solution of the Munk type is obtained (see Stommel, 1960, pages

93-103 for details). Again the boundary layer thickness is slightly

modified. The equation has the form
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where

( s, ee; )t.'llf. s. So . i If '-~~;.H~ 'ryr - ~S' (3 '1g:: D

S' = r-!i.X (r ":'-l\ ,A.~ is .the horizon.al eddy viscosity,

is.the reference value of the Coriolis p,ar,ameterand M islo
the width of the ocean). The boundary layer solution has the form

e-l 0, Lj) Š Col CJ if o.(j) r + Ó ~ rr "-(:1J r )

I . e
where 0. (:1) ~ /J't sv 1' ..~t:o
The iion~dimensional boundary

s. eo
In the, Munk model the ~ ~- factor does not appear.

.J i i S
Layer thickness is r:i (J' k QC .

Again the

boundary layer becomes narrower as one goes northward.

These boundary layer solutions can be applied to both the

model without and the model with the Drake Passage. The bottom

friction model satisfies only one boundary condition no flow

normal to solid bopndaries; the Munk-type model, because it has

two solutions with decaying behavior, can also he made to satisfy

a no-slip condition, that is, no flow along the solid boundaries.

The southern boundary layer is more interesting and more

compl ica ted since the solutions are infinite series expansions. The

scal ing is now done in the J -direction. The non-dimensional Munk-

type equation has the form si $" 'ì)f - T i,-r\7~Vt ~~ ~ 'f~ -
Note that in the boundary layer ¡B , ~ e , and

i
T are all approx-

imately constants. The interior solution gives the inhomogeneous

term ¡r I so we must find a boundary layer solution for the equation
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- r \J /.V + 9r' ~, /3 'lx ::0
$. fó

In using stretched coordinates only the highest order derivatives

will occur since any term~ with lDwer order differentiations will

be of lower order in r We scale J with r to obtain a

stretched coordinate 1'1= ri..i: J3~ (13 ~-~ l:'V S6) and the

boundary layer equation becomes

11 -ìp::OI'P¿ ì(

The boundary conditions are that 'Vw_.) 0 as 'i.- a; , thatl¡L~X)

is proportional to C1-X) so that the total stream function

vanishes at the boundary, A further boundary condition is that
"â \¥tØÆ : 0

Ô ':
a t the boundary.

If we try a solution of the form 1l"X .f(x) ~ ('~) , then
C"/If el

~ . . - ~'t ::"
~=L~ f

I f we choo se the separ a t ion cons tan t to be r ~ where rt is

real, and 4.' = r: then

1/ -¿~+ ~o
~llll_ L 1~CJ .: 0

U~x.e . Forare a. 11~ we try ~;: eSolutions for .f

a.i...A:~ -=0

a.'1,': tk

For A.,. C the two solutions with negative real parts are

i. Y* L J,,rrCt, ~ I' e le

Y¥' t. q 1:a.~=k. e T
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For k ¿ 0 the two solutions with negative real parts are

(l .. I ~ (/~e .¿ x¡l JlJt
Q.~ = (ftl yt e i.,

At 11.;0 we must construct a series .expansion for 7-)1 using the

iA,-t
functions e. . 1 -~ is extended over the interval 0 - 2 al though

';
the solutionis only used over the interval 0 - 1. r (7 -x.) dJ:: a

o
so there is no term for k:: 0 which is not of a boundary layer type.

The eigenvalues k are determined by the X. -interval;'h :::t 'f 7T ,

,. ~1~~13w . .. The general solution 
has the form

0"

y= ¿
k=-tC

I f2. -l/f~jwhere a.it ':-a ( i.. )( ) e ",x,¡ i:k, -+ 13k': 1. The rat io

,.
determined by the no-slip boundary condition.

Ol l-e¿ k't (OCk e Cli.ii.'Y -¡ ¡3k e cL:¿" ~)

~k-
I'k,

will be

A similar solution can be constructed for a boundary layer

controlled by bottom friction but this boundary layer will not

satisfy the no-slip condition.
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Thermal Girculation in a Deep Rotating Annulus

Sten GDsta Walin

Ba ckground

The symetric flow ina rotating . annulus of square

cross section with the side :walls held at different tempera-

tures has been investigated by.Robinson. His solution is

obtained by expanding in the thermal Rossby number. This

means that the heat equation must be dominated by conduction.

The main feature of the solution is an interior with pure zonal

motion and thin viscous boundary layers along the walls.

However there are some recent experimental results for

a deep rectangular cross section which show an internal structure

with, apart from the zonal motion, a relatively strong circula-

tion in the vertical plane, more or less concentrated into a

jet. This motion seems to be located where the zonal motion

has sharp vertical gradients.

As a first step towards an understanding of this phenome-

non, .we investigate here some effects of making the height of

the annulus large compared to its width.

The fundamental equations

With the notation used by Robinson, the steady symetrical

flow in a rotating annulus of liquid is governed by the following

set of equations:
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,;2 I I I I i -I i i-~V VlV\¡Vt2JlXV-cx(ATtç.lo \lp=O.. ;' - "" a 10
_¥:\I'~rl-v''V'T '-: 0,. (1)

'í i, V i :: 0..

The assumption used to derive these equations can be found

in Robinson's paper. Here we only note that all effects of

the curvature of the tank are cancelled by making LlR.(.( I
'JR j

. and.. ì'~ ".i I (fig. 1). Thus the equations describe the

flow in a rotating infinite straight channel.

The boundary conditions on the system are assumed to be

(fig. 1):

V I:: 0 o: X i ;: .t t L wnol

, i T ~.. JT ~ :J"' A o.)C :: .: l L
òT'
- :: 0 at ;a': 1+ H
'e s

ã! :: :iJ- H;l

(2)

r
ySl

I

I ---~,~,\ -.~
T

i

H x.

L
,.

i

I

LL

~,-",,,.",""r","~' ""..'....

'.
/'

~.
,," /

Fig. 1
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Equa tions(l) are non-dimensional ized according to:

I I H -' -- - -i ix::Lx. -a= --.a 1=.6/.TC) V:;C'V. ) )
For the velocity scale C we introduce:

C :: ~11~r
:2 *)¿

We shall consider the symetric state of motion char-Ô .
acterized by õ~ :: 0 and consequently we can introduce a stream

function yJ , defined by u.:: !fa.) kJ: - ~)(' Eliminating the

pressure, we arrive at the following set of non-dimensional

equations:

- f: \/; lJ + ¡3 ~J (ij/V; 4J) - Ó va + 7; = 0

- £ \ll V+-(3 ¡ J ( rJ¡ If) + $~. :: 0

- £ \liT t ,Bo-dJ ltViT) :: 0

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

with the boundary conditions

V=: 41:: o/)(:=
0 oj x. ': -I J.

... :a

oX
i

V :: 4' ': Lj¡.:: 0 ~ -- 1: ""

, at 't -=
+ J.T=- +-- ,: - ::

't - 0 ot ~ =+1-
Î! -

- ,.

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

(4d)

in equations (1)

C. V, -: ;2 J1 i- i
:. ()~ èi i _,

ß ()n? ~

a viscous parameter

the thermal Rossby number
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r .. 1:
~ - H

~ci=V

a geometrical parameter

the Prandtl number.

Further in equations (3) we have:

2. (a2. ~J2.)
\7l == a,c'l+ ¿ t;2.

:r(A; 13) == A~B)( - A X B:¡

0i \7; == (\7;~)( \7,; )

All the parameters except l are based on the width of the

annulus CL) .
$::) In all applications e is a very small number

The problem treated by Robinson is obtained by

setting

giving rise to boundary layer type solutions. Here (as well as

in Robinson's work) t3 is assumed small which makes an analytic

approach possible. The validity of Robinson's solution further
I

(3 ~ -:¡requires U" E. to be small which is a still stronger condi-

tion. In this case, we have the additional assumption that á ~~ I.

We will find however that the type of solution depends critically

on the relative magnitude of e and' cr. Thus we have mainly

two cases:

1) r 5: E (~ 1

2) ! i(( ã ¿,~ Î

These two cases will be treated separately in what follows,
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Extr.emely .. small Ó viscous interior.

For S ~ 0 equation (3a) reduces to E 'lIfX + IX ': ".

,. (&,.1 '.
Thus the stre.am function becomes v r; I We therefore intro-

duce new scales for i. and V according to ip II ~ \f and 'V:: E. V

which gives:

- ~~ 9! +~!i "J(\f¡\J; f) - f tJi + TK

-7;v.~f1 (Lfj ,,) +f Lpi

-( vir -+ ~a-f J (qJ¡ T)

=0 (Sa)

:: 0 (Sb)

:: 0 (Sc)

From these equations can be seen that for d(~ £, ~
C.

and

% ¿,.e 1 we have an interior solution that is viscously

balanced. This solution is characterized by no r -dependence

and is given by

~x =O¡ ~Jt~ 1 l 'V:: 0

with boundary conditions

T 1& t l \ lp i: (f¡l ~ 0 o. "':: ~ 1:

The solution is obtained as

If -= 0/ CO ~ C ø (Î - t)C "+ i ~ ;c"I )

~
(6)

T=-X

C 0 ~ (2. 4. t ~ ) - ~with

Now it remains to be seen if this solution can be joined

to the horizontal boundaries at i!:: -l Í'
¡-

To proceed we expand the involved fields after ¡e7~ .
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_ co ~ S)n ~ - I ~)'i 11 .ø V. 6'):r 'f
We introduce: 0/ =? E. If J V':: ~ cti-; lj J T:..L ß e~ T

Î'_O . h::O r i: y¡=l) c;

and obtain the lowest order set of equations.

i. 0 $ 0 "'o-\I ¿ \o - T ~ + 1)( :: 0

~\J¡ v. +f L¡~ = 0

'7; TO :: 0

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

Equation (4c) gives -TO ~ X which is introduced in equa-

tion (4a).

In order to transfer the inhomogeneity to the boundary

II) ò__ a: C)+ IJ iCconditions we introduce; T T

~\li- cplJ _ .L u:~ :: (.; £. i!

'; · J i)
-\I; V +Y' CPa :: 0

(8a)

(8b)

wi th boundary condi t ions:

o Ò ll..
i.'" :: cp -: 'PX ~ 0 aL x=1:l (9a)

V'6~ CP + o/Ol = t =0 cd ~= 'i i (9b)

\
To satisfy the boundary conditions at ~ ~:\ '3 we must have

boundary layers where the highest order i--derivatives in

equations (8) become important. The equations for the boundary

layers are obtained with the transformation

l' :: (ok Ó-J(i-kt) near

roO + C~ir1O :: 0T4!1 _ !~
l.i-t.tm =0:¿s ':!I

~ ':;::t

J
(lOa)

(lOb)
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Equations (10) are the Ekman boundary layer equations. The

solution is well-known and sets the following requirement on

'f i
the flow for large )

'i.0:i Vi ë'" (CP~ + I.fP) -= 0 ž! :: :¡ .J;i
11)00Clearly this requirement is not fulfilled by our solution T

roO _. 0 '(I(that is with í for large J) thus another boundary

layer will be required between the Ekman layer and the interior.

To obtain the equations in this region we try a new

stretching of the ~ -coordinate:

! = J ~ii) near 2- = + l which gives:

i¡ 0 "'-\7£Cf -'1=0)
i.,. 0

- 9£ ir + cp = 0
)

(lla)

(11 b)

with the boundary condition (for the case f ~ I

-:t )

(j -1. (i: ~)ìJ-tVie. a Cf+i. ::0 at )" = 0 (llc)

Equations (8) state that r:i. and VO are of the same order in

this region. We now order equations (11) with respect to the
I

small parameter ê r and obtain for the two lowest orders

Inö() V 00.= 0 1
'I. + ~
i+;( J

vEl _'focö: 0 ..
i. 'l 'S

cp0t) + If CO :: 0 o. '):: 0

(12a)

(12b)

(l2c)
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(()~' t 'I I" 0 iT. I,ri.~

VIII
:lJ(

c. 01

')

eoCl
Voo+ p. i = 0

#=:1

(13a)

(13b)

cJ r=O (13c)

For ) -+ cø we require that all fields disappear. The

boundary conditions at X = :t l are the same for ('f~~ V 

or)

and ('ff)lì 'Il") as for r:~ lJ~

Equations (13) have the forcing VIlO(~:.O) in the boundary

condition which expresses the fact that the zonal velocity

over the Ekman layer introduces a 'f -field of order e: l.

Equations (12) can be solved by separation of varia-

V..bles. Eliminating we obtain:

(fJ oC
cpøo + T, :: a,,)( ))

moo., ro°tJ:: tJu :: 0T .. T¡c Tit1.
_.l v.. + J.Q. ,..... ~

(14a)

(14b)

(fU 0T ., 4' El:: 0 o. ! ': 0 (14c)

This system has a solution of the form

cpco= l- AO ~ ~ gat¡l1J
I':O 11 n

where 0( ~ ;; o.

The mT)' and the corresponding 0(\1 are the solu-

tions to:
2-~ + o(h Cf :: 0nt¡t ri

T::: ~'t:: ~ YX:; 0 at X:: 1: t

(15a)

(15b)

which is a well-defined eigenvalue problem, The coefficients
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Ay¡ are determined by the boundary condition at )::0,

~¿ AI) ce + 4J eø:: 0 (16)~::o V\ 't
To de.termine A'r we need the orthogonal ity properties of

the func t ion Pr .

Suppose we have ~wo functions ~h (f) *"and T that
li

satisfy . :L
L~ + O(\- CfVl == 0

'*
Mul tiply the first equation with Cfrn and the second with

Cfn ' subtract and integrate from - k to ,.-l
i

f(t L CPo - r.L t +(c,~ -~) ~ ()Jp 0_.. *
W:- now look for (fJ such that. Tm

Ste'* L 'e d.~ :: r~ L rp: dx~ ~ *
Integrating by parts we find that ~ must satisfy the boundary

m

'* ol ~
tfm := CPW'r;~ = C"rr3X =. 0

From equation (15) we find that ce i. has this property
~TX

L (0* ." ìTm -t ClI' CfWl :: 0 r

_ eLL.where L:=-,
cL~i.

(17)

conditions

and we define
'f~ -= CfmifX

From equation (17) we now obtain for ;.:/ Y'

J.. *1 r.lCf Cfm a:x. :: ~ Cfmil,x cL't = 0-1. -:I2. :i
which is the required orthoßonality relation.

(18)
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From equation (12a) the 1. field is obtained as

'\ ,.o~ ~ 1- A ¡; 10 e.-o V1 r_'Ç J. L:/ ø* -0(/1 S"" L O('t ti 1V1¥X - .c cln nn Ifì e

Thus the zonal velocity field is obtained as a series in the'

adjoint functions ll 74
'Y

We will now use equation (18) to derive a relation

for AOI'

"*
Multiply equation (16) with Cf vY ' integrate

from - i for i and use (18):

A: )~: t.. de ~ - r If'" (t: cA;i_.. -..
which deter:ines the A: ;i

(19)

The right-hand side can be simpl ified because of the
f 1)00 and CD *'properties of ì T..

m

X :: t "Ì and that t. oe :: 1 Integrating4 'l J.

S ~J~ cpjt oLx:: 1m\~ -1:
Thus we have from (19)

i..
AC) - I \ (0 ,.- - ~ lVY.7ît
i' i 0(1'\

.,~..

We know tha t (l(¡: '0/.0 0; "
'l

at

by parts we obtain:

- -l (l~.. i rn ,:"",x
\'

_I

( ~ 0/: f., oh )
(20)

Clearly from equation (20), A,~ ~ 0 if ~~-K is an even

function of ~. This means that we can restrict ~~ to be

even (which makes CPm fj-Y odd) .

To proceed, we must look at the explicit form of the set

of functions ~VY

Even solutions to equations (15) are of the form:
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~ :Aci¡3rif3X t,prlX -+ 'BwJ (Jh J3x rW ~nX+ C ()2ßri'l (21)

'J
where (~tl'f ') == o(n and (3.,\ ;. O.

A , B , C..andthe eigenvalue 0(\, are determined from

the bouridary conditions (15b) and a normalization condition,

The boundary conditions give rise to a homogeneous

system of equations in A ,'Band C The determinant

set equal to zero gives the following equation for !'n after

some algebra:

Mr(~(jn) + ~ ß f3n ~ ~~ t (J,. ß ~n ~ ß~ := 0 (22)

For large r¡ we have the approximate solution:

tN ~'f = - fJ OJ fv¡=hTI + tIT (23)

For )''=0 we get !3o...¡íi""i which is not very far from the, ,.
correct value. Thus o(~ '=CrißriJ ..i./D is seen to be a rather

large number indicating that the maximum penetration depth is

only a small fraction of t. L '

Without going into the details of the form of

11..t'large 11 we can derive the decay properties of nn

(J for
ì'f

for large 11 .

For large Ì' the dominant contribution to Cfl" in the interior

comes from the term C. e.2ß~1 X. The other terms are of the

same order of magnitude only close to '/ c t l. For convenience.. _i ~ (l:we put C:: i, This makes ce ': 'Pr' ~\ ~ ¡q~) and iei~;"" lJ~h)'m~)t /"1
both in the interior and close to "V '\ +.L . The main contributionI' -:i
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to S 'P; CfM a.x. comes from the term Cb ~~;c and we have

S i:; t oi ~ (') fJ /. Insert ing in equation (20), we ge"

/1; l- ~ (2/3",). (~¡3~) -If:: (2. ¡3n) -~ -l _J-

Thus we have a very rapid decay of the coefficients A 0l'
i

We will now look briefly at the first order in C;.
IIJ co

Equations (l3a) and (l3b) are identical but.. is replaced
;

by ~ VPlla'lO) in the boundary condition.
lt ø I

We seek a representation of í of the form

rt?/ ,-cin r l't =- ~ A 'P e. where A", if given is:\1 n ..
i- il.°() + ¿ A~ cp~ ;: Q
y; 1-0

e 0 ~ I lj w*wi th V; :, C" - ri 1' T\A'
,)-0 0(\,

Multiplying with Cf:: and integrating we obtain:(X ¡ Cl r * .¡ J - I rI,ll f J
L -; A n CP Yf r- ocrl.. - A Wî t l'l h') :x'i "0 l

"-a I
The behavior of A'f for large 'h is thus seen to depend on the

behavior of S r?* r:'l d.x. for large fi. By integration by parts

using the fact that cP; ': ~iJ'~ we can derive the following

relations: i

"'

J. p.~ rp ~ do, =~! cÍ 1- (0(; re2X ~$)( - ~ ~ ~ S~ ~ ~ )
I'r¡ "," 1'..,\ ",x

¡-

By using an expression for ce for large 'i we obtain:vn !t ~-

(q;: CP: cL~ "*' (3Y1' (3W1

) ..," (l;' + fJ;' )

but r CP: ~ do( ~ f'~
3

and c()1 "" f3
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thus

...

A ~ l- ~ -k r1 fJ f1P-m .
h:l ß:' l ßy?

A ri where 'hVl .. 0 (1),

i

This r.epresentation of A.m is seen to be conver.gent for all

values of W' A rough estimate of the sum gives the result

tha t A 1 "" i1M 1' i.
I

I .... C
A'M - G Ai' at which"I~ K

of n1 the representation for cpøo shall be truncated.

A 0 I J C -ok ~ -1;-- we have 'W -b or lm ,. "M m$' It /(. ~
If we go to first order in the expansion after !3F

for large 'Î"

Thus for SOme value 'ri::Yn~

value

Since

we find contributions only in the boundary layer of thickness

~ ' all of which are of the magnitude

pared to the zero order solutions, Thus

é E:
.7 or _.d- com-O Aa-
we require t: L,.t 1

e.

for the zero order solution to be val id (since d- / 1 ) t

We now describe briefly the picture we have obtained

for the very high rotating annulus (fig. 2). In region III we

have a viscously balanced vertical motion without zonal motion.

In region II this flow closes and builds up a zonal velocity,

At the edge of region I we have balance between the vertical

variation of zonal velocity and the temperature gradient (ther-

mal wind relation). Thus at the bottom of region II we have

îJ = constant (however îf is a function of X. ), Region I
is an Ekman layer required to cancel the zonal velocity and does

not otherwise affect the flow field.
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From equation (3a) is

found tha t the terms &' vi and T)t mus t balance in the inter ior .

Accordingly we introduce tp = ó'f, 'l: 6 V and obtain:

£ ~f( cf.c.c 1 .
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- E i \J ¡ 'P + f3 i "J (4J1 \1/.. il ) - \l + 7; :: 0

- C 1\7; V' -+ (8 i j ( ~ \ 'V) + q;:¿ ~ 0

- ~ 1'7; T + (3 '(j J (f1/ r): 0

(24a)

(24b)

(24c)

where £' ~ £
ó

and ii= !li!
We now look for modifications introduced by 6 ~~ 7

I

in an approach similar to that of Robinson. We expand in f'

and obtain the first order set:

- e i n; tp ø _ V~., 1 ~ 0

, "
.., \/; /fll + I.., ::'0

(25a)

(25b)

The interior is governed by the equations

v:O :, 12"

o

41 =0.. (26)

The boundary layers at the top and bottom are obtained through

the transformation

r'-. E:-~r-I" (27)

and become ordinary Ekman layers of thickness +,, LË. in natural

coordinates. From these layers the internaló. .. 1
to be q; = (2 ~:¡. 2. .

ipo is determined

The sidewall boundary layers are obtained with the trans-

forma t ion: _..
Š-=(E') ~X (28)
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We obtain the boundary layer equations_1 1
- £' ). · IJ:¡ - v= :=:

fl 'î.0 + L¡0 v:it ê

(29a)

(2 9b)

with Vb .:~\ai

'4J~ -: ...¡ C~i~ 1
(29c)

for ~ = Ö
(29d)

The inhomogeneities in the boundary condition can be

treated separately. The first (V;= ..!#) gives rise to a

boundary layer solution with\.ò -oÚ) and '- Cl,- 0 (i i t) .

The second gives a solution with tpc_ O(£t) and ir~ OCt I~ et).

Since E' ':.! // £ the contribution from the interior

l. t
\f~.. r: ( t. can be neglected. This means that the Ekman

layers have no effect on the sidewall boundary layers.

From equation (28) we can see that the thickness of the

. . (1)1 L - (£ )'Lsidewall boundary layers is £. · - '7 . Thus the bound-

ary layer structure disappears when C f" l' which is consistent

with our earlier result. The maximal contribution to ~ in
.,

the sidewall boundary layer is 0 ( £'3). The vertical velocity
....

\f;a in these layers is 0(') since lJf: -. C' i) : yJ. Thus the
vertical velocity along the sidewalls is always of the same order

of magnitude as the interior zonal velocity.

The explicit form of the boundary layer solution necessary

to cancel the interior tr field can be obtained from the case
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(' c: (: J .Ò = 7 by replacing c; by "

We now turn our attention to the first order in (3 ~ r: .

The equations for the first order fields(\f: V:T)are:

i 4 i I I (I 0 '2 C)
- f ~6 ~ .. Va -+ Tx .. J \" 4J i 'Vi i. = 0

-r.'\);tJ~ lj~ + JC4'~ VrJ) :: 0

(30a)

(30b)

I ') I ( ø 0 )
-e\l¡I-t(fj 4J¡f :: 0 (30c)

Equation (25c) becomes

_ c:'V; (1"l) + ll; ="

Thus i~ satisfies the same equation as 1/c and we have a
IS

particular solution

i

1: :: cr iròl (31)--I \
I f satisfies the boundary condition at X= 'i;: but not at

'r:.1. i:. Thus we need a solution (Trl) to the homogeneous
~ i

equation \J T ~O satisfying the boundary conditions:

., J T' .. .i.. and~' =- 0
1y¡:¡+i.;i. at 2=-.i:i 71 at
ir~ is a solution to Laplace equation

only affect two square regions near top and bottom of the

.i:t.~,
and will therefore

annulus, This means that the contributions from the two ends

J

will not interact, For. "Z=:!;i we have:

..~ .. I .
V: =:l i\. E:.8 or from (31)
I I ('-I

Top. 'I': k. r,.. 0 · d-

where l\ is a constant of order 1
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Thus we have for T'
~

'i

VlTh =0
i -I,."'r

Tfi~ ~ t k e. O.cr oS ~ -: 't -k

(32a)

(32b)

I a; X _.4- ..TI-::O - - ..

,'~ 6 ~Vi
a ~ oa

h --

(32c)

(32d)

(32 a, c, d) give

~ =. 2. AI1 CV CX)' e-OlI1 )'

where 0(1,.: (.2'f+ 1)11 and ').. i -/ (t £ - "t)

(32b) gives AI',. e: -\ · 1- · (ji J.., - :;
Thus '1,\"" r 0 which clearly dominates over

The interior zonal velocity field forced by

from the relation: , 1
V'jl=iX

This relation can be integrated to give a solution with ir= 0

". _ ,. 1.~:--"'.at This solution is independent of r except. .land is of order C. E:" . cr V 1 is foundnear r': :l l

positive near the hot wall and negative near the cold wall.i I
lt induced by '1 wil 1The boundary layer contributions to

( ! ).s , (' -l( €: )1
be of order Ó V= 0 £ 'a 1 . Since we have expanded in

and we require Ifl.t." V(J we obtain the requirement-'
i-"'

r&. g. (f ~ 0(1
(33)

Thus we can see that this condition is the same as in the casè b:. I
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To f.ind ouLif. (33) is the strongest condition for the validity

.of our expansion we now look at the inertial inhomogeneities in

equations (30 a, b). We find that the ìj fields forced by these

)- .J
inhomogeneities are of order (~ 3 which gives the condition

I( )- i.. £ -
(3. ~ '"6 oS.c~. i (34)

By comparing (33) and (34) we find that condition (33) is the

strongest if 6 satisfies:

( f )" ~ 7 (¡ -~
(35)

Since ().- h we have a large range of £ where this condition

if~fulfilled and (33) is the relevant condition.

It is well-known that the boundary layer of thickness

(~ 1)'1' is not sufficient to take care of an arbitrary internal
distribution of zonal velocity. We may also need a layer which

is characterized by 1... 0(£1)11 and %.:0. The scale of
i '2

the ,X-coordinate shall be determined so that the terms £ \7ó ir

and \Va can bala~ce. This gives the boundary layer thickness

( iii )t! · L. Thus we find that when such a contribution is
relevant it will lose its boundary layer character already when.

.i
Ó - z::i In zero order we do not get ány boundary layer of this

kind. What happens in first order has not yet been established.
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Summary

For á:: E. we have found that the side-wall boundary

layers reach across the annulus. Thus viscosity is important

in the whole region. For r5 ~.. £ it was found that the influence

of the horizontal boundaries disappears within a distance of
_I

about (1;-0 g) to L. Inside these "boundary layers" the motion

consists entirely of vertical motion.

For f.c~ S ~t:1 an approach similar to that of Robinson

was applied. It was found that the side-wall boundary layers

grow thicker when $ is decreased, and become closedcircula-

ting cells with no net transportation.

A somewhat surprising resul t was obtained regarding the

range of validity of

(i5'f) -Iif "£ ,. t' () we
affected by Ó .

the zero order solution. It was found that
- i

require P r J'¿e: 1 which condition is not
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